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Chapter 1: And so it begins ....
Monday April 13
... in a Boeing 777-300 at 30,000 ft on our way to
Dubai and Istanbul, while writing this blog entry.
We’ve been working hard the last month or so to get
everything ready for our trip, this time a 6 month
stint with our beloved Clio in the Eastern Mediterraneans. We had to get the house ready for rental, lots
of cleaning, painting, some repairs and storing most
of our belongings in the shed and office. Getting
travel insurance, selling a car, talking to the Turkish
and Greek embassies, arranging utilities to mention
a few. To date we have not been able to get tenants
for the house but we hope the two property manage-

Tomorrow, Tuesday, we’re booked onto a flight to
Dalaman and a 90 minute bus ride to Marmaris, followed by another bus ride to the Yachtmarin marina,
where Clio is patiently waiting on land for our return. Most time-consuming jobs were done last year
(see previous blogs), and officially, she’s going back
into the water on Wednesday. We hope we can talk
the marina into letting us have her one more day on
the hardstand to get her ready.
This year we decided not to put Clio in charter and
stay on for the whole 7 months season. We will get
several people coming to join us for a week or two at
a time, some from Oz, some from even as far as the
US. We’re really looking forward to sharing Clio with
them. You can find more info about that opportunity
on http://www.sailblogs.com/member/Clio/. We’re
especially interested in getting some more experience dealing with the high season, July and August.
Many places will be hot and very busy and we’ll
be trying to find good, out-of-the-way anchorages
and ports to survive in the most pleasant way. The
Meltimi (wind) is another factor we need to get a bit
more experience with, just to keep life interesting.

ment businesses will be able to do a better job. Today
is a 53 hour day as we travel from Brissy to Istanbul,
including five hours time difference.
We started at 4 this morning getting the last jobs of
cleaning, packing and tv series downloading done.
Chris had given all of us, including children and
grandchildren a ticket to the Cirque du Soleil for
Christmas and today was the day. It was another
marvellous show that we enjoyed before we got the
hire car that allowed us to leave our 4WD in storage
with Chris’ son Ricky in Caloundra and drive back to
catch the plane at Brissy International at two in the
morning. We just left Singapore for Dubai, hoping to
catch the connection to Istanbul where we’ll stay the
night.
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waxing the above-water part of the hull. I sometimes
think longingly back to the simple life of a 27 ft boat
owner instead of our 47ft monster. Those chores
took all of Wednesday and most part of today, Thursday.

Tuesday April 14
We arrived in Marmaris Yacht Marin on Tuesday afternoon after the long haul flight from Oz to Istanbul,
a quick kip in an Istanbul hotel, and a short domestic
flight to Dalaman airport, followed by a nice (sleep)
bus ride to Marmaris. We even got our 80 or so kg
of luggage safely through the 45 kg restriction on the
domestic flight for the bargain and basement price of
$60 (compare that to comparable Qantas/Emirates
slap-on of $50/kg or $1,750). What was left of Tuesday was quickly consumed with organizing a berth in
Clio and trying to store another load of clothes and
equipment.

Thursday, April 16
The marina men came for her with their lifting device in the late afternoon and she was put back into
the water by seven that night. After an inspection for
gushing-in water, we were securely tied up around
eight that night. Erdal was able to get us a very good
spot in the marina so we were happy. We celebrated
the record 2 days between our arrival and launch
with a nice meal at the local restaurant. ‘Phase 1’
done, and sore muscles to remind us of the creeping years when getting in our own berth that night.
Tomorrow there is lots of cleaning and tidying up on
the agenda.

Wednesday, April 15
Today we had to finish the many chores to get Clio
ready to be launched the next day. Those chores
included a propeller installation (yes, we got a new
one from Volvo under warranty!) , patching up some
repairs on the rudder with antifouling, and a biggy:
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had done an excellent job, the sails look like new.
They also put some tell-tales on the sails, but got a bit
over-zealous, the genoa now looks more like a windtunnel object. We’ll probably have to cull a few of
them in the near future.

Friday, 17th of April
After Clio went back in the salty stuff on Thursday
night, we spent Friday washing a thick layer of dirt
off her decks, and Chris did a fabulous job restoring
the luster on the very dirty metal works (of which
there are many on Clio). After a day scrubbing and
polishing she appeared as her lovely self from under
6 months of neglect.
The sails that were washed, repaired and stored on
land were brought back and put in their rightful
place in the mast and on the forestay. The sail people

With the sails in place and shining stainless steel and
scrubbed decks, we decided we needed a little reward
too. Marmaris is about 220 km South of Ephesus,
one of the highlight archeological sites in Turkey of
a Greek city built around 1000 BC. We already had
rented a car to do a big shop the day before so we got
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into the car on Saturday morning to go and have a
look at the ruins. The trip to the present day Selçut
had some beautiful mountainous scenery on the way,
and it gave us also a better impression of the country and the people. And yes, also the petrol price of
$2.30/L.
As Ephesus is such an important tourist attraction,
the familiar ring of souvenir stalls protects the tourist
from keeping their money in their pockets, on the
way in and out. The Ephesus ruins are spread over a
fairly big area, but the sun was shining and there was
a medium tourist density that day, so it was an enjoyable walk. It must be quite unpleasant during the
high season. Some of the buildings were still in good
shape, such as the restored library building (thanks
to the Austrians). The overall layout of Ephesus can
still be seen through the main streets that are covered with marble and sandstone coverings, and were
flanked by columns . Others, such as the temple of
Hadrian, Roman emperor 117-138 AD (remember
his wall?) are in very good nick.

Wednesday 22 April 2015: Spending money
After our trip to Ephesus last Saturday things are
slowing down a bit, apart from the wind which has
been blowing stronger every day. So we’re staying
put and getting chores done. The cushions have
had their annual deep-cleaning treatment, Chris
disappeared in the storage room (the former bunk
cabin) and all kinds of objects followed each other
in procession down the gangplank. After stacks of

On the way back we bought some honey from a
roadside stall, and a little jar of pollen. Allegedly
very good for you, one spoon of honey with pollen in
the morning and you live forever. We’ll see.
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According to the forecasts, the winds will be up to 30
kts until the week’s end, so we will sit back and relax
until then.

blankets, sheets and household articles had left the
boat in the direction of Turkish unemployed and less
fortunate people, Chris reappeared and suddenly you
could actually step into that cabin again. Magic.

Sunday,April 26
As we have suffered from scraping anchors at times,
we agreed that an effective method of nailing ourselves to the bottom was an essential requirement of
our current lifestyle. The 17.5 kg CQR (plow) anchor
that came with the boat had proven in the past to be
less reliable than we needed to get our night’s rest.
The CQR anchor is an ‘old generation’ anchor and we
decided (after reading a fair bit of reviews and talking
to owners of other anchors) to take the plunge and
splurge out on a 25 kg Rocna anchor.
Adding this to the big new bow-thruster battery, this
will probably reduce our ability to eat for the next
month or so, but life is all about compromises, and
maybe Chris can learn to fish?

It is now Sunday morning and we’re gently rolling on the little swell left over from the high
winds of last week while anchored in Ciftlik Bay.
After pumping up Cloe (our rubber dinghy) and
suspending her in her new swing, we paid the
marina the final fees and it was time to get under
way. We waved goodbye to Anneke and Henk on
SeAn we met last year in a cove near Karacaoren,
and a bunch of Aussies on board Trilogy on our
way out. First stop was the Netsel marina close
to Marmaris city to stock up on diesel. On the
way to Netsel the engine was not very happy, it
got easily to 3000 rpm if not engaged, but once
the propeller load was put on it, it barely got over
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2000 rpm and the revs were going up and down,
a typical fuel problem. We were not very happy.
Clio was thirsty and after consuming about 150
litres we were on our way again. With her belly
full the engine was much happier and ran perfectly well, whew. Maybe the left-over diesel was
getting old (new one for us) or the added pressure of a full tank helped. We had just put new
fuel and oil filters in (and have two spare firstfuel filters) and will keep a very close eye on the
machine. We don’t want
a €700 repeat of the Kalkan vampire last year.
Erdal, who helped us so
brilliantly last year getting Clio wintered, (and
teaching Francis in the
process) and his lovely
wife Emine helped us
again getting ready,
notwithstanding their
already overflowing work schedule (plus a family to take care of). They seem to be a great team
and Erdal’s ‘give me a call if you’re in trouble’ is a
great backup insurance. Thanks again Erdal and
Emine!
We headed out of Marmaris bay dodging lots of
racing yachts along the way and off we went to a
little bay South of Marmaris called Ciftlik Koyu.
The bay is sheltered by a little island that won’t
keep the Southern swell out. So it turned out
to be a bit of a rolling night, with about 4 wind
shifts noisily dragging us over our own anchor

chain and waking us. Talking about anchors:
the new Rocna anchor (yes, the one that almost
broke the bank) performed amazingly well. No
long reverse motoring (CQR anchor ploughing)
was needed, it was almost an instant and very
firm hold. If it keeps this up, it is money well
spent as we anchor a lot.

Monday 27 April
Last night we watched one episode of Transparent (a very silly American sitcom) after which
Chris crawled into
bed feeling a bit green
around the gills. After
a good night’s sleep,
the sea legs are kicking
in and Chris is feeling
much better today. She
even cooked a great
bacon’n’eggs breakfast
to celebrate our escape
from the claws of the modern trappings called
‘marinas’. Still not decided where to go next.

Tuesday 28 April
Early (more or less) rise yesterday and anxious
to get away from the rolling swell in Ciftlik bay
that has been relentless for two nights now. The
wind that blew through the valley between two
mountains kept Clio pretty much parallel to the
SE swell, becoming quite uncomfortable. So we
lifted our lovely shiny new Rocna and headed in
the direction of Fethiye Bay. We motored for
a couple of hours and went into a nice looking
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front again to secure it to a cleat. Some more
practice is required to master this procedure,
especially in windy conditions!

bay behind Baba island, always on the lookout
for good anchorages, but the wind was coming
from the west and it looked like there might be
more swell so we opted to continue on our way.
With a little wind now the sails were hoisted and
we managed another little while without the assistance of the iron horse. As the sailmakers had
turned the sails into windtunnel objects with
telltales on every square cm, better trimming the
sails is now possible and there is still much to be
learned about the interactions between the varying controls such as main traveller, foresail sheet
cars, mainsail outhaul tension etc.. We managed
to get 5 kts speed from 7 kts wind, not bad for a
first more serious trim.
On reaching Fethiye bay we found a beautiful anchorage, Siralibuk limani (Deep bay),
and Chris did get to have her first experience
of trying to hook us onto a buoy. She managed
to secure it on the boat hook but could not lift
it close enough to thread the rope through. So
we walked it to the back of Clio and threaded a
line through the eye and then walk it back to the

The water was completely flat and looked inviting
and Chris braved the expected water temperature
and had her first swim of the season, be it in her
wetsuit. The water is still a little chilly but definitely worth taking the plunge after the last three
days of feeling not so well. Then time for a lovely
hot shower on the back deck and sit in the sun
with a glass of wine and contemplate the troubles
of the world. The bay is a truly beautiful spot, we
slept very well last night, no rolling (we’ll check
Clio for moss today).

Wednesday, April 28
This morning we woke up in paradise, after a
great night’s sleep tied to a buoy in Siralibuk limani. We enjoyed a lazy day soaking up the beauty
and tranquility of this amazing place. A small
motor boat charged into the bay and circled the
two nearby boats and we thought uh oh he wants
us to pay for our mooring, maybe? But no, he is
the local bread man selling his baked pide bread
fresh from the stone fire oven. We agreed on a
price (after a little haggling of course) and got
ourselves some lovely fresh bread delivered on
our doorstep in paradise.
Our neighbours left this morning and because
the grass is always greener we decided to move
to their mooring which was a little more sheltered and good practice for Chris to improve her
buoy catching skills. But then a couple of hours
later the next neighbours also vacated and yep
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you guessed it, Francis suggested that we should
move yet again, it is the most protected part of
the bay, so ok more practice for Chris and getting
better each time.
We launched Cloe, the rubber duck, and rowed
ashore for a little exploration and then back on
board for more reading, sleeping and the odd bit
of cross stitch, (thanks Kylie).
In the evening, time for some card playing and
the first ‘coon can’ (sort of 500) tournament was
won by Chris! Dinner is leftover spaghetti and
watching the last (praise the lord!) two episodes
of ‘Transparent’, a sitcom which allows you to
hate about everyone playing in it. We also started the first episode of ‘The Legacy’ (thanks for

couple of leaking toilets and finishing off some
admin stuff. Omelet that night for dinner and
the next episode of ‘The Legacy’ before another
very good nights’ sleep.

Thursday, April 30

pointing that one out to us Ton).

Wednesday, April 29
We considered for about two minutes going into
Gocek today to get more supplies (we ran out of
chocolate and ice-cream), and decided: no stuff
it, we will stay put and enjoy this for one more
day. So a lovely long lazy day reading, cross
stitching and sleeping, and Francis repairing a

Today, Thursday, we reluctantly decided it was
time to go to Gocek to stock up and give Clio
a wash and leave this perfect little piece of the
world for now. As we motored towards Gocek
Francis calibrated the autopilot compass so that
in future the autopilot could navigate a bit more
efficiently and didn’t have to work out the discrepancy between the GPS course and its own
fluxgate compass course every time it was engaged. As we headed for Gocek we had snowcapped mountains on one side of us and brown
and green craggy hills on the other, this is truly a
beautiful place.
Back in Gocek, it feels a bit like coming home.
We checked into the municipal marina, which is
a little cheaper and closer to town than the more
up-market Marin Türk where we stayed last year.
After hooking up the power and water it was
time to visit the supermarket and replenish our
supplies, have a yummy lunch and then a lovely
hot shower for Chris.
After dragging lots of supplies from the local
grocers into Clio’s innards, Güçlü called and we
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arranged to share dinner that night with him and
his wife Yukari. It was really great to see them
again and after some tea on board we went and
had dinner with them at the Limon restaurant.
Under Güçlü’s watchful eye we chose a range of
appetizers, Turkish ‘mezes’ such as a salad from
salty succulent plants (Salicornia?), pickled small
fish fillets, sun-dried tomatoes in olive oil and
many more. Mezes is often served with a hot
‘balloon-bread’ and is quite filling. As a desert
Yukari introduced us to something that looked
like a crumbed hamburger patty, but was made
of very thin noodle with pistachio in a sweet,
honey-like sauce, from the oven. Delicious, must
ask that name again! We finished the night with
tea at Güçlü and Yukari’s place, a great night with
great company.
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Friday, May 1
While still in Gocek on Friday morning, Francis gave
Clio a well-earned wash to get rid of the layer of Sahara sand that had settled on her in the last few days.
Chris set out on a quest to search and find filo pastry
(Milfoy, thanks Yukari). Now just finding feta cheese
and we can make spanakopita (Greek spinach pie).
Around midday it was time to check out of the
marina and we headed out into the bay making our
way to Sarsala where we would meet Tolga. As there
was a little wind we decided to hoist the sails and do
some tacking for a while and enjoy sailing Clio just

had hardened he was able to acquire a tube from
the Irmak yacht next door after a quick call to Tolga
(thanks Tolga, you saved us a trip back to Gocek).
The dinghy is patched and I made our first ever
cake in our very slow cooking oven and we took off
to spend another night in our favourite little spot,
Siralibuk limani (Deepwater Bay) just around the
corner from Sarsala.
When we arrived we were pleased to find that the
best mooring was still available and managed to secure a line without any trouble. Chris then squeezed
into the wetsuit and jumped back into the water to
take our landline ashore and hook it to a boulder.
The water is cold still but once you are in it is great.
Getting out to a hot shower on deck is an added treat.
In the afternoon it was time to continue the Coon
Can card game tournament and Francis quickly got
his revenge.

Sunday, May 3
Today we got a big surprise. While pumping up the
repaired dinghy, Francis spotted something moving
on the beach, about 200 m away. He got his camera
out with a modest telephoto lens and caught.... a
badger. What a surprise, a badger in Turkey !

for the sake of it.
After an hour or two the wind dropped again so
it was back on with the iron horse and we parked
bum-first into a berth on the Sarsala pontoon. A
short while after our arrival Tolga came in with his
learning crew of one Dutchman, two Indonesian and
one Russian girl. It was great to see him again. He
joined us on deck along with the Dutchman for raki,
of course. We had a late dinner after Tolga and crew
had left already to get back to Gocek for an early
morning start.

Saturday, May 2
Francis had to repair our dinghy which has had a
slow leak. After discovering that our dinghy glue

Monday, May 4
After another lovely morning yesterday(with the
badger-sighting) we decided it was time to move
on and headed for Gemiler island, around the corner from Fethyie Bay. We headed out of the bay
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and wind picked up so with Clio under full sail we
managed to cruise along at 5-7 knots for the next
2-3 hours to our next destination. We pulled into a
lovely little cove and after dropping anchor needed to
secure a landline. Francis had to stay on board to try
to position Clio in a slight crosswind, so Chris had to
take the landline ashore and got her first solo rowing
lesson in the rubber dinghy. After much cursing and
falling over herself she managed to get the dinghy
tied to a rock and found a spot to tie the landline.
While almost being pulled into the water by Clio
on the other end of the now fully extended line and
some more cursing she finally managed to wrap the
line around a rock and get it secured. Luckily there
was no one else around to see and hear the utterings
of this mad Aussie woman.

Tuesday, May 5
The Russian fleet took off early that morning, and
gave us back our lovely quiet spot. Chris set out to
make a fitted sheet today. She bought out the sewing
machine and got to it. While Chris was hemming
away, Francis went exploring in our inflatable Cloe
(Greek goddess of agriculture fertility, giver of cereal
to man, also the name of our rubber duck) around
the bay. We decided while the sewing machine was
still out that we would have a go at making mosquito
screens for the stern cabins. We now have fitted
mozzie screens that look a bit like shower caps, but
hopefully now our guests will be able to sleep without buzzing bities to annoy them.
We took a trip around the bay in Cloe to some beautiful spots and also the anchorage on the opposite
side of the bay which was fully packed with boats.
When we got back Chris did some more rowing
practice and is getting the hang of it. Following an afternoon nap the card tournament continued, Francis
is now one game ahead (quit while you’re ahead?).

Wednesday, May 6
After two nights in the same place, we decided on
Tuesday morning to raise the (excellent!) anchor and
explore the rest of this beautiful bay and look for
another good spot to spend a night or two. The now
well-trained Chris got into the dinghy to release the
landline with a lot more dignity than was seen (and
heard) when tying it up. Practice makes perfect.
After all that excitement we were settling down to a
game of cards, in the peace and quiet. Not for long,
in came the first of six yachts, part of a flotilla full
of Russians. So the next hour was spent watching a
lot of inexperienced sailors anchor and tie up to the
land and each other (rafting), all of this being managed by a couple of guys who seem to know what
they were doing,. We expected that it would not be a
quiet night once the vodka came out and the singing
started, but they settled reasonably early and we still
slept well.
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some spectacular views from the top of the island.
After a turn around the bay in Clio checking anchorages we pulled in behind the Gemiler Island (St
Nicholas Island) which has extensive ruins of what
once must have been a sizeable Byzantine community. Some medieval sources claim that St Nicholas
or Santa Claus came here or lived here for some
time. From the early Byzantine period until the 12th
century A.D., the island was inhabited and was an
important port of call especially for vessels sailing
from Italy and other western Mediterranean countries with pilgrims destined for the sacred lands in
Palestine.

Unlike our very peaceful cove from the night before,
the new anchorage filled very quickly in the late
afternoon with gullets and very loud party motor
boats, one of which was next to us. The music started at around 5 in the afternoon and went on until the
wee hours of the morning.

Intermezo: The Byzantine period starts when the Roman empire was split in two by Roman emperor Diocletian in 285 AD. The capital of the Eastern part of
the empire (with a lot of Greeks in it, which explains
the confusing mixture of these two cultures in Turkish archeological sites) was transferred from Rome
around 325 to the city of Byzantium by emperor
Constantine I, and later renamed Constantinople in
his honor. In 1453, after 1200 years of an expanding
and shrinking Byzantine empire, Constantinople was
taken by the Ottoman Muslim Turks and renamed
Istanbul.
Back to the real world: We hopped into Cloe and
went ashore to explore the well-preserved ruins
(mainly churches) on St Nicolas island (after an 8
TL fee for the Department of Culture) and also saw

That afternoon Francis donned the wetsuit and finally took the plunge today and did a little snorkeling,
but he is still complaining about how cold the water
is, so maybe he will wait a bit longer before diving in
again. Chris magically turned a box with Dr Oetker
ingredients into a very nice carrot cake and we had
a visit from the local pancake makers in their boat,
an older couple who row amongst the yachts offering
freshly made pancakes for 8 Turkish lire. We haggled
the price down to 5 and she cooked us a spinach and
cheese pancake each right there on the little wooden
boat. So that was our dinner for tonight, followed
later with carrot cake and ice-cream.
Chores done this morning: the bed sheets washed
and hung out to dry. Chris made the second fitted
sheet for the stern berth and then jumped in for a
nice cool swim and some lazing about on the very
yellow lilo (air mattress) that was salvaged last year
by Chief Tony and HandySkip Francis.
The noisy boat with the 5 party girls has gone thank
goodness. Chris thinks it was a mafia boat with their
bevy of bikini clad beauties, who loved to dance in
their g-strings. Francis will not comment on that
opinion, or the girls for that matter…..
Francis got brave and dived in as well and enjoyed
snorkelling about among the rocks, this time without
the rubber protection. We then launched Cloe and
headed for the beach to have a look around. We were
greeted by the small restaurant owner(ess) in what
appears to be a caravan park and a local picnic spot
for the locals to visit. After a bit of a walk we enjoyed
some barbecue chicken, chips and salad along with
the obligatory Turkish tea on a terrace overlooking the bay for the grand total of 30TL. We hope the
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stock markets will go up soon to support our outrageous life style.
Güçlü and Yukari were sailing over to join us from
Gocek. When they arrived they were not too confident about anchoring, not having done it before, so
Francis jumped into Cloe and guided them through
the process. Chris volunteered to swim their line
ashore and even though she wore her wet shoes to
protect against sea urchins, without realising it she
brushed the top of her foot across one and ended up
with about 6-8 barbs embedded. After Güçlü and
Yukari were safely tied up Francis attempted to operate on the ailing foot. Chris was ok with him poking
around with the sharp tweezers, but was not too sure
when he bought out the scalpel blade. He explained
a little too gleefully that the only way to remove
them was to cut them out as the barb has a hook on
the end which will not be lifted out and they just
keep on breaking off anyway because of the chalky
consistency of the spikes. When seeing the look on
Chris’s face Francis offered the alternative of leaving

excellent.

Thursday, May 7
It is another great-weather day. We lent Cloe to
Güçlü and Yukari, and they rowed ashore to explore
the Byzantine ruins on the island (top-left).
We had been wondering about the fine yellow dust
(we first thought fine sand had blown in from the Sahara) that covered everything, from the solar panels
to our olfactory tissues. It was also forming a thin
layer on the water and was blown into yellow slicks
on the water’s edges, chausing us to believe a Gullet
dumped their black-water tank. But the slicks were
too yellow (top right) and to buoyant to be sand, so
we asked the local restaurateur what it was. ‘Pollen’
was the one-word answer. As it turned out, the large

them alone and in a couple of days they will fester
and come out on their own, Chris decided to go with
this less radical option (but… gentle surgeons make
stinking wounds, as the Dutch proverb goes).
Güçlü and Yukari joined us for a yummy spaghetti
dinner on our deck (with a very expensive looking
bottle of olive oil, thanks very much) and we enjoyed
a great evening on deck on the gently rocking Clio
with good company and Aznavour crooning in the
background. A couple of very satisfying days, life is
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amounts of pine trees in the area shed their pollen
in massive amounts, forming dusty layers and slicks
everywhere. Another mystery solved, luckily we’re
not hay fever sufferers
Chris got out the lilo and when Güçlü and Yukarireturned from their cultural educational tour (they
did not have to pay the entrance fee, the collector still
being asleep), and we all floated and paddled happily around in the water talking, until we turned into
prunes. Then it was time for Güçlü and Yukari to
leave, and with a little help from Francis they managed to free Irmak and get under way. Thanks again
for the great company, see you soon in Gocek. We
were staying on for one more night.

Friday, May 8

a Fatimite port when the meltemi (winds) caused it
to look for a harbour of refuge. Attempting to enter
Serçe the ship hit a rock and sank in 32m. The recovered glassware can now be seen in the ‘glass wreck’
room of the Medieval Age Hall in Bodrum Castle.
After having a look around we chose a spot in the
southern corner to anchor Clio and Chris managed
to secure the landline eventually. First try was to a
rock that was not quite big enough and as soon as
there was tension on the line the rock came tumbling down. So try again to a much bigger rock and
success this time. Then time for a swim followed by
a lovely hot shower on the deck. Francis went snorkeling and found some more underwater treasures
of the natural kind. The card tournament continued
with Francis proving to be quite the card shark. He
strongly denies this foul allegation (but liquorice
doesn’t come cheap).
We were visited by a very healthy looking local man
in his little wooden boat selling his wares. The timing was perfect as we had run out of nibbles to have
with wine and ice tea on the deck and his speciality was fresh almonds, pistachio, cashews and the

This morning we decided it was time to leave too.
So we packed up Clio and headed off in the general
direction of Bodrum, deciding where to stop when
we got a better idea about available wind. We were
hoping for enough wind to help us on our way but
much to the disappointment of the skipper, it was not
to be. So the iron horse was put back to work, and
we picked up a little free-rider and six hours later we
arrived in the lovely bay of Serçe which is an underwater archeological site of an 11th century Byzantine
wreck.
Intermezzo: The story goes# that the ship, carrying many glass objects, was sailing to Loryma from

sweetest dried apricots so after a little haggling, and
his telling us about how expensive it is to raise his
three children and keep his wife, who cuts his hair,
we agreed on 25 Turkish lire for a bag of almonds,
cashews and apricots. That is about $12 which would
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be the price of only one of these back home. We’re
still saving to pay for the new anchor (and there is an
oven and a rubber dinghy still to go).
We hope you like the beautiful plume moth (below)
we found this morning on our cockpit cushion?
# Turkish Waters and Cyprus Pilot (2013). Rod and
Lucinda Heikell. 9th edition.
at the supermarkets. Most importantly we replenished our ice-cream and chocolate stock. We headed
back to Clio in our trusty little Cloe and after Chris
unpacked the groceries we were horrified to find that
we had left the ice-cream in the freezer at the market.
So, Francis jumped back into Cloe and went back to
retrieve them.

Saturday, May 9
We had a very quiet and lazy day today sitting in
Serçe bay, enjoying the serenity of the place. The
wind did pick up a bit, so skipper put on another landline to create a safe three holding points anchoring
situation. We’ve learned a lot about secure anchoring practice in Turkey by observing the Gullet captains over the past year! The new Rocna anchor has
proven its worth over and over again and sleeping
while on anchor is now pretty much uninterrupted.

Monday, May 11

Sunday, May 10
We got underway this morning to Bozburun. We put
up the sails in the hope of catching a breeze but after
10 minutes of no wind, we gave in and back to motoring, again. I will show tomorrow why (I believe)
the winds are so unpredictable and variable (both in
time and space) along this stretch of coast
We arrived in Bozburun in time to treat Chris to a
very nice Mother’s Day lunch at the yacht club restaurant. We then did some restocking of our supplies

Itwas another quiet day today anchored in the bay
just outside the Bozburun port. We headed back
into town for a wander and to get some credit for
Chris’s phone, and found a small restaurant in one of
the back streets, where the locals eat, and got a great
lunch of chicken, salad and rice plus Turkish tea and
two bottles of water, for the grand total of 17 Turkish Lire, $8.50. It pays to go where the locals go. We
then went to the customs office to find out if we can
check out of Turkey when the time comes. Internet
‘resources’ come up with contradicting stories where
some say that Bozburun doesn’t allow checking in
and out of Turkey anymore. But the local customs officer told us that it was possible (though not that day)
and better yet, we do not have to hire an agent and
can do it ourselves, so we save some money.
That afternoon Chris baked a beautiful chocolate
cake and is becoming a real galley-princess, such
luxury.
Back to Clio for a couple of rounds of cards, with
Francis still the victor. We had a bit of wind today
but that wonderful new anchor, again did not fail us
and held Clio firmly in place.

Tuesday, May 12
We woke to a very wet morning after having rain all
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night. Hopefully, it has cleared some of the pollen
from the air. As we were thinking about moving on
to Orhaniye, we had a visit from an Australian couple
who had anchored nearby last night. Jenny and Rod
Stewart (not the singing one as he assures us), from
Brisbane, came aboard and joined us for tea and
chocolate cake (baked by Chris) and great conversation, and ended up having to sit out a rain squall that
passed over.
After they left and the sky had cleared, we raised
the anchor and headed off to Orhaniye. Again very
little wind so we motored for the first hour or so,
expecting more rain. But the Gods were kind: the
sky cleared, the sun came out and we even got a little
wind to fill the headsail, and gently cruised along for
the last little while.
At the Palmiye restaurant pontoon in Orhaniye we
were greeted by the restaurant owner who remem-

bered us from last year. It is a good feeling, returning
to familiar places and being welcomed as old friends.
Chris made good use of the shower facilities for an
indulgent hot shower and hair wash. During the afternoon a flotilla of six yachts, filled with Dutch folk
tied up all around us and it all became very noisy,
especially when also a small fleet of Austrians took
up residence a couple of hours later.
That night in the restaurant there were two long
tables prepared for the two fleets of Dutch and Austrians. The latter were already buying wine by the
bottle (is this your best wine?), and we expected the
owner to do very good business that night: bottle of
Angora wine in the shops cost around 18-20 TL, just
one glass of the house wine in a restaurant is at least
15 TL. That obviously didn’t deter the Austrians who
were heard singing until the very early hours.

Wednesday, May 13
Today we hopped on board the dolmuş for a trip
into Marmaris to get some more supplies and drop
off the thermal safety part from our stove to get a
replacement. We were also on a quest to find nutmeg, which proved to be easier said than done. The
Google translation gave us küçük hindistan cevizi, so
armed with this knowledge Chris went into a supermarket and asked for, what we believed the nutmeg
translation to be, and was given shredded coconut.
So after trying a second shop and still ending up
with coconut, we gave up. On the way back to Clio,
Francis messaged Güçlü to ask for his help. He told
us we should try for Muskat which is very much like
the Dutch Muscaat for nutmeg, so we think now
we are on the right track. We are still searching for
a Celcius-Strandardised Measurement Device (aka
thermometer) to measure the water temperature.
Back to Clio and dinner at the Palmiye restaurant.

Thursday, May 14
Francis is suffering from a light touch of heat stroke
and had a very quiet day today, resting and staying
out of the sun. So Chris did some domestic chores
and the outside cushion covers got a good wash. We
tried out the mosquito screen on our small hatch and
it worked like a charm, so back to the sewing ma-
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we would never touch Vodafone in Turkey again and
are happy with our Turkcell communication requirements (though not cheap).

chine, to produce one more (at least).
We had our final dinner in Palmiye restaurant and
watched the second episode of the Swedish series 30
degrees in February.
Time to move again after a prolonged stay in Orhaniye. Today, Friday, we headed out this morning to
Datça, about 20 NM West of Orhaniye. Again no
wind so we left the bimini on and had a shaded motor ride for the next couple of hours, past the bay that
caused us our first anchoring troubles in Turkey last
year.
Datça was the first port of call when clearing into
Turkey last year. So we still have fond memories of
being lied to and skinned by the local Vodafone agent
regarding our two pone SIM cards, the Wifi dongle
and the amount of data we purchased for it, luckily
there was no brick lying around. The upshot is that

On arrival in Datça, we anchored in the bay and
launched Cloe to go ashore in search of nutmeg
(muskat), cottage cheese and the ever elusive thermometer. Success at last, we found a spice shop
where they grounded nutmeg for us and we also
could not resist the dried apricots, walnuts and bags
of flower chai (tea). After using .the handy translator
again on the iPad we were able to find cottage cheese
and then went for the thermometer.
Francis drew a picture of a thermometer on a piece
of paper at our rest stop of eclair, pastry and tea and
after three or four different shops and being directed
here, there and everywhere, our search finally came
to an end in a shop something like a stationery shop.
We were so excited to find thermometers that we
bought three for the total price of 15 TL ($7.50), just
to be sure, we won’t need to go looking again for a
while.
Now that we have all the ingredients, tonight Chris
will attempt to make spanakopita (Greek spinach pie)
for dinner. Looking forward to that!!!

Friday, May 15
The main reason that we’re a bit behind with the blog
is that we’ve taken a couple of days off adventuring
and in the mean time also got over some sun-madness (sun-stroke for the technically inclined amongst
us), but here we go:
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Unfortunately, the problem with the Facebook link
still hasn’t been resolved by the Sailblog (this website)
team, so you may read this if/when they have done
so, hopefully sometime in the not too distant future.

Saturday, May 16
We promised to say something about the winds
we’re getting here in Turkey, an important part of the

environment when sailing. We have spent now, on
and off, in total about six months along the Muğla
(pronounce as ‘Mula’) coast and have had not much
luck with the winds: they were in general weak and
changed a lot over the course of a day. Given that
we’re in general going from point A to point B (not
just sailing for sailing sake when you can find favourable winds), we hardly can get in more than a
couple of hours of sailing per day, on a good day.
That really puzzled us as the Greek waters seemed to
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variation over the day.
How to deal with it? A possible solution would be
to go out to sea further, reducing the influence of the
mountains. That is not often possible, as you then
run into the Greek territorial waters. So the only
solution is to use the engine way more often than we
would like to.
We had an excellent Spanokopita (spinach pie)
dinner, a great culinary triumph for Chris and her
tenacious search for the ingredients in Turkey. The
amount of leftovers guarantee more of the same over
the next couple of days if not weeks. It is also very
nice as a cold lunch snack.

have an abundance of wind, and much less variation
throughout the day, albeit some depending on position due to island geographies.
We first started to look at the air pressure maps, but
they didn’t show much discontinuities around the
areas of interest. So the next source of information
were the surface wind maps of the Norwegian meteorological institute, in the yellow cadre. The wind
map shows the wind direction and strength projected
on a map of the Eastern Mediterranean. The number and size of the ‘feathers’ on each arrow indicated
the wind strength (1 feather = 10 kts, 2 feathers = 20
knots etc. Small feathers indicate 5 knots. The lightblue smirch is roughly the area we’ve been sailing in
in Turkey. Within the smirch the arrows point in
all directions, indicating a very confused (not nicely
aligned in one direction) wind field. Looking at a
series of these wind maps over a given day gives us a
good indication of how much the wind direction will
change, hence how much sailing in a certain direction can be done that day.
The last step in reducing our ignorance regarding the
wind along that stretch of the Turkish coast is answering the question why the winds are so confused.
We believe the reason really lies in the coastal geography. The relief map in the red cadre above roughly
covers the area inside the blue smirch. It shows how
mountainous that coastal region really is. So the
windfield is being broken up by the high mountains
along the coast, confusing the wind on a spatial scale.
Combined with a daily land wind/sea breeze cycle as
the bare mountains warm up and cool down adds the

Saturday, May 16,
We had a lovely restful day on board Clio, today. It is
a bit windy and the CSMD informs us that the water
surface temperature (CSMD-WST in short) is 21
degrees. A bit too cool for swimming today. Instead
we watch the locals enjoy the beach from our nicely
shaded cockpit, some even braving the chilly water.
It was also a good day for Chris to dig out the trusty
sewing machine and whip up 3 more insect screens
for four of Clio’s small hatches. Now when Clio has
them on she looks like she is off to the races adorned
with her “fascinators” (for non-Ozzies: little tulle hats
with sometimes feathers stuck in them).
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The wind dropped in the late afternoon and we
enjoyed very much sitting through the day’s end, and
soaking up the noise and colour of Datca, such as a
large group of cars, mopeds and bicycles came along
the esplanade honking horns and waving flags. They
stopped at the end of the harbour and there was a lot
of drumming, singing and dancing. We are not sure
but we think it might have been a lot of football fans
celebrating or warming up before the game, strange
behavior more often observed within this social
grouping. Leftover spanakopita for dinner tonight.

Sunday, May 17
Another glorious day with a CSMD-WST of 24
degrees. So a perfect day to launch Cloe and head
for the beach. After a visit to the nearby market to
purchase eggs and wine, as you do, we had a very
nice brunch at a local restaurant.
We were hoping to talk with the local policeman but,
as it is Sunday he was off somewhere having a long
leisurely breakfast, or so we were told. So, the only
thing to do was walk back to the beach and take the
plunge. After we were both submerged in the cool
water for a bit, Francis took Cloe back to Clio and
Chris enjoyed a long slow swim out after him.
Back on Clio time to try making an orange yoghurt
cake. Well it is a cake of sorts, but we realise that the
bakers flour that we have is not self raising, so we
have a flat and chewy pudding like creation. It tastes
pretty good, though, but due to its black-hole-like

density, we decided to feed the whole fish population
along the Turkish coast with it. Perfect afternoon for
a snooze followed by another swim. Then back on
the deck watching the locals, who really know how to
enjoy their Sunday at the beach.

Monday, May 18th
It is time to move again. Today we left reasonably
early to motor to Knidos, about 20 NM to the West
of Datca. Knidos (Cnidus) was one of the Dorian
hexapolos, the six cities of the Dorian confederacy.
The city was a prosperous one, its inhabitants being
industrious and the harbour well placed to handle
passing trade. Knidos was renowned for two things:
it’s statue of Aphrodite and the scientist Eudoxos.
The statue of Aphrodite by Praxiteles was one of the
first of a naked woman in the 4th century BC. The
sexy Aphrodite was believed to bring good fortune
to seafarers - it certainly brought good fortune to the
local shop owners in the form of large numbers of
tourists in this early age to view it. Rumors have it
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that a sailor sneaked into the temple at night kissing
Aphordite’s inside thigh, leaving a permanent stain
there.
Intermezzo: The scientist Eudoxos of Cnidus, 408–
355 BC, was an astronomer and mathematician and a
student of Plato, and is considered one of the founding fathers of Greek geometry. He also introduced
the ‘astronomical globe’, the sphere that shows the
star positions. Pythagoras (c 570 – c. 495 BC) turned
figures into numbers (geometry into algebra), but
Eudoxos reversed that trend somewhat by reverting
back to a more qualitative approach to mathematics,
focusing on geometric concepts.
Sailing into Knidos’ small port is quite an experience. The ruins of the ancient Cnidus lay spread out
on the hill slopes that protect the harbor from about
all winds. You can easily imagine yourself 3000 years
earlier on a small Greek trading ship sailing into the
same harbor. The water is so clear that you can see
the bottom at 10 meters, which also helps to avoid
the underwater rocks of the Northern pier that must
have collapsed some time ago.
After we secured Clio we rowed ashore to check out

our new surrounds and to sample the local fare at
the restaurant. After a very nice lunch of octopus
salad, herrings, spinach salad and pepper and cheese
salad we made our way back to Clio. After confirming with the CSMD-WST was a cool 22 degrees,
it was time to snorkel and explore the underwater
surrounds. After Chris had spent some time swimming around enjoying finding such wonders as tube
worms, clams and all sorts of fish, she decided to
swim back to Clio as she had “goosebumps on her
goosebumps”. Another wonderfully lazy afternoon
reading and napping, then watching boats come and
go. Tomorrow we’ll brave the heat and dust to explore the Cnidus ruins so we can report this adventure to our faithful reader.
The Facebook link seems to be working again, thanks
to the Sailblog programmers.

Tuesday, May 19
You can’t really anchor in a place like Knidos harbor
and not go and visit the ruins. So last Tuesday, 19th
May, while still anchored in Knidos’ natural harbor,
we went ashore to explore the ruins of Knidos (10
TL pp). After paying a bored-looking young woman
clutching a Vogue in her other hand, we headed
through the gate and attempted to follow the very
sparsely signed path. The Knidos ruins follow my
favorite adagio: less is best where historical sites are
concerned.
Intermezzo: The originally Greek city (around 500
BC) of Cnidus was later run by the Romans during the Byzantine Empire period (c. 285-1453), as
so many cities along the Turkish West coast. The
remainders of some churches still show the marks of
that period The ruins provide a nice stroll, but there
are very little recognizable structures left. After a bit
of a climb we reached the temple and round alter,
and some stunning views of the surrounding bays.
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On checking the wind forecast we see that there are
some strong winds on the way, so we decide to take
advantage of the West-wind today to get us back to
Bozburun, about 35NM. After heading out of Knidos harbor at about 9.30 we put on the headsail and
Clio was gently puffed along for the first couple of
hours. Around lunch time the wind got up to around
20 knots and we had a very pleasant downwind sail
for the rest of the day. We landed in Bozburun at
about 4.30 and as always Chris headed for the luxury
of a hot shower and hair wash, one of life’s simple
pleasures.
After some more rock climbing we then took the
mountain goat route being led by Chris, with her impeccable sense of direction and ended up where only
the goats do go. So we backtracked to what looked
like the official path and eventually made our way
back to the entrance. Even with the detour, it was
well worth the effort, as well as getting some much
needed exercise.

We enjoyed a very nice dinner at one of the many
restaurants directly in front of where we are berthed.
Our choice of restaurant is now also based on the
strength and bandwidth of their free Wifi as well
as their menu. Well, to be honest, the menu is less
important as long as we’ll get good access so we can
replenish our movies and tv series.

When we returned to Clio it was time to replenish
our cake supply. So Chris baked a marble cake which
more than made up for the Orange yoghurt fail.
Francis recognized a problem with the cake drying
out quickly if not regularly a piece was cut from it.
He again sacrificed himself and took that task upon
himself, as a good Leader would.

Wednesday, May 20

When we got back to Clio Chris had her first mishap
walking the plank between the quay and Clio. Before you start chuckling: no she was not drunk. The
plank was on a downward angle from the quay and
having to duck under the dinghy (in the davits) put
her off balance and she fell against the stay to prevent from falling into the water. Result broken little
toe on left foot and some very pretty bruises on and
under the left arm. Most damage done to pride. The
patient is recovering well and is currently resting on
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deck playing games on her iPad.

Thursday, May 21
Safely tucked away in Bozburun waiting for the
coming winds, it is time for Clio to get a clean on the
inside. We have had some problems with the water
pump not properly switching off after a tap is closed.
The pump has a little switch inside that switches
the pump off when the water pressure is at a certain
level. The pump is switching on and off, even if we
do not use the taps, indicating either a dying water
pump or a leak somewhere causing the pressure to
drop and the pump to restart.. Time for Francis to
investigate. Shock, horror the cavity which houses
the water boiler is full of water, also explaining why

tucked away under one of the seats in the aft-cabins
and we have very little leeway with the size of the
boiler. The search continues.
The old boiler is now removed and the connections
to the rest of the water system have been plugged
so we at least can use the taps again. We’ll try again
when we’re back in Marmaris sometime next week,
We’ll keep you informed.

Friday, May 22
We’re in Bozburun harbor, a leisurely day today hiding out from the predicted 35 kts wind that did not
eventuate. Oh well, such is a sailors lot. We just had
to read and sleep the day away.

Saturday, May 23
When we woke this morning, our mosquito screen
in the galley had mysteriously fallen to the floor? On
inspection of our cushions on the deck, the mystery
was resolved when Chris found small paw prints on
the cockpit cushions which belonged to one of the
many cats which live all along the front. It must have
been a bit of a shock for it when the screen gave way,
but lucky for us we did not have the intruder caught
inside for the night.

the automatic fuse trips when trying to switch on
the water heater now we’re on shore power. So after
siphoning off a few bucket loads, Francis was able to
detect where the leak is. The boiler kettle is a cylinder form with bulging ends and every time the pump
increases the pressure in the water pipes, those ends
flex out a bit. The heating element and the thermostat are screwed into one of those ends. The constant
flexing has caused the stainless steel metal to start to
form small tears around the heating element section
and small jets of water keep spurting out. So, the sad
news the boiler is kaput and off we go on the bus to
Marmaris to see if we can find a replacement. Erdal
kindly assisted us in finding the shop we need to go
to. The trip was not really successful as we could not
find the right size boiler straight away. The boiler is

As we now slowly make our way back to Marmaris
we say bye bye to Bozburun, as we motor our way to
Bozuk Buku, one of our anchorages from last year.
Today we had our first dolphin sighting for the season, yay. We arrived in the bay and found we were
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not the only Aussies who were enjoying the water
with their range of water toys. Next to our anchorage
was a catamaran with a family from Melbourne and
a couple of Americans. There is also another yacht
nearby which is from Sydney.

Saturday, May 24

Nothing happening much today. It is too cool and
windy for a swim, so great time for Chris to get her
dose of “Revenge” as in the TV series.

white collar and tie (which usually means trouble
the world over) walked out onto the aforementioned
pontoon and started yelling at us in Turkish. From
the gesturing we understood that he wanted us to
move. Francis refused and asked why, he indicated
that the rusted relic belongs to the hotel, which no
one stays in! So we chose to ignore him and stayed
put. He returned later with a man with a walky-talky
and a uniform (another worldwide indicator of interference) where they looked at our line, cunningly
fastened just out of their reach. After some deliberations they scuttled off again, not to be seen anymore.
For once we got the better of ties and uniforms.
A short time later we were visited by Karen and Toby
an Australian couple who have just bought a catamaran here in Turkey and are having a year sailing with
their 3 young boys. They came aboard and the boys
showed great appreciation for Chris’s chocolate cake.
It turns out they are from Newfarm, Brisbane and
Toby’s parents live in our suburb of Wellington Point.
Our world just seems to get smaller all the time.

Tuesday, May 26
Weather forecast is not looking good
later today, so we headed off early for
Marmaris to get back into Yacht Marine before the wind picked up. On
the way we checked out several very
nice anchorages around the bay.

Monday, May 25
Time to move on again. We headed out
of Bozuk Buku and we had just enough
wind to put on the headsail for a lovely
gentle downwind sail to our next stop.
We tried a little bay just before Ciftlik
but after several attempts of getting the
anchor to get a grip and dodging the
many very big boulders just below the
water surface, we conceded defeat and
headed over into Ciftlik.
Because it was still quite windy and
there was a swell we decided to anchor
close to an old dilapidated pontoon in front of the
deserted hotel, and tie on a stern line to hold us into
the wind to prevent the rolling we experienced the
last time when a wind shift kept us parallel to the
swell and rolled us in our bed for the whole night.
After Chris braved the cool water for a refreshing
swim, we were relaxing on the deck when a man in

Foot update: after several operations
with sharp tweezers and Betadine,
Chris’s foot is now urchin spike free,
thank you Dr Francis. A light brush
with a shoed foot had caused her
troubles for almost three weeks, just
imagine what it does to your holiday
if you actually stand on one with bare feet.
As soon as we were secure in our berth in Marmaris
Yacht Marin the task of replacing the water boiler got
underway. Finding the right size was a challenge but
we were finally able to source one from the shop at
the Marina. So now we just have to wait for it to be
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than necessary so after almost a day of work the new
boiler was functional again and there were still parts
left over, normally a bad sign but now a welcome addition to our spares. Later that afternoon we plugged
in the boiler, half expecting Marmaris to be without electricity for the next day. But the new boiler
seemed to be happy in its new cozy home and behaved, producing hot water within 20 minutes. We’re
in business again!

delivered tomorrow.

Wednesday, May 27
This night’s storm blew in and dumped half of the
Sahara desert sand onto all the boats, Clio looks like
she has been rolling in the mud. This morning we
caught the dolmuş into Marmaris to check out what
we need to do to add our contributing crew to our
transit log and also got some good information about
when the time comes for us to check out of Turkey.
We have been looking, for some time now, for some
decent coffee mugs and finally found some in a tiny
supermarket/tourist shop on the boardwalk. We also
purchased six noodles (the water flotation kind) so
we can all enjoy floating about next week in between
snorkelling, eating and sleeping.
While we were strolling along the waterfront we
spotted a very large pirate ship, which is a replica
of the black pearl. Obviously a marketing strategy
of the clever gullet owner who figured the gimmick
would give him a competitive edge. Given the many
hundreds of tourist gullets that are everywhere here,
it is not a bad idea. It certainly attracted a lot of attention.
Back to Clio for leftover spaghetti, a movie and a
good night’s sleep.

Thursday, May 28
Francis is installing the new boiler. The Greek installation of the old boiler was a bit more complicated

This morning we also rigged up a cable to allow us to
plug in our ‘old’ flexible solar panel to help us keeping energy-neutral and rewired the 220V inverter so
it does not sit on the lounge anymore, freeing space
for the expected arrival of our new crew next week.
The first results with the extra solar panel are very
impressive, we now have a charging current of over
17 Amps from a combined 380W of panels between
10 in the morning and 4 in the afternoon. All in all a
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productive day as far as technical jobs are concerned.
The panels are now sufficient to feed the hungry
fridge, keep sewing machine and computer running
and get us through the night.
We also bought a little self-priming water pump for
the occasional pools of water that sometime arise
from the odd leak or overflow. After previously
being forced on hands and knees with sponges and
towels and bucket for up to 30 minutes at a time,
this magic little machine sucks it all up in a couple of
minutes, we love it.
Bringing the sewing machine
with us is also turning out to be
a good idea. Chris was able to
stitch a strap to hold the boiler in
place, saving Francis from having a long and painful fiddle with
metal straps and clamps etc. The
next job will be to make a harness
for the outboard which will then
be connected to a pulley, so that
we can swing it over to the dinghy
with much less chance for it to end
up in the drink. Slowly but surely
we are getting Clio set up to meet
our wrinklie’s needs. We’re now
waiting for a benefactor to donate
a new stove and rigid-bottom
dinghy. We’ll contact Bill and
Melinda today.

Friday, May 29
More chores done today. The boiler is giving us
lovely hot water again, such luxury. While Francis
went off into Marmaris to see if the right thermal
safety thingies for the gas stove have arrived (no such
luck), Chris ironed the screen printing onto our crew
shirts. The deluxe cabins and bathroom were also
cleaned and prepared for our new on-boarders. The
plan was to vacate the marina today, but as the day
drew on, we decided to stay one more night.

Saturday, May 30
After Clio got a final hose down, it was time to
move out of Yacht Marine, but not before we go to
the pump-out station and relieve Clio’s black-water
tanks. After being escorted to the station, we were
told to wait five minutes for the Pump-Out Man At
least 1/2 hour later along he came on his little blue
scooter and proceeded to do the smelly business.
The contents of black-water tanks is not allowed to
be dumped anywhere within Turkish waters but as
we reported, it is hard to find any pump-out stations
outside places like Marmaris or
Gocek/Fethiye.
Clio having been relieved of her
smelly load, fully watered-up,
clean and fully functional, we
motored out of the marina and
dropped anchor, just around the
corner, where we will sit until
Monday, saving many Euro’s.

Sunday, May 31
We woke to a glorious morning
of no wind and glass-like water. But, it did not last, the wind
picked up again and because the
water temperature according to
our CSMD, is 21 degrees, Chris
changed her mind about swimming today. Instead we measured
and cut a piece of shade cloth to
keep the sun off the back deck in the late afternoon
and Chris pulled out the trusty sewing machine and
hemmed away the morning.
That afternoon we motored into Netsel marina in
Marmaris, filled Clio up with diesel and were escorted into a berth. It was a very tight fit with very
little room to maneuver amongst the lazy lines and
anchor chains holding the other boats, but we got
in eventually without damaging her (or others). We
went to pay for that one night and even after steeling
ourselves beforehand we were surprised of the €100
($150) price tag for one night. We now understand
why we didn’t get a response to our request for a
quote the day before. Wouldn’t do this too often!
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Monday, June 1
We collected our updated transit log with our four
new crew members included and left another small
amount of Euros to support the Turkish economy.
We then finished off last minute jobs before the new
crew members arrived on the 6.00 pm ferry from
Rhodes. As they had to come through customs we
waited for almost an hour before they finally came
through the door.
Once Catherine and David, Meni and Adonis were
settled, we welcomed them aboard with sparkling
wine. The 6-person crew encompasses Australian,
Greek, French, New Zealand (former), and Dutch
(former) past and present nationalities, a really interesting mix.

Chris took them through the housekeeping and
Grand Tour around Clio. Francis gave everyone the
safety briefing and took them through the process
of donning life jackets and harnesses, and the other
use of the safety measures in Clio, just in case we run
into foul weather. We then went for a stroll along the
waterfront of Marmaris and went to a little traditional Turkish restaurant that Güçlü and Yukari had
found last year and had a very nice meal. On our return to Clio we all sat around the table and discussed
our plans for the week and decided to plot our course
towards the Fethiye and Gocek region.
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Tuesday, June 2
The adventure begins. Catherine, David, Meni and
Chris did our shopping, then back to Clio to get on
our way. At 11.00 we checked out of the very expensive marina and motored out of Marmaris Bay
towards Fethiye and Gocek. After a couple of hours
the wind got up to 10 knots, so we put on the sails
and we managed to sail for another two hours. Apart
from Meni feeling a little seasick, everyone settled
nicely into the routine and enjoyed their first day on
board.
We had to get back on motor for the last two hours
and reached the Sarsala pontoon at 5.00 just in time
for a lovely swim, followed by drinks and nibbles on
the deck. The crew went off to dinner at 8.00 while

Chris and Francis stayed on board and Chris cooked
spanakopita for lunch tomorrow.

Wednesday, June 3
We woke this morning to another glorious day in
Sarsala and had a lovely start of the day: swimming,
snorkeling and sunbathing.
After lunch we left Sarsala and went around the
corner to Deep bay and tied up to a mooring buoy,
and spent the rest of the day relaxing with more
swimming and being entertained by a group of Aussies who had chartered a large gullet. The father of
a young man who visited us in his kayak, he tells us,
has just retired and is celebrating his 60th birthday.
He brought his family and a group of friends to turkey for a week to celebrate with him. They spent the
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ished our supply of groceries and Chris, Catherine
and David found a tiny store that was full of fresh
nuts and, more dangerously, exquisite home-made
Turkish Delight. After tasting several of his beautiful treats we had to cry “enough” and could not resist
buying a small amount of the Rose delight (with
shredded rose petals on the outside) and a hazelnut
one. At 60 Turkish lire a kilo we had to keep it to a
minimum, but it was delicious and we thought well
worth it.

afternoon water skiing and riding the banana boat
and had lots of fun. Catherine and Meni prepared a
delicious meal of Greek lemon chicken and potatoes
from the oven for our dinner.

Thursday, June 4

Francis rejoined us at 5.30 when we met with the
car rental people to solve the question how to fit six
people into a five seater car so that we can explore
the Greek village and ruins tomorrow. The answer is
that if two people are in love, they don’t mind sitting
VERY close for hours at a time. Problem solved!
Back on Clio, Meni prepared our evening meal of
chicken and rice, yummy, thanks very much Meni.
Another day in paradise. More swimming, sunbathing and sleeping, such a hard life. At midday we
released Clio from the mooring and motored into
Gocek seeking a berth in the Municipal marina.
Unfortunately there were no spaces for us, so another
new experience for our crew, as we anchored in the
bay and launched Cloe the duck. Francis ferried us
ashore in two trips and Chris then took the group
on the sightseeing tour of the Main Street of Gocek
while Francis was trying to repair the led monitor,
but failed miserably. Meni and Chris enjoyed a hot
shower in the Municipal facilities. We then replen-
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Friday, June 5
This morning, Francis did the dinghy shuttle service,
getting us all safely ashore again. We collected our
rental car at 10.00 and headed off to explore. First
stop, Fethiye where we enjoyed a morning refreshment on the waterfront, followed by a wander
through town and the crew did some shopping. We
then had lunch consisting of Turkish wraps before
heading off to the abandoned Greek village of Kayaköy 8 km South of Fethiye.

Intermezzo: The village of Kayaköy was vacated in
1922 when the Greeks were forced out of Turkey and
has stood empty ever since. Our Greek companions
were very interested and we spent some time walking
through it and taking many pictures of the decaying
village. Kayaköy once housed ca. 2000 Greek Orthodox Christians in about 500 houses. We have written
in a bit more detail about the circumstances in which
the Greek population abandoned the village in our
blog from Thursday 30 October 2014.

The next stop were the Kadyanda ruins. Skipper
Francis had a snooze in the car, as he had been here
before, while the rest of us had a pleasurable walk
through this very interesting site.

From there we drove back through Fethiye and
observed the Lycian rock tombs. Lycia is the name
of the (geo-political) region predating the Greek
influx (and Greekification) a couple of hundreds of
years BC. The region covers the area where we’ve
been playing around for the last two years, so it has
popped up a fair bit in our background-blogs.
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On our way back we made another quick stop in
Fethiye for Meni to exchange a couple of shirts that
she had bought in the morning. We then headed
back to Gocek in time for the crew to go to dinner,
while Francis and Chris met up with their old friend

decide when we make the long(ish) trip back from
the Fethiye region to Marmaris. It was decided that
we would go back today so that we could have a
leisurely day on Sunday in an anchorage and would
have some leeway in case something would delay us
going back to Marmaris. So after leaving the Gocek
bay we stopped off for a swim first and then began
the six hour journey.
The first 4 hours was on motor, but then the gods
smiled on us and we were able to put out the sails
and cruised the final two hours in about 15 kts winds
with 20 kts gusts. It was great to get in a bit more
sailing. At 5.00 we dropped anchor in a lovely small
bay and then Chris had again to face the challenge
of securing a landline in strong wind. After a couple
of attempts the line was successfully attached. David

Tolga for Raki and a chat.
At 10.30 it was time to meet up with the crew and
do a couple of trips in Cloe to ferry everyone back to
Clio for a good night’s sleep. We were very relieved
that Cloe, who is getting on a bit, was still up to the
task in getting us all back on board in a more or less
dry condition.

Saturday, June 6
Our multi-national and multi-cultural crew has to
be back in Marmaris on Monday (early) morning
for their trip to Rhodos. The means that we have to

then dived in to tie a second line and Clio was safely
held at the three point mooring method practiced by
Turkish gullets.
Meni and Adonis prepared a feast of macaroni for
dinner and along with Catherine’s delicious Greek
salad we ate like kings.

Sunday, June 7
A lovely lazy day today, swimming, sunbathing, reading and Adonis fishing. Adonis caught a couple of
small fish and also collected some oyster-like creatures which Meni cooked in oil and sea water and
had for her lunch.
While sitting on the foredeck we watched a dinghy
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Monday, June 8
The next morning, our crew was up around six in the
morning to prepare for their departure to catch the
eight o’clock ferry to Rhodos.
We had a great time the last week with our crew, so
thank you Catherine and David, Meni and Adonis.
You were a fabulous crew and we enjoyed your company and your cooking very much and we miss you

with two men and a young boy drop small floats
into the water nearby. We were curious as to what
they were until we saw them start to bob and jump
around. They were fishing, as soon as they saw the
floats move they would drive to it and with a boat
hook pull it out and remove the fish, rebait it and
throw it back in the water. Because they could see
that we were interested they came over to Clio a
couple of times to show off their catch and smile and
enjoy our applause. Simple but effective: genius!
At 4.00 it was time to bring the crew back into the
marina for the final time and David very kindly
volunteered to dive in and release the two landlines
while Chris brought up the anchor. At the marina
the availability of a lovely hot shower was happily
taken advantage of. After taking a ‘group photo’ or
two, and some of us having a glass of Turkish raki
(anise flavored alcoholic drink), we headed to the
marina restaurant for a nice meal together.

already, so maybe until the next time.
Feedback from David and Catherine:
Catherine and I had a wonderful experience around
the south Turkish coast. It was more than we imagined, from sailing beautiful clear waters, swimming
in lovely safe bays, exploring 5,000 year old ruins and
experiencing authentic Turkish foods.
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We called in to one bay, Sarsala, tied up to the jetty,
which was owned by the local restaurant, had a swim
in crystal clear water and later experienced Turkish
food. We found the whole 7 days great value for money
and the terrific personalities of Francis and Christine
were indeed a bonus.
Thank you both so very much, lots of love and good
luck with your future sailing companions,
David and Catherine.

in the marina for the next couple of months.

Thursday, June 11
After a good night’s sleep, we discovered that we
had run out of Turkcell credit, so Francis had to
do a quick run into Marmaris to top us up so that
we could stay on the air for a couple more days in
Turkey. When he returned we took Clio for her

Tuesday, June 9
Today and in the Marmaris Yacht Marina we spent
the day getting Clio ship shape again ready for our
new crew. Laundry done, transit log updated and
Clio nice and clean again. We went into Marmaris to
have coffee with Maggie and Chris and organise how
they would come aboard the next day and went to

final pump-out and after again waiting for half an
hour for the poo-pump man to arrive, we finally got
under way. No wind today so we motored for a few
hours on our way to beautiful Serçe Bay. We tied
to a mooring buoy helped by the owner of the local restaurant in this very pretty bay. The water was
around 22 C, much colder than we had expected, but
after some hesitations we all enjoyed a nice refreshing swim (you don’t mind the cold water when you’re
numb).
A young man who was deaf and dumb pulled alongside in his putt-putt boat and proceeded to sell his
pick up our new crew shirts from the transport company which look fabulous. Thank you Baris for the
GREAT polo shirts and Güçlü and Yukari for your
help as intermediaries.

Wednesday, June 10
We greeted the new crew today: Maggie and Chris,
Deb and Rainer, who arrived on the dolmuş from
Marmaris. We got everyone settled then headed
back into town to do our shopping. After stowing
our supplies we all enjoyed a nice hot shower in the
marina and a lovely dinner in the restaurant, our last
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wares. Chris got a lovely sarong and some fresh local
honey and Maggie also got a very nice sarong. We
had a great interaction with this amazing fellow who
is supporting his young family through his trade.
Through lots of signing, gesturing and laughter we

a lemon cake and after a great lunch prepared by
Christine we headed off to Bozburun to check out of
Turkey in Bozburun. We had hoped to catch some
wind when rounding the corner into Yeşilova Koerfezi and maybe sail for a bit in the now 8 kts winds.
No such luck, once the sails were up, the wind immediately dropped to below 5 kts and after some
attempts to will the wind to increase, we fell back on
our trusted Volvo Penta for propulsion.
We anchored close to the Bozburun port and the
Skipper went ashore to talk to the harbour master to
find out what we needed to do to check out of Turkey. The rest of the crew stayed on board for a light
lunch, including the Greek salad that now is better
than ever, thanks to our previous crew (thanks Catherine and Meni).

were able to find out that he had two boys aged 7 and
10, ‘boys’ in sign-language was indicated by a wiggle
of a downward turned index finger, instantly recognizable! After this lovely exchange we did a 2-run
shuttle service in Chloe to ferry us all to the restaurant for a delicious dinner. This great little restaurant
is surrounded by gum trees which were planted by
the very enthusiastic and entertaining owner.

Friday, June 12
The next morning, we again jumped in the water and
had a nice snorkel along the shoreline. Christine (to
differentiate her from our new crew’s Chris) made
As all crew were required to show their face to the
passport police, Clio moved into the harbor and
all were marched off to be inspected by the local
authorities. After a couple more formalities, very
efficiently taken care of by a local agent, we were now
free to leave for Greece. The whole procedure was
done without any problems or fuss and for less than
half the price compared to Marmaris. Good on ye,
Bozzy!
We motored for three of hours to Symi while the new
crew, exhausted by lunch and formalities went belowdecks for a siesta. Arriving in Symi and doing the
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now familiar stern-to berthing went without a hitch,
quite different from our first visit there last year.
There are much fewer boats here this time, maybe an
indication of the very unsettled state in Greece?

because it hadn’t been used for 12 months. No shop
in Symi had any left, so we’ll have to scrounge off
the WiFi from nearby cafes or restaurants. We love
Greece (most of the time)!

Once Clio was safely tied up, all crew was off to the
customs again to get our passports stamped .
Francis went off to Immigration and port police (=
coast guard) to get us a new transit log including the
many stamps that were appropriate for the occasion.
We were pleasantly surprised to have everything go

Saturday, June 13
We’re still in Symi, we went in search of a SIM card
for our on-board internet connection, but sadly it
was not to be. The two shops that did sell them both
informed us, they sold their last one yesterday! We
also ran out of gas, after carefully marking our three
gas bottles and thinking that we still had one full one

smoothly and to get it all done in a couple of hours
and cost only €45. Much faster and cheaper than the
last time two years ago in Athens. We now believe
that it is easier to clear in and out in small villages
than in the big cities.

left. Then we found that Symi does not fill camping gas bottles so Francis had to buy an LPG bottle,
which thankfully did the job just as well.

The new crew then went for a reconnaissance tour
through Symi town and dinner. Francis and Christine enjoyed a lovely Greek dinner, still followed
by the complimentary dessert. As it turned out,
the sim card of our Greek WiFi thingy was blocked

We spent some time in the morning watching the
boats come and go from the small port with a couple of anchor chains getting crossed. The number of
boats in the port was considerably smaller than the
same time last year, possibly a result of the mounting
uncertainty over Greece’s economic status within the
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European Union.
Our crew caught a bus in the morning and went off
to explore the island. The temperature was getting
into the high-twenty degrees so in the afternoon
it was time to find a place for a refreshing swim.
Swimming in a port or marina is not really advisable
because of boats coming and going, and the discharge of oil, grey- and possibly-black water dumps
and whatever else the boat people and the council
chooses to discharge. So we went for a ten minutes
walk towards the beach around the corner from the
port where we found that the beach was only accessible to patrons of an expensive looking restaurant/café
so we chose to follow Chris and Maggie’s example
and just got in from the quay between some fishing
boats. The water looked pretty inviting and we had a
very refreshing dip.
Back on board, Chris made Spanakopita (spinach
puffy pie) for dinner which was very much appreciated by the crew as there were no leftovers. It must
have been because of the roasted pine nuts that were
included this time, the best one to date, EXCELLENT
Chris.

couple of days so we tied up alongside in the small
port and tucked in to wait it out. The tiny harbor of
Livadia on Tilos soon filled up to capacity as more
yachts came in for shelter.
We had gusts up to 30 knots throughout the night
but were safely behind a big concrete sea wall. Others who were moored stern-to on the exposed side of
the wall were less happy and had a rough night and
morning. They all left before noon.

Monday, June 15

Sunday, June 14
After two nights in Symi we set off for Tilos this
morning After motoring for a couple of hours the
wind came in and we hoisted the sails for our best
run of the season so far. Clio was cruising in 20 knot
winds and got us comfortably to the lovely island of
Tilos. We were expecting a lot of wind for the next

Our crew hired a car today, and went off to see what
lovely Tilos had to offer. Chris and Francis did some
cleaning and as the day went on and the wind picked
up again more yachts came in and this time we had a
yacht rafted to us. They had to come alongside and
tie lines to us and the quay, this happens when there
is nowhere else for them to go. The weather was not
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with tourists or boats, another one for our growing
list of favorites. There was still a lot of room and
we decided to berth on the restaurants-side of the
harbor.

great and we were happy to accommodate them so
they could have a safe night. It meant that we had
Russians crossing our foredeck to get on and off, but
they were courteous and respectful of Clio so it was
not a problem. Not even singing Russian songs and
balalaika playing on the back deck, we had a very
good night’s sleep.
The tiny village of Livadia (where the harbor is)
had a population explosion today. Around 40 to 50
refugees have been sitting along the shorefront and
around the police station. They were friendly and
seemed fairly relaxed as they waited the whole day
to get onto the ferry that we think will take them to
Athens probably to be processed.
Francis and Chris, after swimming and lazing on the
beach, had a lovely dinner at a favorite little restaurant that they discovered last year, overlooking the
bay where Vasillis was still serving his guests as lively
as ever.

Francis and Chris went ashore to the nearest restaurant for a well earned drink and some great hot
chippies, home-made from local potatoes. There we
met Sophia, an Australian woman from Melbourne
who comes here every summer to work in the family restaurant. The chippies were hand-made from
locally grown spuds, and tasted great.
Some of the crew swam and snorkeled outside the
harbor, while Chris and Francis went to the little
beach and snorkeled amongst the rocks and viewed
lots of very colorful fish along with glass coral and
other fascinating little creatures, amongst them little
meadows of Acetabularia, a delicate one-celled green
algae that was used in the early work that lead to the
discovery of the DNA->RNA->Protein mechanism,

Tuesday, June 16
It is now time to leave, but we will be back on Tilos,
one of our favorite islands. After the Russians and
the other rafted yachts behind us had departed we
were able to head out and make our way to Nisyros.
We missed this island last year due to bad weather
and were keen to see the still active volcano crater.
No wind again and when it did come it was straight
on our nose, so it was a motoring day. When we
arrived we were very pleasantly surprised to see that
the quiet little harbor of Paloi is not filled to the brim
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one of the pillars of our understanding of genetics.
Next to us was Dutch-flagged WallyDoc 2 (as the
owner was the one and only WallyDoc 1) moored
with Wout and Thea, a great couple from the Nether
Lands. Thea turned out to be from the same city as
Francis, born in the same year. Wout (Wally) is a
completely wacky guy trying to convince others that
he is normal and they are mad. In the very short
time span we had a great interaction with them and
chicken meal with the now famous Greek salad,
thanks for a lovely meal guys.

Wednesday, June 17
The next day we all went to the volcano crater in
a hired mini bus. It was truly amazing to actually
walk in the crater and see the steam and sulphur, the
smell was a bit overwhelming and you could feel the
heat which was up to 100 degrees coming from the
bubbling cauldron below the surface. It was a bit like
walking on a frozen lake, hoping no cracks would
appear.

hope we’ll meet them again on our travels to finish
that bottle of red wine.
That night Chris J. and Maggie prepared a delicious

A couple more stops at Nikia and Emporios, two
little villages on the island. Nikia houses a small but
very modern Vulcanology museum well worth a
visit. Emporios is perched high up in the mountains
but it is in a bad state with many of the houses abandoned and falling into disrepair. It seems that there
are some efforts being made to restore at least part of
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managing well for now. IT being public sources, we
wanted to be careful performing financial transactions e.g. making payments for flights etc..

the village with EU funding, which may have dried
up given the current strained relationship between
the EU and Greece. We had a drink in the local café.
They had a terrace overlooking the huge caldera of
the island’s original volcano and were observing how
a hawk and an eagle were being harassed by a local
gang of hooded crows.
In Mandraki, the other small ferry and day-trippers
port on Nisyros, we again failed to get a new SIM
card for our on-board WiFi internet equipment and
we still had to rely on the free WiFi of the waterfront
cafes.

Thursday, June 18
Today we are heading into our final port with our
current crew, Kalymnos. The wind-spirits have let us
down again after teasing us with some 17 knot gusts
we eagerly put out the sails only for the wind to completely disappear. So on with the motor and away we
go. On the way from Nisyros to Kalymnos we have
to divert around Kos which stretched lazily between
the two islands. While rounding the Western corner
of Kos, we spotted a lovely bay and Christine made
us drop our anchor in 5m of water for a swim and
snorkel and a spot of lunch.
We pulled into Kalymnos at around 3.30 that afternoon and tied up almost in the same spot as last year.
Francis and Chris set out again on the quest to find
the elusive SIM card, yes you can get on Kalymnos,
but not now the shop is closed, tomorrow morning.
We had two very good free wifi sources so we were

We headed back to Clio and just had to sit back with
a drink or two and enjoy a beautiful balmy evening
on the deck. Sadly we are seeing more of the impact on people here of the financial crisis. We were
approached by kids selling tissues and a young man
who asked for 2 euro as he was hungry. Chris Jackson and Francis gave him some money and a short
time later he came back and showed us the food and
water he had bought and thanked us. It breaks your
heart to see how the irresponsible actions of the various Leaders ruin people’s life.
We also had a visit from the peanut man (he had a
t-shirt given to him be John Cruyff, a famous footballer from the 70’s) who sold us several packets of
the best ever peanuts and a bag of popcorn; he was
great fun.
That night Deb and Rainer cooked us a very nice spaghetti Bolognese for dinner, thank you very much.
And another day had passed.

Saturday, June 20
All things must pass, and so does the company of
our good crew. Some fly to Athens and bus over the
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mainland South, others chose the ferry to the next
island North: Leros. We had many good times with
them and hope the rest of their stay in Greece is as
pleasant and relaxing. Cheers guys, safe journey!

we decided after we had a feast of bacon, eggs, mushrooms and tomatoes to head around the corner into
the lovely little bay of Emborios (or Emporios). We
tied up to one of the many mooring buoys provided
by the restaurants and enjoyed a great swim in 24°C

Sunday, June 21
Yesterday our second crew said their goodbyes. All
of a sudden it is very quiet on Clio again and time
to do some cleaning and repairing. We spent the
day lazing about and wandering around Pothia (the
capital and the port of Kalymnos) and restocking
our supplies. That night we went for a walk along

water, as per our CSMD-SWT. Chris took out the
yellow lie low and to ensure that she did not float
away in the wind we tied her to the end of one of our
mooring ropes.
What was a very simple job last year, getting gas for
cooking, had become a hard job this year. Many
shops, including chandlers and some grocery shops,
sold camping gas. This year we had no luck in the
last four places we went to, including the fairly big
cities of Symi and Pothia. In Pothia the story was

the pontoons and again met up with Henk and Anneke on Sea-N. Francis first met them in September
last year in a little cove near Fethiye (Turkey), then
we met up with them in Yacht Marin in Marmaris
in April. It is really great being part of the yachting
community here, we are meeting so many interesting
people and making friends wherever we go.
That night we dined at Stukas Taverna, recommended by Indi and John who we met here last year. There
we met Pantelis and Maria who welcomed us into
the fold. We are now members of the Stukas Taverna
Family Secret Society, thank you for a lovely meal
and great company. We will see you next time we are
in Kalymnos.
We had planned to do absolutely nothing today, but
as there is a lot of wind predicted over the next week
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were using), we phoned the ferry operator only to be
told that the ferry was not coming tomorrow due to
an already full schedule and no they don’t operate on
Wednesday. Well, that was that then, luckily we have
our own means of transport.
Chris swam back to Clio while Francis battled with
the ever problematic dinghy outboard. It has now
decided that it does not want go anywhere but is
happy to just idle away in neutral. So on with the
oars and Francis paddled his way back. Chris won
the race!

that the French distributor had seized operations in
Greece. These may be every-day life consequences
of Greece’s sad economic conditions, as well as the
increasing number of people selling little packets of
tissues in the streets.
We decided to risk running out of the LPG gas we
bought in Symi and Chris cooked a veggie bake dinner. With the help of very nice Greek cheese, the
bake was delicious (and we still have gas). The wind
picked up over night and Clio started to roll a fair bit.

Monday, June 22
This morning we went ashore to check out options
of getting to Leros by ferry to fill our gas bottles.
After a wander around the village and omelettes at
the captains restaurant (who owned the mooring we

Tuesday, June 23
After another night of uncomfortable rolling we
decided to chance heading out of the bay and make a
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run for the southern end of Leros 6 NM or one hour
away. It was a fairly bumpy ride with 1.5-2m chop
and with 18-20 knot wind right on the nose, but
Clio took it in her stride and we were turning into
Xirokampos bay one hour later. Again there were
many mooring buoys to choose from and after some
anxious moments in water a bit shallower than was
comfortable and some tangling of rope and gusting
wind, we finally got Clio secure, or so we thought.
Francis went for a quick swim to check the mooring.
The mooring line was in good condition and was
attached to a piece of brick wall on the bottom. We
bunker down while the Meltimi (strong NW wind
which blows through the summer months) howls
around us. Time to catch up on our viewing of Mr
Selfridge and Chris to pull out the cross stitch. Leftover veggie bake for dinner tonight.

Wednesday, June 24
Wind still gusting over 25 knots but no rolling here
so we got a good night’s sleep. With the outboard
still not cooperating it is hard to get ashore, rowing
is not a pleasant option against this wind. But, not to
be outdone, Francis sets to pulling the troublesome
motor to pieces on the back deck. As it turned out,
the breaking pin (a safety device to prevent damage
to the engine when the propeller hits something) had
done its job and only a small fragment was still in
place. This explained the erratic behavior as the remaining part of the pin sometimes linked up with the

propeller and sometimes not. So it was not a gearbox
problem as we had assumed after all and no good
reason to take the outboard apart (live and learn).
Francis cut the head of a stainless steel bolt to rig up
a temporary replacement and after some struggling
with putting bits back together again, we now have a
functioning outboard again.. Yay, Xirokampos here
we come.
We explored the very small village of Xirokampos
with its very large athletic and soccer stadium which
is almost bigger than the whole village. And after a
delightful lunch at the tavern whose mooring line
we are tied to, the woman who served us offered to
take Chris on her scooter to the one and only mini
mart in search of bread and muesli. As it turned
out, it was mini (if not micro) indeed and they had
no bread and no muesli. Not wanting to walk away
empty handed Chris just had to buy a bottle of Greek
wine (that is her story and she sticks to it). Back as
the pillion passenger on the scooter of the very kind
Tavern-owner for another thrilling ride down the
hill.
We then headed back to Clio for an afternoon siesta.
As a seasoned sail coward and skeptic, Francis regularly plots the position of Clio (see image below) on
anchor or even on a mooring. At around 6.00 Francis checked his trusty plotter and discovered that the
piece of brick wall that our mooring line is attached
to is not holding us in place and the wind has actu-
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ally pushed that piece of wall and us with it about 50
meters (160 ft) towards Kalymnos in the South and
into deeper water. The piece of brick wall was now
actually underneath the boat in a 25 kts wind, not a
couple of meters before its bow, as you would expect.
The forecasts were that the wind would be over 20,
gusting to over 25 kts all through the night. To pre-

to be sure). As it turned out, we were not moving
anymore.

Thursday, June 25
After a good night’s sleep tied to our secure block
in Xirokampos bay, on Leros island, it was time to
move. We motored around the corner to the very
pretty bay of Pandeli, still on Leros. It is only 5NM
away, but 20kts wind on the nose and a choppy sea
still made it a one and a half hour bumpy ride. We
anchored off the very sheltered swimming beach.
The shelter is much appreciated while there are winds
in excess of 20 knots blowing outside the bay. Last
year we were on the other side on the Lakki town
quay when a fair bit of swell hit us for two days, but
this is so much nicer.
After a welcome swim in lovely clear water we went
ashore in Cloe to check out the village. After a
wander around where we saw a beautiful butterfly,
the Scarce Swallowtail (Iphiclides podalirius) and
had a look around the port with some very colorful
fishing boats. The port was full with mainly fishing boats (and two yachts) and between August and
June the port is reserved for fishing boats only. We
enjoyed coffees and omelet in one of the tavernas .
Our Australian friend Simon, who we met last year
is now back in Greece and here on Leros, so we have
arranged to meet up with him tomorrow night.

Friday, June 26
vent us being dragged down by a piece of Greek wall
(instead of a flock of beautiful sirens), we decided
that it would be prudent to find another buoy. So in
very blustery winds we let go of that line and move
ourselves back in and attach to another buoy. On
the second attempt Chris was able to catch the line
with the boat hook and get Clio tied on, much to the
delight of nearby onlookers on neighbouring yachts
who clapped and cheered.
Francis then went for a swim to inspect the new
mooring to find that it is attached to a more substantial block of concrete and chain, so we can rest
easy tonight (but still plotting the position, to be sure

We’re trying to arrange a new freshwater pump as the
current pump is starting to react slower and slower
to water pressure drops (opening a tap). This piece
of equipment is responsible for all our freshwater
movements, so pretty crucial in everyday life. After
some searching and help from Simon, we contacted
a chandlery on Leros. They had to order that pump
from Athens and expected it to come in next day or
Monday. Luckily the people here are used to moving
things between islands, and we could have it delivered to Lipsos, the next island on the program.
The Meltemi is still blowing hard so we don’t mind
sitting it out here for another day or two.. We are
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still trying to get our gas bottles filled with camping
gas and our chocolate stores filled, so decided to take
a taxi ride to Lakki, the most expensive taxi ride we
have ever had. The driver was most helpful in taking
us to a supermarket where we could finally get the
elusive camping gas, be it in a very rusty bottle, not
too sure we will be able to exchange that one, ever.
So after going 6-8 kilometres round trip that taxi
driver was 25 euro richer and we still did not find
any chocolate to replenish our supplies.
We arrived back at Clio and had just finished unpacking Cloe when Chris heard a cooee from the
shore. Simon was waiting for us on the beach. We
jumped back into Cloe and went ashore to join him
and his crew Jennifer for a drink and to
catch up.

Back in Pandelli we treated ourselves to a very nice
lunch at Zorbas taverna right on the
beach before heading back to Clio.

Saturday, June 27

Sunday, June 28

The wind is still blowing and as the pump
has not arrived we will stay here for at least
one more night. Simon told us about the
bus which is a much more affordable mode
of transport. We walked up to the village
on the hill above Pandeli and caught the
bus for €1.40 each to Lakki. We had hoped
to get phone and wifi credit but no such
luck. The system is not working and credit
is not available until Monday, maybe. So
we stocked up on fresh meat, fruit and veggies, and
yummy bread.

It was a very lazy day. After Chris’ great
brekkie of bacon, tomato and eggs, we
chewed through the last four episodes
of a horrible tv series ‘The Fall’, a padded out psycho-detective series mainly
produced to show off Gillian Anderson
(X-files) pouting skills.

Monday, June 29
As the wind has settled a little on Monday 29th June, we motored across to Lipsos this
morning. Coming out of the shelter of the bay, the
wind was again 20 knots, and on the nose, straight
from the North with a fair bit of left-over chop from
the days before. We reduced speed to about 5.5 kts to
prevent Clio slamming too much into the oncoming
steep waves. Rounding the Northern tip of Leros, we
almost ran into our Aussie friend Simon testing out
his headsail and enjoying having his yacht back in
the water. Lipsos is a very quaint little harbour and
village. After we got Clio tied up we paid the grand
sum of €4 euro to berth here. The English couple
Simon and Lin from Mia Hara whom we met on
Nisyros (and gave us such good info on anchorages)
are tied up two boats down, sailing around with their
grand daughter and her friend. Chris went off on a
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reconnaissance mission to find a laundry and check
out supermarkets and found a traditional bakery and
patisserie which was certainly worth a further visit.
After dropping off a few weeks
worth of laundry to the lovely
ladies at Poseidon Studio, Chris
steered us discreetly to the patisserie to taste their exquisite wares
and coffee. As we were leaving
we bumped into Jennifer, Simon’s
crew, and were easily convinced
to return to the patisserie to join
them for another coffee.
Opinion piece: We keep a close
eye on Greece’s fight with the
Troika (IMF, EU central bank and
EU commission) to get a better
deal to repay their astronomical
government debts. This is a much more complicated story, but here some facts (as per the internet).
Greece, a country of 11 million people, has a debt of
around B€360 (360 billion Euro), €33,000 for each
man, woman and child in Greece, about three years
average wage.
The Greek economy has never been very strong, the
tax regime is not working very effectively and there
are structural problems with the political system
(e.g. too much sectarian influence) . The lenders
are partly institutional (e.g. IMF with B€15, Eu-

ropean Union with B€38), many banks of course
(e.g. EU central bank with B€45, French bank BNP
with B€5, German FMS with B€6.3, Italian Generali
group with B€3.0), and lots of companies and other
institutions(total 110B€), (http://demonocracy.info/
infographics/eu/debt_greek/debt_greek.html). The
lenders, especially the Troika, have ‘directed’ Greece
to commit to many austerity measures such as
restructurings in tax, salaries, pensions etc., but the
bottom line is that Greece would have to completely
run down its economy for 15 to 20 years in the future
to repay those debts plus interests. Lending this
amount of money to such a small country does remind us of the irresponsible behavior of banks lending millions in mortgages in countries like America
and Australia to people they know would default (see
prime mortgage disaster).
Former center and right-winged governments always agreed to whatever
terms those lenders came up with and
implemented many austerity measures,
e.g. big cuts in civil servants salaries,
reduction in pensions, VAT increases
and extensions. The current leftwing
government has now put a line in the
sand and says it is not willing to run
down Greece’s economy even further
to repay the debt and has just (30 June
2015) defaulted on the repayment of
B€1.7 to the IMF. This has the lenders (especially IMF) up in arms and
threatening to eject Greece from the
EU (nobody knows how to do that, or
if that is possible at all). To prevent a
run on the banks, the Greek government imposed
banking restrictions, currently €60/day per account
via ATMs for one week. This is no problem for us,
but we really feel for the Greek people, already in a
very depressed economy for four years. All banks in
Greece are meant to be closed this week until after
the referendum (strategic move of the prime minister to let the people have a say whether to accept the
lenders conditions or not) on the 5th. Speaking with
the locals the general feeling seems to be that they
want a No vote and are proud of the current government for standing its ground and defending the poor
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and vulnerable people of Greece (25% unemployment, 50% of youth unemployment). We hope it is a
positive outcome, as this is truly a beautiful country
and does not deserve to be destroyed by unrealistic demands. We can’t see how this is going to be
resolved without some debt write-off for Greece’s
Northern brethren. But the current lineup of Troika
decision makers doesn’t indicate much compassion
can be expected. There is even talk amongst the
Greek people of regime change objectives in how the
Troika is handling this, which reminds the older ones
amongst us of the situation in Latin America in the

1980 where the IMF was heavily present too (http://
www.globalresearch.ca/latin-america-growth-stability-and-inequalities-lessons-for-the-us-and-eu/26887
).

in along with a number of other yachts by a large
orange spill containment boom and heard the quay
master informing all the skippers that the port was
closing for an hour and no boats would be able to
enter or leave. We suspected that it might be a drill
for what to do in the event of a spill in the harbour.
Francis got chatting with one of the workers and it
was confirmed that it indeed was a drill. Francis
thought it was a great thing that they were doing (we
haven’t seen much spill containment activities in any
other port) and we were invited to meet with the
mayor on Friday if we would like to congratulate him
on the great job this community does here in caring
for their environment. We would be happy to do so
as Lipsos oozes good municipal management, with
many activities to attract tourists with high-quality
services and a beautifully maintained village with
lovely people. We hope that the Troika will reconsider its hard stance on the people of Greece!

On a lighter note: after collecting our laundry we
again met up with Jennifer and Simon at a local Ouzeria (yes it is where you get ouzo) and grilled fresh
octopus along with lots of free mezes (small portions
of pickled beetroot, baby olives, hummus, boiled potato and tomato). We enjoyed a couple of drinks and
good company in this very delightful place before the
two of us headed to a restaurant for a nice dinner to
finish off a perfect day.

Tuesday, June 30
Today we watched with interest as we were hemmed
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some time again looking for slow leaks in Cloe and
was able to patch at least one, but she still very slowly
deflates. Home-made Spanakopita for dinner tonight
and more swims and naps in the afternoon.

Wednesday, July 1
Francis had a long discussion with a couple of
yachties and some Greeks, Manoli, the owner of a local restaurant, is one of them. He said that he would
vote against the lenders
demands (including further
cuts to pensions) because
he could not tell his children that he agreed to cut
the already cut pensions
(around 30% for many) of
their granny even further.
That makes sense, doesn’t
it? Nearly 45% of Greece’s
2.5 million retirees now
live on incomes of less than
€665 a month – below the
poverty line defined by
the EU. With nearly 25% unemployment and 50%
youth unemployment, often this is the only source of
income for an extended family in Greece.
Germany, who got their WWII debt cut in half in
1953, amongst others by Greece and thus allowing
Germany to build Europe’s strongest economy, keeps
playing hardball in the negotiations with Greece. A
recently published IMF (one of the three main creditors) report analyses Greece’s debts as ‘unsustainable’
and the repayments would cripple Greece’s economy
for the next 15 years In the end the creditors will
have to write off some of those debts, with or without
Greece in the EU.
Ok, enough, back to our journey: Wednesday night
we enjoyed delicious dinner at Manoli’s taverna up
on the hill, with Simon and Jennifer. No more talk
about Greece’s crisis, just eating the great food and
trying to hold the iPad high enough to catch some
stray rays of WiFi.

We are expecting our pumps
to arrive this evening on the
ferry, if the wind allows it
to run. While we are waiting we hopped on the local
bus, paid our €1 to go to
one of the two stops on the
island. We headed to the
north end of the island with
no idea of what to expect
when we got there. To our
delight we were dropped
off at a pristine little beach,
with spectacularly clear blue
and green water. We strolled up the hill to see stunning views of the bay and our next stop Marathi. We
then sat down at the small taverna for a ‘frappe’, cold
coffee with milk beaten to a stiff consistency and the
morning-after life blood of most young Greeks) and
to wait for the bus to take us back to Lipsos,
Back at Clio we donned our swimmers and headed
off to the beach next door for a swim. On the way
Chris had to buy that paddle bat and ball set, and we
did like the Greeks do: played beach tennis, or tried
to. It looks so easy, why will we need to practice for
the next year? Back to our marine shelter, and ready

Thursday, July 2
Another very windy day so stayed on board for most
of today. Simon and Jennifer headed out this morning for Marathi and we hope to meet up with them
again there after our pumps and other parts have
arrived and the wind calms down a bit. Francis spent
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pumping efficiently again. Guess what Francis will
be doing next day.

Friday, July 3

for a nap after so much strenuous physical effort.
This afternoon we had a visit from an official looking woman who asked for our transit log. ‘Why?’ we
asked. ‘So you can pay port tax’, she replied. This is a
new thing, we think instead of the large cruising tax
(not legal under EU rules and regulations), the government has decided to delegate it down to the local
municipalities to be out of reach of the EU rules.
There seems to be little consistency when they collect
that tax, we’ll see how this one develops. There have
been yachts come and go on other days who have not
had to pay.
At 6:00 in the arvo the ferry came in bearing ‘gifts’,
and Francis was able to collect the package from the
chandler on Leros. They have been very helpful in
acquiring and sending everything that we need to
fix the toilet, replace the gas and get our freshwater

After a very windy night we woke to a relatively calm
day, quite the contrary to what was forecast. Francis
got busy installing new freshwater pump, gas regulator, replacing the toilet pump (not a pleasant job)
and a new hinge on the toilet seat cover. We now
have a nice quiet and efficient water pump, toilet is
fixed and the new regulator that is not stuck because
of corrosion. After all that work we treated ourselves
to some delicious ice cream at our favorite patisserie.
The rest of the day was spent relaxing inside Clio out
of the wind that has picked up again.

Saturday, July 4
The wind returned, so we are staying put again. We
jumped back on the little bus again, this time, to go
to the Southern tip of the island, Kasadia beach, and
its delightful little bay. Good for a swim and a long
snorkel expedition , finding a very nice sand-tubeworm and the densest population of brittle stars
seen so far. Every rock that was turned had many
individuals (of the same species) underneath it. And
another ‘good anchorage’ mark on the map.
When wandering around the little village where Clio
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Sunday, July 5

was berthed, we encountered the local cat lady who
adopts and cares for all the stray cats. She is an interesting character and truly loves all her little feline
friends. One of her charges was a little tabby cat with
paralyzed hind quarters (its mother fell asleep on it
just after birth). The little cat hauled itself forward
with its fore-legs and to prevent the trailing hindlegs
to get de-skinned dragging over the cobble-stone
street, she had taped them with brown tape to protect
them. That cat moved faster than all its able-bodied co-residents when the food hits the bowl. The
cat-lady ensures they get fed and takes care of their
medical needs relying on donations from locals and
tourists. Who can resist such a cause when returning
from enjoying a pizza at the little pizzeria on the hill?

it is time to leave lovely Lipsos and move onto Marathi, a rock just to the North of Lipsos, to catch up
again with Simon and Jennifer. We expected the
wind to drop off this morning and having no internet
we could not check the forecast, so we decided to
go for it. Once we got out of the bay it was obvious
that the Meltemi has definitely not given up yet and
we had another bumpy ride for the next hour with
winds over 20 kts and gusts up to 30 knots. But Clio
managed it well and we were soon pulling into the
sheltered bay on Marathi and very quickly got ourselves secured to a mooring buoy next door to Simon
and Jennifer.
After settling in we decided to row ashore to have a

look around, about 2/3 of the way ashore one of our
oars broke in two, oops now what? Chris took up the
broken paddle and we managed to get ashore canoe
style. Francis then swam out to Simons boat to ‘borrow’ one of his oars to get us back to Clio. Lucky for
us Simon had a spare end of an oar that had lost its
paddle so we were able to construct a new oar from
the two working bits, thank you Simon.
That night we enjoyed barbecue sausages, expertly
BBQ’ed by Chef Simon and Greek salad with Simon
and Jennifer. We said our goodbyes again as they are
leaving tomorrow morning on their way down South
(visiting our new friend Pantelis at Stuka in Kalym-
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nos with a surprise pirate-T-shirt) and eventually to
Turkey. Fair winds!

of shock and proceeded to go into the blurb about
money just being energy, Francis very politely asked
him to please not to give that lecture. He then told
us that the young girl had got it wrong and that it is 4
euro per glass of wine not 6, still very expensive as we
normally get 1/2 a liter for around 6 euro. Anyway
we paid our dues and lesson learned: ask for the price
before you consume.

Tuesday, July 7

Monday, July 6
One more day in Marathi after another lazy day we
again rowed ashore with two intact paddles this time
(thanks Simon). After a swim and game (slight improvement) of beach tennis we headed up the hill to
the cocktail bar for sundowners. We enjoyed a lovely
view of the bay and were joined by the resident kitten
who took a liking to Francis and curled up very contentedly between us. After a couple of wines it was
time to head back down to one of the tavernas for
dinner. But, not before the shock of being asked for
24 euro for four very small glasses of what we think
was cask wine. The (hippy) owner noted our gasp

Time to move today, the wind is good and the sails
are up again and Clio is scooting along. About half
way into our trip the radio alarm went off with a ‘pan
pan’ message on the VHF radio from a navy ship,
alerting all ships in the vicinity that a search and rescue mission was underway and calling anyone to be
on the lookout. We were between the Turkish coast
and Greek Islands
and it was all happening in Turkish
waters and too far
away from where
we were. As it unfolded we heard a
French yacht pick
up a man from the
sea in their communications with
the coastguard, the
navy vessel and
helicopter telling
them that there
were more persons
‘on the sea’. We could see far off in the distance, helicopters and coast guard ships.
Later we found out that a boat with about 40 refugees
had been deliberately sunk by the people smuggler
at around 6.00 in the morning and that 11 people
had been rescued and that they arrested the culpritsmuggler. UNHCR on the 10th of July 2015: ‘since
the beginning of the year, 77,100 people had arrived
in Greece (pop. 11 million) by sea, many on flimsy
and unsafe vessels. Almost 60 per cent of the new arrivals are from Syria while others come from Afghan-
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istan, Iraq, Eritrea and Somalia’. We were told that
individual people had collected money from others
to set up makeshift camps to help the refugees when
they arrive on their island. The Greeks are proud to
be able to help the refugees, the Australian governments are proud of how effective they are in sending
them away. What fortunate people we are that we do
not have to subject ourselves to such ordeals just to
get our family to safety and how we would like Australian governments (left, right and center) to show
some more compassion in these matters.

anchorage just off the beach. We rowed ashore to
explore the village. Oops still damp inside Cloe so
more patching needs to be done. But first breakfast
in the snack bar on the quay and then a walk up the
hill to the post office and the cash machine to get
some €€ before they run out! We managed to get
some chocolate and cookies at the mini market so
we are good for a few more days. Two other Aussie
boats came in during the day, good to see we are not
the only Ozzies supporting the Greek economy.

Thursday, July 9
We headed out this morning towards Samos, one of
the bigger Sporades islands to the North of Agathonisi, hoping for some wind from the west but no
such luck, it was directly from the north and right
on our nose again. So it was a motor ride to our
next stop Pythagorion on the island of Samos in the
Eastern Sporades. Samos is one of the bigger Greek
islands with an area of 478km2. Its history started
around 900BC and has been very checkered with
Greek, Persian, Roman Byzantine, Ottoman Turkish,
and Russian rulers. Samos is separated from Turkey

We arrived in what is normally a quiet fishing port
of Georgios on the island of Agathonisi, which has
a little more activity now with the coast guard coming and going. The bay in front of the village is very
small and only can accommodate a few yachts on
anchor and after we anchored we were told that the
ferries come in and need a fair bit of turning room
so we decided to go back out and anchor in the small
cove around the corner. Francis worked again on
Cloe which now seems to hold her air but is now
leaking in water through her bottom. So another
piece of rubber to try to stem that flow. By now it is
hard to see what parts are the original Cleo and what
parts are patches.

Wednesday, July 8
After a lovely morning swim for Chris, we waited
till most the yachts had vacated the small anchorage
area out of Georgios and then moved Clio into a nice
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by only 1 mile of water.
After the motor-assisted ‘sail’ from Agathonisi towards the North to Samos we anchored just outside
the port of Pythagorion on the Meltemi-sheltered
South side of the island. Francis put some more glue
on inflatable Cloe to patch up her bum trying to stem
the water getting in for, instead of trying to prevent
air from getting out.

Feedback from our second Crew:
C&M J.: We’re very happy with our cruising holiday
on Clio, and would like to thank Francis and Christine
for helping to make it so enjoyable. We enjoyed the
harbour restaurants, swimming in perfectly clear water, the Greek and Turkish cultures, and the amazing
scenery. Of all the places we visited, the highlights were
probably Cerçe (Bay) in Turkey, and Tilos and Kalymnos in the Dodecanese - although everywhere was fun.
As cruising sailors ourselves, we appreciated being in
Francis and Christine’s competent hands, and we felt
safe and comfortable at all times.
R&D L.: For people seeking an introduction to private
yachting in the Aegean or a different type of Greek
Island trip I don’t think there is a better more all round

Intermezzo: The city of Pythagorion was named in
1955 in honour of the philosopher and mathematician Pythagoras (c. 570-495 BC) who was born on
Samos. He was very widely travelled, including Egypt
and Babylon before he returned back to Samos when
he was around 65, and started there the secret movement/cult of Pythagoreanism, practicing and studying philosophy, mathematics, and music. It was a
great pleasure for Francis to visit the monument to
such a great scientist.
affordable experience than that offered by Chris and
Francis on Clio.

Friday, July 10
The forecast is for strong northerly winds for the next
couple of days so we decided to up anchor and head
into the safety of the harbour and tied up to the quay.
We were greeted by Diamonda the harbour monitor who informed us that it was €10 per day water
and electricity included, bargain after the €100 in
the Netsel Marin. We came in alongside an English
yacht with a family who were preparing to leave. We
just parked Clio in a bend in the quay where both
our neighbors pointed their bows toward each other.
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As anchor chains are supposed to form one line with
the boat, it was impossible to prevent them crossing each other’s anchor chains, and for us to cross
theirs. We decided to stay put until they left in case
they needed us to assist in untangling the anchor
chains or prevent Clio to hit the quay if they needed
to up our anchor to get their chain from underneath
ours. We indeed had crossed their chain but the
young man on board jumped into the water and very
quickly had our chain free from theirs. Unfortunately
ours was not the only one, the two boats next to us
had also crossed so the young fellow spent the next
20 minutes or so diving and threading ropes for the

by). Stepping off Clio and you’re stepping straight
into a restaurant. We believe we can order from our
back deck if we would want to.
After enjoying Gyros (Greek kebab) we visited Craig
and Julie on the Aussie yacht ‘Hullabaloo of Normandy’. They are from Melbourne and we had a
lovely chat. We then strolled to the end of the quay
and sat on the rocky beach wall. Chris noticed that
there was a lot of rubbish, especially plastic on the
beach and because of her litter paranoia she found
a plastic bag and set out to clean up that little patch.
At least that is a small amount plastic that will not be
choking the sea life.
We get to see so many interesting characters in
our travels, and here is no exception. As we sat on
the rock wall a busker set up in front of the nearby
restaurant and commenced his limited repertoire of

rest of the crew to be able to lift chains and get themselves free at last.
We are very happy that we came in when we did as
by the afternoon the quay was full and latecomers
had to anchor outside and spent a bumpy night in
the wind and swell.
Pythagorion is a fairly touristic town, especially
around the quay which is completely taken up by restaurants and cafes. The tourists seem to be a bit older
and there are no blaring discos (that we were kept up
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sister Greece is being humiliated by her Teutonic
brother.

instrumental ‘Zorba’s dance’ and vocal ‘Que Sera’, we
think the people may have actually paid him to move
on please. By the time we had got back to Clio there
he was again in front of the nearby tavernas with
the same renditions of those two songs. You had to
admire his persistence if not his
talent.

We checked out the Carrefour supermarket and we’re
excited to see that they had our favourite chocolate
bars so we stocked up, mainly to support the Greek
economy, as we hope you will understand. We
bought also a few other minor essentials like fruit
and veg as well. We found much to Francis’ delight
a boat shed/chandlery on the far side of the harbour
with a small chandlery where he was able to purchase
a break pin for the outboard propeller to replace the
makeshift one he had made up previously. They also
had some mooring ropes that were too good to pass
up. Our old ones were 8 m and we’ve been struggling
to keep sufficient distance from quays, so we now
have 11 m lines with 5000kg breaking strength each ,
approx. 10,000kg as you double them up to tie them
back on the boat.
We spent the rest of the day
enjoying the drive around the
island which is very green and
lush. It appears to have very
good soil with lots of farming happening. There is also
a large military base on the
island and we think that this
might also serve as a camp
for the bus loads of refugees
that have been arriving on the
ferries every day that we have
been here. The good thing
about seeing them in the buses
is that they are not drowning at
sea. There is no turning back
of boats here, and even though
Greece is struggling to care for
its own they still take care of
asylum seekers on a huge scale.

Saturday, July 11
we hired a car and set off to
explore this quite large island.
We also had a quest to find more
chocolate. On reaching Samos
we enquired at a coffee shop
about large supermarkets and
much to our delight were told
there is a Carrefour just down the
road.
As we walked towards the store
we encountered an elderly Greek
woman begging in the street, a
tragically sad result of the Greek
crisis, we expect. We donated
a few Euros and her face lit up,
another sad experience of such
lovely people suffering economic decay, made worse
by the insistence of the Northern-European lenders,
especially Germany, to squeeze the life blood out of
the Greek economy. Even the IMF is now starting
to feel queasy about the ruthless way the European

From the hill we noticed a small port on the south
side of the island and wondered if the English couple Andrew and Kate on Freedom, whom we had
anchored next to on Agathonisi had made it to here
from Pythagorion. We drove down and found them
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tied up to the wall and joined them on board for a
drink and a lively discussion about the Greek crisis.

Sunday, July 12

one. We then went for a wander around town to
have a look. The harbour here is a work in progress
and looks like it will be progressing for a few more
years yet, work looks slow. It is not the prettiest place
that we have visited, it’s a ‘normal’ working town, no
tourism, no pretty spots. We went to a taverna along
the waterfront for gyros and while sitting there, Craig
and Julie (Aussies from Hullaballoo) strolled past.
We hailed them and they came and joined us while
we had our lunch. They very kindly offered us a lift
back to Pythagorion in their hire car, which saved
us from sitting around for another two hours waiting for the next bus. They also let us drop in the little
chandlery on the boatyard to get some gearbox oil
for the outboard. Sadly enough they did not have a
complete service kit with the much needed gaskets
that the Turkish service people had forgotten to put
in during the last service. So the oil will mix with
seawater and it will become a mess again. Anyway,
better than no oil at all, as is the current state of affairs
On our return to Clio in Pythagorion we were told
by our English neighbours that a large, 4m wide
yacht (Greek flagged with Swiss crew, so most likely
chartered) had tried to squeeze between us and the
French yacht next door which was just over a meter
away from us. Lucky for us the French captain did
a lot of yelling at the interloper and eventually convinced him to go away. As thanks for his effort, a
member of that Swiss crew came back later to shout

The Meltemi is still with us and gusting very strongly
today. Chris headed off for a walk this morning and
went around the headland to the marina in the next
bay. After a lazy day Chris took Francis back to the
marina for a look and on the way back we enjoyed
a swim off the end of the beach. When we got back
to Clio, Craig and Julie joined us on deck for drinks.
We enjoyed getting to know each other and had lots
of laughs, thanks for a nice night guys.

Monday, July 13
Wind still blowing over 25 knots so we stay for
another day. Francis’ computer mouse has died so
we take a bus ride into Samos town to acquire a new
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abuse at him. Charter crews sometimes don’t only
know how to manage their boat, they don’t know
how to behave either. The French call them ‘peasants’, there is no worse insult for a self-respecting and
cultured Frenchmen, I believe.

to be a bit less gusty than where we came from. But
that changed quickly….

Wednesday, July 15
We are still being pushed around by very strong
gusts coming down the mountain, here, but we will
stay for another night as the wind is not easing at all
outside the bay. We managed to get ashore to have
a look around and enjoy a swim. The gusts picked
up during the day and we had a very uncomfortable
night with Clio swinging back and forth over 180°
with strong gusts coming alternately over the Northern and the Western ridges. There was a large Italian
yacht anchored nearby that spent most the wee hours
of the morning commencing at 2.00 am moving from
spot to spot raising and lowering their anchor several
times. This made for an anxious Clio skipper keeping watch on the Italians swinging sometimes in less
than 10 m distance, and a sleepless night.

We then headed to the beach with Craig and Julie for
a refreshing swim and exchange of life stories while
sitting in the lovely 23° water. Some last minute
shopping for supplies in readiness of leaving in the
morning.

Tuesday, July 14
We awoke early this morning and with only 15 knots
predicted decided it was time to move on. Our
neighbours were also leaving and as they had both
come in after us we waited for both of them to go out
first. Our starboard neighbours went first and found
they had our port neighbour’s line over his, so he
lifted his anchor completely and after having dragged
it across the front of us then dropped it. Port neighbour was not impressed. Then it was his turn but all
was good and he was soon clear. Now we had clear
space to make our exit and after Chris prayed to the
anchor god we were on our way with no tangles!

Thursday, July 16

Once we were clear of the harbour we headed west
to Fournoi. After a slow start the wind soon picked
up again and the expected 15 knots soon got up to 20
plus with gusts up to 27. So with only a reefed headsail out we made short work of the 2 hour trip and
pulled into Agrhidio bay hoping to get shelter from
the again strong northerly wind. After anchoring,
we had a swim and some lunch. But we were being
battered by 25+ kts gusts coming down the mountain, so we decided to moved further along the island
to find somewhere more comfortable. We left Hullabaloo and its lovely crew behind and motored up
against 25 kts winds with salt spray soon covering the
boat. For the first time in a long while Francis had
to wear his wet weather gear. So after 30 minutes of
motoring into the punishing winds (thanks little engine for not stopping) we reached Quarry Bay (there
is a disused marble quarry on its shore), and got
ourselves settled in for the rest of the day. It seemed

After a rough night skipper wants to move, so we
made a downwind run to Patmos in the South in 25
knots winds with half our headsail out. Again we
made very good time and soon had Clio tucked into
Yeorgios Bay in Patmos. Wind still blowing but no
more nasty gusts and we are sitting relatively still in
the water. Looking forward to a good night’s sleep.
But not before we headed ashore in Cloe to enjoy a
lovely dinner at the lone taverna on the hill above the
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beach. The menu offered a restricted choice of meals,
but there is always Greek salad, great brown bread to
soak up de salad dressing and some chicken to complement the dinner. And of course some white wine
and a splendid view of the bay with a gently rocking
Clio asleep after a day of hard work keeping us afloat.
Even Chris is starting to feel an emotional bond with
our floating home. That night there was a beautiful
moon, flanked by Venus on the left and Jupiter on the
right, in a orangy evening sky.

Friday, July 17
After a very good night’s sleep, we awoke in this
pretty bay and enjoyed a swim in the clear, be it a
bit colder (21°), water. We spent the rest of the day
doing a whole lot of nothing as the Meltemi continues to blow. Francis has started on one of his life’s
challenges: reading Gödel, Escher, Bach: An Eternal
Golden Braid by Hofstadter. We pray for his sanity.
What do I like about sailing the Meds.
Part 1: Chris’ story
Sitting on Clio’s deck surrounded by clear azure waters
I contemplate living on board our beautiful little yacht.
In this my third season I still enjoy the long summer
days that tend to melt into each other and still enjoy
very much our interactions with the very hospitable
and welcoming Greek and Turkish people.

that she is in good working order so that we could set
off on our adventure feeling confident that we would be
safe. I gained more knowledge and experience in the
Turkish Marina observing activities on the many boats
as well as helping with tasks on Clio. I like learning
about what makes Clio work so that I can positively
contribute and not just feel like a passenger on board.
It is a different experience for me this year coming back
to some familiar territory and faces. I enjoy reconnecting with our good Turkish friends and making new
ones. I get a sense of belonging when we revisit places
like Gocek, while still loving exploring the coastline
and finding great new little bays to anchor in. An
added pleasure this year is being able to share Clio and
this amazing lifestyle with our crews (see http://sailingclio.org/ ). I have enjoyed the new dynamic of having
other people on board and the added responsibility has
increased my level of self confidence. We’ve been very
lucky with our great crews and looking forward to the
next ones.
It has also added to my appreciation of our time to
ourselves. Life on board can vary from completely

This year I feel that I am becoming more relaxed and
confident in my abilities as a crew member and that I
can contribute much more to the actual sailing and the
many activities involved in a yachting life.
Our season begins living in a dusty boatyard 3 metres
above the ground in April preparing Clio and ensuring
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relaxed to sometimes a bit more
stressful situations when sailing and
something goes wrong, especially in
very windy conditions. But I have
learned lessons from each of these
situations and appreciate the need
to have total respect for Clio and for
the sea.
Back in Greek waters, we can choose
to sit on board in anchorages or in
ports, and sleep and swim the days
away. Or, when we need to rejoin
society we go ashore. On land I love
all the options that we have, to walk
places, catch local buses, hire a car
or just sit in the nearest taverna and
admire Clio from ashore.
The Meltemi wind can be frustrating when it blows
continuously like it does this year, but it also has allowed us the opportunity to stay put for longer periods
in nice sheltered bays and ports. In ports we then get
to know our yachtie neighbour’s a bit better and get a
feel for the local culture.
Life is good on our floating home.

the village of Kampos in search
of yoghurt and bread. The girl
at the restaurant estimated the
journey on foot to take about 20
minutes. As all people know who
ask for durations of travel by foot,
most people who do not walk
much underestimate the time it
takes to get somewhere. Same
this time, the 20 minutes became
45 minutes in the midday sun
(which only mad dogs and Englishmen venture out in) and we
stopped to ask a local looking guy
for directions to a supermarket
and to our surprise he replied in a
very English accent. When Francis commented on his Cockney
accent, he replied ‘should be since I am a f*^#£_¥}
Londoner’. After we all had a laugh he pointed us
towards another hill where there is a mini mart.
By that time we had been walking up and down hills
in the midday sun long enough to work up some
thirst and just around the corner was a taverna on
the shorefront where we stopped for water and a
frappe (cold coffee, decaffeinated of course, with
whipped milk on top). Chris had to dilute hers with
more milk to make it drinkable, but on a hot day and
after our trek anything cold was welcomed.

Saturday, July 18
We went ashore and set off on a hike over the hills to

On reaching the top of the hill and the town consisting of two restaurants a letter box and a mini
mart we were able to purchase our yoghurt, when
we asked if he had any bread, “no” he replied, “you
get bread from the van which is now at the bottom
of the hill”, which we just hiked up. On seeing our
faces drop he said “don’t worry I will help you”, and
sent the young fellow working with him out on his
scooter to purchase for us two loaves of black bread
(that is brown to us).
As we left the store, Francis spied a taxi across the
road and made a beeline straight for it. On asking
how much to get us back to our bay, €8 was the reply,
a bit much for 4 km but worth it not to have to climb
up and down those hills again with all that black
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bread. So we jumped into the island taxi where seatbelts are optional and look very new in that 10 years
old Mercedes. What took us over an hour to walk,
took the taxi drive a couple of minutes.
We had eagerly anticipated sitting in the hillside taverna and having an ice cream before heading back to
Clio, but alas, they only have power from a generator
so do not sell ice creams. Oh well, when we do eventually move on from here to our next port we will
just have to indulge in very large and expensive ice
creams to recover from that blow. We are certainly
learning to appreciate the simple things in life.

Sunday, July 19
Another lazy day today. While sitting on the deck
Chris noticed a very small greek boat come across
the sand bar blasting his very loud horn and waving
a flag out the back that was as big as the boat. He
pulled in next to the small island in front of us and
dropped his anchor. On closer inspection with the
binoculars we saw that this very small (bit bigger
than a dinghy) boat displaying a blue star ferry sign
and logo and had the miniaturized form of the real
blue star ferries which are the size of a cruise ship.
The little boat sat there for an hour or so, the skipper
apparently asleep and probably hiding from his wife
and noisy kids at home, then he took off across the
local sand bar again at a speed that was completely

unexpected, blasting his horn with the frightening
volume of the real ferry. We would love to know
what that was all about.
There is always something entertaining happening!

Monday, July 20
Finally the wind is easing a little, so today we head
into Skala, the main port on Patmos. We tied up at
the quay and were soon surrounded by very large,
flashy and expensive motor boats, mainly with
American flags and registered in Delaware, meaning
Turkish well-off people avoiding the high costs of
boat ownership in Turkey. We even saw a big Lagoon
cat in Agathonisi with a Dutch flag that was occupied
by a Turkish family claiming that it was much cheaper that way. It was a first for Francis to hear that
something Dutch was cheaper. Skala is seemingly a
place for the rich and maybe famous?
Intermezzo: Patmos is mentioned in the New Testament Book of Revelation (Chris is a good Catholic
girl, you know). The book’s introduction states that
its author, John, was on Patmos when he was given
(and recorded) a vision from God. Early Christian
tradition identified this writer John of Patmos as
John the Apostle, though some modern scholars
are uncertain. As such, Patmos is a destination for
Christian pilgrimage. Visitors can see the cave where
John is said to have received his Revelation (the Cave
of the Apocalypse), and several monasteries on the
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island are dedicated to Saint John. Francis, being a
self-professed skeptic, was not too eager to check the
caves and churches and kept to the more mundane
parts of the island.
After doing some shopping and stocking up on
chocolate and ice cream, we enjoyed dinner in one
of the back streets in a taverna that was completely
packed with people. Normally we get it right by
looking at the patronage of a restaurant to judge its
quality, this time we got it wrong. The fish was very
‘ordinary’ and definitely not fresh, as claimed on
the menu. While dining we were entertained by we
think an Albanian or Gypsy man playing an accordion and a young boy with a bongo drum and an
even younger one with a cup to collect some, be it
very little, money. We also bought a very handy LED
light from a deaf man who went very politely and
discreetly to each of the tables with his wares and we
were doubly rewarded by his smile after the purchase. We thought it very rude and definitely not in
the spirit of humanist Greece that almost none of the
(very well-off tourist) patrons even acknowledged the
man. Maybe people feel uneasy or even guilty when
confronted by someone less fortunate than they and
respond by ignoring them, just the opposite to what
would help the other (and in return themselves, as
per Newton).

Tuesday, July 21
Lazy day today, we collected our clean and crisp

laundry, always a treat. Francis found a barber and
had his windswept locks replaced by a ‘well-trimmed
lawn’ look which will reduce the barber-expenditure
to zero for the rest of his stay in Europe. We headed
to the beach for the afternoon and settled into one of
the taverna’s deck chairs for ½ a liter of white wine,
and then another 1/2 and a feast of deep-fried zucchini fritters, kalamari and fries (no mayo though)
while looking at the beach-world of all ages go by,
from newborns to almost-gones. What a life!

Wednesday, July 22
We were told that people do the pilgrim walk to the
cave but as it was very high up on the hill we opted
to do the pilgrim bus ride. We bypassed the cave and
went up to the monastery. The Chora (or Hora, the
central town of an island) was a maze of cobblestone
alleyways among ancient stone buildings and a stunning view over parts of Patmos and Skala. We found
our way through the maze to three windmills standing just outside the town. There we met the caretaker
who told us the fascinating story of the restoration of
the windmills financed by a wealthy Swiss man. The
woman whose family all come from Patmos was born
and raised in Athens. Six years ago she moved back
to Patmos and now cares for the windmills and is actively involved in encouraging the islanders to again
become self sufficient and cultivate wheat locally on
their terraces again. One of the mills is now producing flour from locally grown grain, another is generating power and the third is to take moisture from
the air and produce water (still in development). A
great project and a great woman, clearly knowledge-
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able and passionate about her ancestry and Patmos.
On returning to Clio, we decide we have had enough
of the big flashy motor boats and went (on our own
stink-motor) around the corner to the lovely bay of
Grikou, back on anchor again and with the wind still
dropping, yay. There is a quite unusual (for Greek
islands) rock in Grikos Bay. It is not jagged and
weathered like most rocks around the islands, but it
looks like a giant came past and did a bit of abstract
sculpturing on her day off, maybe after a little ton or
two of white wine.
Our poor inflatable Cloe is very much on her last legs
and many of her seams are losing their glue, but she
still manages to get us ashore for a swim off the beach
and a game of beach tennis. Beach tennis is a game
without competition between the participants, it is
up to both players to keep the ball in the air, typical!
We are definitely improving with a new record volley

of 22 returns (up from 4). Out of self-protection we
do not count the number returns of the little Greek
brats that keep the ball in the air for what seems
hours while eating an ice-cream.

Thursday, July 23
More lazing about needed to be done (its not easy),
I know boring isn’t it. This is probably not a very
sailing-friendly thing to say, but it is such a pleasure
to have no wind howling and buffeting us about for a
couple of days, after nearly six weeks of almost uninterrupted Meltemi.

Friday, July 24
This morning we had to move from our anchorage
as the water tanker ship is coming in early to pump
water to the hotel on shore. So we got up extra early
moved along to a mooring buoy and waited for the
early arrival of the tanker. We should have known
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around the corner to Skala and tied up on the quay to
do some shopping. As Chris was raising the anchor
the chain bunched up in the well and needed to be
fed back out again, this happened very quickly and
caused the chain to jump off the anchor winch wheel.
Luckily there was no wind and Francis was able to
put the chain back in place, so no harm done.

that Greek early is not the same as ours. After 11.00
the said tanker finally turned up and spent the next
4 hours pumping water ashore. We were told by a
Greek man that we were tied to a private mooring
and it looked like he was going to tell us to vacate it.
When we told him it was only until the tanker moved
out, and he said “ok you can stay until tonight or
tomorrow, no problem”. We moved back to our anchorage as soon as the tanker moved to find that our
prime spot had already been taken by an Italian boat.
We just had to move 50m away, what a drag (?).

As we tied up at the quay, for the first time we did
not have someone to throw our ropes to ashore. So
Chris jumped off to receive a rope from Francis. It
was a bit of a struggle to hold Clio at first but eventually Chris managed to secure a line and all was well.
Meanwhile standing on the quay 25 metres away
were the crew members of a big luxury motor boat,
that we had helped moor a couple of days ago, watching our struggle. One of them was puffing away on
his pipe and we cannot say here what kind-hearted
Chris would have liked to have done with that pipe.
In general, we find that many of the crew of these big
luxury yachts are not very friendly or willing to help,
or even to make eye contact and say hello. And some
of them are outright rude and arrogant. It takes all
sorts, we guess.
After replenishing our supplies we wanted to fill
Clio’s tanks with water. We had a bad experience
buying from the yellow tanker who doubled his price
overnight and delivered lightly brackish water, so
we sampled the water that was dripping off a hose
connection of another tanker while he was filling
another boat. /That water tasted much better and it
was delivered by a man who lived in Sydney for the

Saturday, July 25
As our ice cream supplies are again depleted, it is
time to go back to town. Rather than catch the bus
and drag 12 kg of water and stacks of quickly melting ice-creams and chocolate bars, we took Clio back
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first 13 years of his life (according to him, his English
writing is much better than his Greek after living in
Patmos for 35 years). He still has two cousins who
live in West End, Brisbane. So we had another great
dialog regarding the Greek state of affairs and the unhelpful visa restrictions for tourists. We don’t think
we have yet met a Greek person who does not have a
relative in Australia or has lived there themselves, it
creates a bond of sorts. We were very happy to get
out of Gin Palace Avenue and head back to the very
lovely bay of Yeorgios and Levadi Geranos beach.

Sunday, July 26
We’re till anchored in Yeorgios Bay (Livadi Geranou beach) on Patmos. We’re enjoying just hanging
around on anchor. This is a very popular bay for
boats, but also beach goers and swimmers. This may
explain why we got a visit from the coast guard and

were asked to move further away from the beach.
We had never experienced this before and figured
that the coast guard must have been having a slow
and boring Sunday. Chris googled and found that
there is indeed a law that states that unless otherwise
indicated, yachts are meant to anchor 500 meters
away from swimming beaches. As a rule, this would
never work in reality as the water is too deep that far
out to drop an anchor. We did not argue, of course,
and along with a couple of yachts we dutifully moved
a bit further out. The Coast guard did not hang
around to check if anyone moved and they never
returned.
That evening an English yacht came in and anchored
behind us and we noticed that they were advertising
that they were mobile sail repairers, mmm maybe
they could repair our bimini that had a busted zip.

Monday, July 27
Francis swam over to Norna Biron (sail repairers
boat) to see if they would have a look at our bimini.
He met Andy and Steph who have been floating
around these waters for the past 8 years living on
board and getting jobs repairing sails and ship’s canvas. Andy came over later and was able to replace the
zip in the bimini and add a couple of small patches
for a very reasonable fee. Great job, great service and
as it turned out, great people. We later joined Andy
and Steph on Norna Biron for drinks and a guided
tour of their very interesting yacht.
After a few drinks and lots of chat we were invited to
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join them for a very lovely dinner of fried Aubergine
and rice cooked in their cob (a very ingenious and
fuel-efficient cross between a BBQ and an oven) and
wonder bag (a substantial upside-down tea cozy that
keeps the heat in pots and sometimes Andy). A great
evening and at 1.30 in the morning we paddled our
way back to Clio and bed.

(bad for our Davits) and the aluminum ones were
very expensive (bad for our wallet). After a week’s
worth of email exchanges between potential suppliers
and weeding down to a couple of reasonable alternatives, it was still hard to make a choice. The breakthrough came when the importer of the Australianmade Highfield dinghy with alu-bottom offered us
a 3.1 m dinghy at the price of a 2.9m (for which we
had asked a quote, but was unavailable in Greece).
Even though it was still a slightly dizzying experience
looking down the hole it would make in our budget,
we decided that this was The Sign. We would get on
the ferry from Skala to Athens to have a look at one,
and bring it back with us if we liked it. The price of
our travel would compensate for the shipping costs
to get the dinghy to Patmos, or so we thought!

Tuesday, July 28
More swimming and lazing about today and we
invited Steph and Andy to join us for Spanakopita
dinner on Clio and enjoyed another very pleasant
night with great neighbours. That afternoon two
large clippers with their full sail costume on silently
drifted past us, a majestic sight.

Thursday, July 30

Wednesday, July 29
Sleepy day today. Francis spent a fair bit of time
looking at various options for a new inflatable dinghy: simple inflatable, inflatable with timber slats on
the inside PVC bottom, inflatable with a V-shaped
inflatable bottom, and inflatable’s with a hard bottom,
either polyester or aluminum and inflatable tubes.
Would the tube material be PVC or Hypalon (2x
longer life, 2x more expensive)?
We already had decided on a hard-bottomed one:
they are more stable and drier (good for our crews),
go faster, and are more resistant to damaging their
bottom when beaching on gravel and pebbles, which
are the main type of beaches in Greece. We found
that the polyester-bottomed ones were very heavy

Midday and we are heading into Skala to get on
the ferry to Athens that night to inspect and maybe
purchase a new RIB (rigid inflatable boat) dinghy.
After spending the morning with Andy and Steph
exchanging digital movies and TV series we motored
back into the port to be surrounded yet again by
monster motor boats. Many of them are very modern designs, glistening in the sun, constantly being
rubbed and cleaned by a little troupe of crew. Their
flags are mainly UK and US (=Turkish). Sadly, their
crews often not very friendly or helpful, and sometimes bordering on arrogant.
While waiting to catch the ferry at midnight we enjoyed a swim and more yummy zucchini fritters, fries
and some (but much less) white wine at the beach.

Friday, July 31
Our day starts at midnight when boarding the Blue
Star ferry heading to Athens. After 8 hours of attempting to sleep stretched between two chairs and
shivering in the air-conditioning we arrived at the
port of Pireaus. When we disembarked we were
almost trampled by the crowds running for the bus
across the road. Chris said should we hop on the
bus, Francis says “no we can walk out to the front of
the port, it is not far”. Meanwhile, kilometers later
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we finally found an exit and asked a taxi driver where
we could hire a car, “back that way and up the hill”,
he said. So back we went and spotted a rent-a-car
sign. But it was not our day, no cars left sorry. So we
jumped in a taxi and headed to a Hertz office on the
other side of the port which is very LARGE! Finally
we had a car, be it for an ‘over the barrel’ price.
We were on our way to Glyfada to shop at Carrefour
(often well-stocked French grocery chain) and to
have a look at the dinghy, when we decided to turn
off and visit the Alpha team who had been such a
help to us when we bought Clio. It was great to catch
up with Harris and Super Mario again. After a short
discussion on the state of Greece’s politics, economy
and Greek people in general with Haris (who has
extended his family in the last year), we continued
our quest for the Holy Dinghy. Before we got to Carrefour we had to visit the chandlery, of course, and
bought some more bits for Clio, one of the locks of a
hatch had to be replaced.

We followed Peter, the Highfield importer, in our car
to the warehouse where the RIBs are stored and after
agreeing on a price we signed the deal and Francis
and Chris have this year’s (and many to follow) birthday presents: one lovely new dinghy. Now to get it
back to Patmos and onto Clio.

After a stop at Carrefour shopping centre we then
made our way to our hotel and at midday finally got
to have some breakfast of omelet and bread. After
only a couple of hours of uncomfortable sleep on the
ferry the bed in our room looked very good. Chris
looked longingly at the bed as we headed out again to
check out the dinghy at the warehouse at the Highfield importer office.

As we had not booked a return ticket, we were
alarmed to find that there was no places left on the
Blue Star ferry heading back on Saturday, signs that
the high tourist season was in full swing. The only
tickets we could get were a luxury 4 berth cabin on
the Hellenic Seaways ship the Nisos Rhodos. Ouch,
and down went the good intention to compensate
our travel with the dinghy shipping costs.

Arrival at the office triggered a déjà-vu for all who
had seen Close Encounters of the Third Kind, which
starts up with an abandoned airplane yard. The office is directly behind the abandoned Athens airport
that was built to accommodate the Olympic games
in 2000 and which was shut down in 2001 under
pressure of the developers of the new international
Eleftherios Venizelos (Cretan political figure and
Prime Minister of Greece in the early 20th century)
airport in Athens. There were a couple of abandoned
planes with the Olympic vignettes still on them
parked on the air field, someone mentioned that they
were going to be part of a museum, maybe. It was
very sad to see all this prime land sitting there going
to waste for close to 15 years now.

After securing our booking on line we then had to
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find an agent to give us hard copy tickets, easier said
than done. We drove back to the port and found
gate 2 where the ferry would leave from and a ticket
booth that was closed. So back out to the port road
looking for an agent. Yes there is one so Francis did
a strictly forbidden (in Greece?) u-turn and in we
went. We explained that we needed to get our tickets
please, only to be told that it can’t be done here, we
don’t have Internet, you need to go to gate 7. Ok
back in the car to find gate 7. Success at last. We find
the office and we get our tickets. But we have been
told by Peter the Importer that we may also need a
cargo ticket for the dinghy. So we asked if we can
buy a ticket for a very large parcel - 3metres long x
1.5 metres wide and weighing 50 kilos. ‘No we don’t
do those tickets here, you can get that tomorrow
morning before you get on the ferry’ was the answer.
Ok we give up and head to our final stop for the day
IKEA. Chris is still hunting for bed sheets that will
actually fit our triangular shape bed. Yes, success
we found two sheets that are 260 cm wide, that will
work!

Ah, at last back to the hotel for a swim and drinks
by the pool. The hotel doesn’t really do dinners, but
the very, very friendly reception staff of the Golden
Sun hotel help us selecting a good pizza provider and
ordering the food. Very tasty dinner delivered from
the Italian takeaway in no time and sleep follows, but
not for very long....

Everywhere we go here in Athens there are pamflets
encouraging people to say “NO” (Oxi) in the referendum (5th of July) regarding Greece’ answer to the
EU-demanded austerity program and captial contols that will very likely bring Greek’s already weak
economy to a standstill. 61% of the voters did.
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Saturday, August 1
Early start today Saturday 1 August to catch our
ferry at 8.00. First we have to return the hire car
and then get a taxi to our port gate. We went to
the ticket booth and asked for a cargo ticket for
the dinghy and after some misunderstanding
we were told no just take it on board and they
will probably let it travel for free. Mmmmm ok.
Then we waited for Ram who is going to deliver
the dinghy to the ferry. When he arrived he went
to the ferry traffic controller to ask if we can get
the dinghy on board, thinking that we would
have to carry it on. He was told to just drive in
and unload it. But first he was asked to see the
ticket, we said we don’t have one, the ticket office
said we didn’t need one (not so far from the truth

to have to go to confession). Ok, no problem just
take it on. So Ram drove up the ramp and between him and Francis Cloe II was safely stowed,
but not before another ferry worker asked to see
the ticket, again we said we don’t have one etc.,
and he said ok, no problem. We love Greece!
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So we settled in our luxury cabin for the 8 hour
trip back to Patmos. Francis checked on the
dinghy when we stopped at Syrios to ensure nobody tried to sneak off with the 50kg, 3.1 meter
long parcel and again at Mykonos (to be sure to
be sure), while Chris caught up on some much
needed sleep.
When we arrived in Patmos the fun begins. We
asked if it was possible for some staff to help us
getting the dinghy ashore, yes, no problem. But
nobody appeared so amongst the many passengers disembarking we pushed and dragged our
precious cargo down the ramp. At last we were
on the quay and a flat surface so the going got
slow. A Port policewoman started blowing her
whistle in Chris’s ear telling us to hurry up. So
Chris yelled back, if someone would help us we
might be able to move. That got the attention
of an older Greek man standing nearby and he
kindly assisted to get us out of the way. Once
outside the port gate we dropped the dinghy on
the footpath and pondered on how we would get
this parcel along the next 800 meters of road to
Clio.

ists to their establishment. One of them had an
old people carrier and no passengers, so Francis
asked if we could put the dinghy in the back
of his van/bus and take us to Clio, for a fee of
course. Thankfully he agreed and so we loaded it
up and were soon happily unpacking our lovely
new dinghy Cloe II on the quay in Skala, and
deflating and stowing Cloe I in one of the rear
cabins. We even manage to hoist Cloe II onto
the Davits so we’re ready to go.
Sunday, August 2
It’s very hot in Skala and the Meltemi is back.
When there was a lull in the wind we made our
escape from the port and headed back to Yeorgios. Andy and Steph are still anchored here, so
we invited them over this afternoon for the of-

Standing in front of the gate were a lot of hotel
staff waving their placards trying to attract tour-
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ficial launch of Cloe II. Yay, it is still pumped up
and no wet feet, what a luxury.
Back on anchor and Chris pulled out the sewing
machine and threaded elastic into the new bed
sheet and is very excited to finally have a fitted
sheet that actually fits.
Meltemi still blowing on Monday 3 August, so
we are happy to sit here in this sheltered bay and
wait it out. There are still some modifications to
be made to Cloe II to adapt her to our clip-on
dinghy lift (Davits) system. Time to do some
serious work on our defunct 2.5HP outboard
that is meant to push along Cloe II. We’ll leave
that exciting piece of prose for the next time (be
warned!).

What do I like about sailing the Meds.
Part 2: Francis’ story.
For me, cruising in the Meds has a couple of different aspects: sailing, sea-camping/cruising, and travel
abroad. I’ll try to put some thoughts to each of these
aspects.
Sailing
To be able to sail a 47 ft yacht with some degree of
safety in unknown waters, there are a range of skills
needed. The actual sailing assumes an understanding
of the interactions between wind direction and force,
currents, waves and your boat, but also how to harness
those forces effectively through the different controls
that allows you to manage your sails (e.g. amount of
sails, use of traveler and sheets), direction of travel, use
of engine and availability of expertise on board (crew).
For the contemporary sailor to make more informed
decisions, some understanding of the electronic systems that supply the information (e.g. course, heading,
wind direction and speed, depth, electronic charts) is
also a must.
But sailing is not without its dangers and being able

and being prepared to reduce the impact on boat and
people on board needs preparation. That preparation
starts with gathering info on expected weather and
destinations, ready the boat before you leave, brief passengers and crew regarding safety measures such as life
vests, safety harnesses, emergency beacons, use of radio
and life raft. There are also navigation skills, knowledge of rules and regulations of the sea, rope handling
skills, anchoring and mooring, some expertise to make
emergency repairs etc..
What do I like about all this stuff ?
It is a challenge to make it all work, but very rewarding
when it actually does. ‘Uneventful’ trips are a measure
of how well we’re doing and how much we’ve learned
(leaving passengers to wonder what the fuss of sailing
is all about), every ‘narrow escape’ is an opportunity
to learn more and prevent the next time. If I learned
anything over the last 40+ years, it is that prevention is
much better than a cure.
The cruising/camping aspect
Once the sailing aspect is under control you can move
between places, the first step. The next step is to live
aboard, in our case for six or seven months at a time.
Unless you’re rich and wish to be in a marina or on
a town quay every night, you will end up anchoring.
Choice of an anchorage is vital for safety, comfort and
enjoyment. Taking all opportunities to learn from
your fellow-sailors next to you on anchorage or quay
has proven to be a very effective way to cut the number
of times you have to get up in the middle of the night
to re-anchor. It is really great to see our charts of the
Greek and Turkish waters slowly filling up with little anchor-icons of good anchorages, some from our
experiences, some from our fellow-travelers. We start
to feel at home here with a very big back yard.
But being on anchor also means having to provide for
things like water, food, electricity, gas, refrigeration,
toilet and shower facilities, communication means
(radio, phone, internet connection), and some entertainment. Getting our boat in a state that she provides
all these services on anchor for a week or more at a
time needs planning, preparation, investment, ongoing maintenance and repairs. After about two and a
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half years, Clio is now getting to a point where she can
provide all of the above. We have learned a lot of how
to prepare for those longer camping trips, realising the
critical importance of chocolate and ice-cream. It is
very gratifying to get up after a restful sleep in a lightly
rocking boat, go for a swim from the back deck, have
a nice freshwater shower and breakfast with hot coffee and cold yoghurt afterwards while reading today’s
paper from the internet and know that the ice-creams
are kept well frozen in the freezer, powered by our solar
panels. Getting to know the main systems on board
well enough to use them effectively and repair them
when needed took a fair bit of time and effort, but it
makes me feel more at home and at ease on our boat.
“I love it when a plan comes together”.
Being on anchor and not having access to shops also
makes me appreciate the little luxuries we have on
board a bit more. We often run out of things (especially chocolate and ice-creams) so next time you get them,
they are a real treat, and you know it!
Travel abroad
All the stuff I talked about so far are just means to
an end. In our case that ‘end’ is cruising Greece and
Turkey waters (unless we win gold lotto and go to
Italy and France). Even though the two countries are
topological neighbours, they are culturally and socially
quite distinctive, be it with a very intertwined, long
and sometimes violent history. But they are different
also in terms of cruising grounds and how to best enjoy
those countries through its lovely people, its natural
beauty and cruising opportunities. Being able to live in
both countries in our own movable and partly self-contained castle is the magic of our life at the moment.
We can engage with the outside world and eat Turkish
kofte or a Greek salad in a taverna on shore, or hire
a car and visit the many ancient or modern places,
engaging with the many friendly and interesting people
and even make some good friends on the way. And
then go and sit at our own table, sleep in our own bed,
and eat our own food when we feel like it. The next
morning we open our doors and look out over a different place, hearing different sounds, smelling different
smells. I experience that as a very rich and rewarding
life.

Monday, August 3
we’re still in Yeorgios bay in Patmos, now sheltering
from the Meltemi. The Suzuki 2.5 hp outboard that
we inherited when buying Clio is getting pretty old.
It doesn’t really want to idle and there is not much
cooling water being pushed through the engine. The
oil in the gearbox is well-mixed with sea water which
is a sure-recipe to stuff up the gears in the very-near
future. A couple of weeks ago Francis took it apart
but didn’t have any spare parts. Andy from Norna
Biron came over and they started pulling apart our
outboard. The water in the gearbox was caused by
a failing oil seal over the drive shaft. The impeller
that should pump cooling water missed two of its
six blades which were stuck in the pump house and
the gasket keeping the water in the pump was pretty
much gone: we need a fair number of spare parts to
get it to do its job again. After Andy spent a fair bit
of time prying the oil seal out of its snug housing ,
we put it back together until we have access to a list
of spare parts from Agmar Marina in Leros. That

afternoon Francis put in the order and talked with
the very helpful Parisis.
We were then invited to join Steph and Andy on their
friends boat for dinner and drinks. We met Graham
and Sian and their dog Kloda on their yacht and had
a great night where wine flowed and facts did not im-
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pede the interesting discussions. At 1.00 a.m. Steph
and Andy delivered us back to Clio, it is a good thing
we don’t have to worry about getting up early.

Tuesday, August 4
Chris woke at 8.30 the next day but decided more
sleep was needed and curled back up until midday.
Andy came over and towed Francis in Cloe II to the
small island nearby where they put Andy’s 10 hp
outboard onto her and took her for a spin. Wahoo,

rest of the day in this delightful spot, dividing our
time between swimming, snoozing, reading, eating
and more snoozing.

Thursday, August 6
After a morning swim, we decided it was time to
move on. We have a good northerly breeze blowing so set our headsail in direction of Lipsos, about
11 NM to the East of Patmos. A beautiful day for
it and Clio cruised along. After an hour or so we
reached the bay of Kouloura on the southern end of
the island. We set the anchor and surveyed our surroundings. After the tranquility of Yeoryios bay on
Patmos, this was like grand central station. We were
surrounded by boats of all shapes and sizes with jet
skis buzzing between them. We also noticed the very
unpleasant smell of sewerage wafting over us. Not
sure why this is such a popular spot, we thought it
best to try for somewhere else. So we got ourselves
out of there and headed around the corner to a well

she flies while planing and you don’t get wet. Thank
you so much Andy.

Wednesday, August 5
This morning we waved farewell to Andy and Steph
as they head for Leros, we look forward to catching
up with them in our travels. We hung around for the
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sheltered and much quieter bay with no smell, welcome to Hohlakoura (Koklakoura) Bay! The shores
of the bay consist of steep cliffs made up of sandstone, shale-like layers. Very interesting and we can’t
wait to have a closer peek at them tomorrow.
As we were just settling for the night we noticed
flashing light and on investigation realised that there
was a fairly large storm front heading our way. So
time to batten down the hatches and ride it out. The
lightening show was very spectacular and the wind
gusts were over 30 knots for the next 3-4 hours.
Clio held her ground and at around midnight Chris
crawled off to bed, while skipper Francis kept watch
for another hour or so to be sure the front did not
double back. From all of that not a drop of rain fell,
which would have been nice to wash off Clio’s salty
decks.

animal’s spirit for forgiveness and thanked it for the
gift of its beautiful silver body to sustain our pinkish
ones. Such is life.

Sunday, August 9

We were very happy that we had moved from the
previous bay which we imagine could have been chaotic with so many boats swinging to and fro in the 30
kts quickly shifting winds.

It is now Sunday 9th August and Francis has enjoyed
snorkeling this coast a couple of times over the last

Friday, August 7
Today, Friday 7th August, we had a visit from a local
fisherman and purchased our dinner (fish) from him,
most likely some fish he bought from the local fish
farm as the 6 fish on his deck were too uniformlysized to be wild. The price of €25/kg could be bargained down to €20 and the deal was closed. Francis gutted and de-scaled the beast while asking the

days finding lots of interesting creatures and some
very pretty fish, velvety black with ink-blue stripes.
We are in dire need of a ‘Coastal Fish of the Mediterranean’ guide, but all we can find are ‘Which fish
to Eat’ kind of works. We rowed Cloe ashore this
morning and then to a small beach tucked away
behind a rocky outcrop. There was a small cove
to swim through that took you right onto the little
beach tucked in behind. The layered structure of the
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cliff can be seen very clearly in the grotto on one side
of the little beach. Its almost geometric structures
are both beautiful and interesting.
Steph and Andy returned this afternoon and invited
us to join them for Steph’s famous pizza cooked in
their Cobb oven. The pizzas were delicious and we
had great fun enjoying each other’s company, thanks
Steph and Andy.

Tuesday, August 11
We had a couple of very hot days, over 30 degrees in
the shade, and hardly any wind, so we are in the water a lot, starting after getting up and a last dip before
turning in at night. Francis went off to start exploring the other side of the bay. That was a bit more of
a swim to get there but the little semi-enclosed rock

pools with thousands of little fish and the discovery
of creeping root-like stolons that sprout the very
hydrozoa colonies (Halocordyle distacha) made it
a great day. Chris had a look at the little ‘upsidedown’ jelly fish on their colony-tree through our 40x
magnifying glass and was suitably impressed of how
interesting these little critters are.
We invited Andy and Steph over for dinner and enjoyed some very tasty Dahl that Chris had prepared
and their great company.

Wednesday, August 12
Its time to move. After we filled Steph’s hard drive
with Northern Exposure episodes and filled ours
with Steph’s many films, we motored out in direction Leros. There was a nice breeze blowing, so we
hoisted the headsail and gently cruised into Alinda
on the north eastern side of Leros. The water in the
bay was over 27 degrees and unusually less than 5
metres visibility.
We had arranged with the chandlery at Partheni for
outboard motor parts to be delivered to Leros. We
rowed ashore to find a supermarket and a bank. We
were told that the nearest bank was about 4 kms
away and a hilly walk. The supermarket also was a
rental agent for cars and motor bikes. For only €15
per day we could have a 100cc motorbike. The deal
was done and before we know it we are buzzing our
way over the hilly and winding road. By the time
we reached the bank, Chris had dug her nails deeply
into Francis waist and her legs had turned to jelly, so
much for our ex-mail-woman buzzing around on her
motorbike only a couple of decades ago. Against her
expectations, we arrive back in Alinda in one piece
and enjoyed a nice dinner at the nearby taverna.

Thursday, August 13
We woke at 3.00 this morning and after a little while
realised that we were drifting. The first time that
our trusty anchor has not held us securely, mainly
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because the lazy skipper put out only 20 m of chain.
So there is no choice, Chris is on the bow raising the
anchor as we move in the dark for hopefully a more
secure spot. More chain out this time to be sure. We
had noticed that there were no yachts anchored in
this area. We find out why tomorrow.
Today is Chris’s 60th birthday and she receives many
congratulatory emails and facebook messages. Francis had made a banner and some hats from gluedtogether printing paper and had unearthed a bottle
of Moët, found in a dusty corner of the local drinks
shop. Chris’ birthday present is half a dinghy (Fancis is failing to gift-wrap it), and when Francis turns

65 this year, he’ll be given the other half. That night
we row to shore in a whole dinghy and have a lovely
dinner at one of the local tavernas, sitting on a little
beach 5 m from the lapping water.
Francis has to collect the outboard parts from Agmar Marina on the north of the island and repaired
door locks coming from Athens from Lakki at the
other end. To save his waist from being perforated
again, Chris opted to stay with Clio while he enjoyed zooming his way around the island. This joy
was very much enhanced by the gps that was steering him onto the smallest and steepest goat trails on
the island and doubling the length of his journey to
Lakki. By the time he got there, his driving skills had
markedly improved, thanks Tomtom. The trip to the
North of the island went much faster, now ignoring
the gps and following the signs.
After returning with the outboard spare parts and
spending some hours attempting to put said bits into
the gear box of our outboard, he figured out that
they had sent us the wrong oil seal and there was no
way to make them fit. So back on the phone to order
the correct ones. Ok but they won’t arrive until next
week. Why so long, because there is the festival of
Maria Ascension on the weekend and this affects all
business in Greece for the next couple of weeks???
Enough is enough, we can’t row forever. Francis
starts getting prices for a new outboard and our
friend Haris in Athens can help us out with a Yamaha
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F6 (hp) for €300 less than a Suzuki DF6. Yep, lets
bite the cannon-ball and dig another hole in the
budget before the Ozzie dollar will have devalued
into oblivion. So the order is in, but of course, it will
take a week or so.
Two days later it turns out that the dealer has a
long-tailed version while we need a short-tailed one.
Luckily we have stipulated that the outboard has to
be delivered before we leave Leros on Monday or the
order is cancelled. So we keep rowing Cloe II for a
while longer yet. But soon she will hopefully plane
through the water.

Friday, August 14
No wind today, and our first overcast sky since arriving in Greece two months ago. We went for a swim
and snorkel around Clio and as mentioned earlier we

discovered why no yachts anchor here. Our anchor
was sitting on top of weed and only partly dug in.
Also the bottom is a tip, this is by far the dirtiest
underwater scenery we have encountered on our
travels. We need to get to Lakki eventually to collect
the new outboard and the right oil seals for the old
one, so we decided to get out of here and make our
way in that direction. As we were passing Xirokampos we figured it would be nice to hang around here
for a couple of days. So, we grabbed a mooring buoy
(not the one connected to the wall that we dragged
last time we were here), and settled in by having a
very nice swim. Life is good again swinging gently in
the wind.

Saturday, August 15
We’re back here in Xirokampos (Southern point of
Leros where we dragged a piece of wall a couple of
weeks ago, remember?) lazing about swimming,
sleeping and eating. It is very busy here with many
yachts and motor boats coming and going. The
buoys belong to the various restaurants on shore
and each restaurant has its own color buoys. There
is a buoy from a competing restaurant very close to
ours and the only one that is still free because if you
use it, you will bump into other moored boats when
the wind shifts. Being the only free one, there is a
newcomer every hour hooking up, getting too close
to other boats (e.g. Clio), and goes again. We try to
shortcut the process by warning the skippers, but
they do not always listen to the advice and prolong
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the trial and error process (they WILL disprove our
advice) more than is good for our relaxation. Eventually we happily go into the night with one empty
buoy 10 m away from us.

Sunday, August 16
In the evening Chris rowed us ashore for dinner at
the buoy’s restaurant which was just closing or not
yet open. We sleeked off to the competition who had
a very full terrace, indicating not only that they were
still in business, but also that they were deemed by
many to be worthwhile. And so they were. Cheese
croquette, meatballs and fries with excellent mayo,
yum. After half a litre of wine Chris managed to row
in a zigzag fashion back to Clio.

Monday, August 17
Time to head into Lakki, work to be done. We arrived in Lakki and tied up at the municipal quay
which is for free. We then arranged for Clio to fill
up on water and diesel. The water truck arrived with
lovely spring water, much better than the brackish
water we got last year from the marina.
After filling Clio tanks with the various liquids, we
headed into town to replenish our food supplies and
the obligatory visit to the chandlery. We came away
with a mini anchor for Cloe and a wind scoop that
funnels wind straight into our cabin. It works a treat,
thanks Andy and Steph for showing us the way. We
also got the elusive solar powered anchor light which
we have been trying to find for the last two years.
The price is right: €16.50, a bit better than the €65
that the Athenian chandlery would charge us. So we
bought two.
Francis is on the phone organising the order of new
second hand stove from Athens, and the oil seals that
will fit the outboard. We got a message late in the
day to advise that stove will arrive on ferry at 4.35
in the morning, great who wants to sleep in anyway.
So we now need to find packing material for our old
stove which needs to be sent back on the same ferry.
Thanks to the folk at the chandlery for providing us
with enough cardboard boxes to do the job.

Our evening is spent cleaning, removing and packing up one stove and installing the wonderful wind
scoop which funnels cool breeze directly onto us for
sleeping. Francis did not enjoy the benefits of the
wind scoop for very long as we remember what we
did not like about Lakki. The youth here love to roar
up and down the road directly in front of the quay on
their muffler less motorbikes very annoying until two
in the morning.

Tuesday, August 18
Our day starts at 4.00 am loading our stove onto the
granny shopping bag trolley and wheeling it off to
the ferry to swap it for the new second hand one arriving. Francis dragged the trolley down to the docks
where the ferry was expected and bought a cargo
ticket for our box. After collecting the pack with the
new second hand stove, there was some negotiation
to be had. As the ferry still had to go to Kos and
Rhodes before returning to Piraeus (via Leros), the

cargo loading staff didn’t want to take it on board
now but when they return to Piraeus. So you have
to put it on ferry tomorrow. Francis explained that
this was not possible as we would be leaving so they
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reluctantly agreed to take the already paid for cargo.
After a couple of hours sleep we then delivered our
washing to the laundry and went in search of a new
hose for the gas stove. One side of the gas tube has a
crimped-on connector and we could not find anyone
with the right equipment to crimp our old connector
onto the new hose. After a few tries at the chandlery
and a couple of garages Francis finally got the problem solved by using two inox
clamps.

to cook a meal and the children have no school or
toys to play with. Chris observed one of these families sitting on the road across from us and a greek
couple arrived on their scooter with bags of goodies
for the family, it is a humbling experience to watch
people with little sharing with those who have less.
We finally got the correct oil seals for the outboard
and Francis got them installed and tomorrow morning we hope to have a working
outboard again???

That morning a Dutch yachtie
and his wife came and talked
to all the boat crews about the
need to help the many stranded
refugees in Lakki with whatever clothes, shoes or toys we
could donate. We filled up a
bag with clothes and shoes for
the refugees to give to the two
volunteers who are so kind to
give their time while they are in
port.
The refugee situation here is
astonishing. Chris watched
throughout the day as a navy
ship came in three times with
up to 70 refugees each time to
add to the already overwhelming number of immigrants living on the footpaths, parks and in abandoned buildings. At the end of the day the coast
guard boat also came in with another load.
It is now high tourist season and it is impossible
for the refugees to get tickets on the ferries to get to
Pireus on their journey North, so the numbers just
keep growing. The Greek people already are economically stressed and there are limited facilities and
resources available to support this addition to the
population.
We have observed families living on the street with
young children and babies, not being able to have the
simple things we take for granted. There is no bathroom to toilet or have a shower. There is no kitchen

Wednesday, August 19
Cloe The RIB is mechanised again,
the 2.5hp outboard is propelling
her along slowly, but surely. Now
we can get off the quay and anchor
out in the bay where it is so much
cooler and the sound of those
buzzing motorbikes become background noise. We have anchored
next door to the Dutch schooner
whose inhabitants have been volunteering their time working with
the refugees. We meet so many
amazing people, we are looking
forward to having dinner with this
couple on Sunday night and hearing their story.
The good news of the day: our Athens-connection
and friend Harris has called to say that the new
Yamaha F6 (6hp) outboard is on its way. We visited the chandlery again today and came away with
fenders for Cloe and one new one for Clio. Slowly
but surely we are getting our floating home suitably
equipped.

Thursday, August 20
We spent the morning of Thursday 20th August doing more cleaning and preparing Clio. Chris enjoyed
her task of polishing the metal work, it looks so
much better with salt and rust spots removed, honoring its name of stainless steel.
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At 1.00 we got the call, the new Yamaha 6 hp outboard is on the quay. So we jumped into Cloe and
as hastily as we could, with the old outboard, we
made our way across the bay. There it was sitting on
a small forklift. Mmm it is quite a large package, too
large to fit in the dinghy. So we unpacked it there
and then and with the help of the forklift driver the
outboard was safely placed into our spacious Cloe to
be transported back to Clio. Thank you Harris!
We have now rigged up a pulley system on the davit
which allows us to raise and lower the 25 kg outboard with ease. So it is out with the old and in with
the new. After some frustrating minutes for Francis
tugging on the starter, Chris read out the starting
instructions from the manual (last resort) and the
primer pump was located and pumped sufficiently.
Brrrmmmm, music to our ears and Francis is happy
with the new toy, albeit a bit frustrated that it needs
a couple of hours on low revs to be broken in. In the
meantime Chris noticed a fin in the water and we
were delighted to see a pod of dolphins had come
into the bay for a swim and splash around.
We have been told by our neighbours that all boats
on the quay are being asked to vacate, as there is

a regatta to be held here on the weekend. Being
on anchor, we are not affected by that and can stay
put. When we went ashore in the afternoon Chris
checked out the poster for the water event only to
find it is not a nice quiet sailing regatta. No, it is a
speed boat racing event which should be interesting
and very noisy.
We noticed today that the number of refugees sleeping out has reduced significantly, hopefully they have
been provided with some sort of temporary accommodation and not just transported out of the town
center for ‘cosmetic purposes’.

Friday, August 21
We stay anchored out in Lakki bay, Leros. After going ashore in Cloe for a bit Chris was deposited back
on Clio and Francis went off to the Leros Marina
in search of a pole to rig up our new solar powered
anchor light . He found a plumber and acquired a
piece of PVC pipe that will do the job. We went for
a spin around the bay in Lakki in the afternoon to
run in the new Yamaha F6 outboard and we checked
out a couple of nice anchorages in the entrance to the
harbour.
The bay directly behind the port looked good, so we
went back and bought Clio back around. After having a swim and settling in for the evening a very large
ship docked and began taking on refugees who came
in their hundreds. After checking the news report we
discovered that the Greek government had commis-
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sioned this ship to collect refugees from the islands
of Kos, Kalymnos and Leros, 2,500 in total and take
them to Athens. We wish them good luck.

Monday, August 24
Gary and Sue, our friends from Australia, arrive. We

That night we were entertained by a Greek singer on
his LOUD speaker until 5.00 am, Chris used to like
Greek music!

Saturday, August 22
After catching up on a little sleep we enjoyed a quiet
day today, hanging about and watching the navy vessel bring in still more refugees, there seems to be no
end to their numbers.
Another ride in Cloe in the afternoon to get up those

hours, so that Francis can then start to go faster and
get her to plane across the water.

expected them to arrive at 11.00 and were waiting
for them at the Lakki port. When no ferry arrived,
Chris asked the café owner if a ferry was due in from
Turkey, “not here, on the other side of the island”, was
the reply. Eek, so we tried calling Gary and left several messages. We then tried to hire a car to get over
to pick them up, but no cars available. Eventually
we got through to Gary and after they had spent 1.5
hours getting through the customs cue they caught a
taxi and finally arrived at Clio.
After they had a welcome drink , the grand tour

Sunday, August 23
This morning we move into Lakki Marina so that we
can give Clio a good wash and finish off our preparations for Gary and Sue’s arrival tomorrow. After a
couple of weeks of little to no wind the Meltemi is
now back, great timing!
In the evening we joined Boudewijn and Agita from
Le Canard, the Dutch couple working with the refugees, for drinks and dinner. We were also joined by
a French photographer who is working on a solidarity article for a French magazine. We had a very
interesting and lively discussion about the crisis in
Greece.
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and were suitably briefed on safety and the use of
Clio’s utilities, we walked around the corner to the
beach for a nice cool swim. We then all enjoyed
the luxury of hot onshore showers compliments of
Lakki Marina and headed out to dinner. Gary and
Sue kindly paid for dinner as a celebration of Chris’s
birthday, thank you. After being given the menu and
deliberating over all the yummy dishes on offer the
waiter returned and as we
started ordering different
menu items, he informed
us, that ‘we only have pizza
and salad, the chef has a
problem’. Ok back to the
drawing board, it would have
been helpful if he had told us
when he gave us the menus,
ah well..... We ordered two
pizzas which were huge and delicious, so no harm
done.

Tuesday, August 25
With the aid of Poppy, our new Greek friendly helper
from our favourite taverna, we were able to hire a car

and then set off to explore the island. First stop was
the church of Saint Isidoria a tiny chapel perched on
the water at the end of a narrow quay, on the north
end of the island. It was a careful walk out to it as
waves washed over the walkway. On the way back
we spotted a beautiful squid working hard to swim
against the flow.
A brief stop in Agia Marina
(the name of the village) for
Chris and Francis to visit the
police station. We are still
trying to extend our visas to
stay in Greece. The waiting
area of the police station harbored about 10 young male
refugees, passing the day in
the shade, probably waiting
for their papers to be finalized before they start their
journey North. The officers were very friendly and
helpful. One of them phoned his colleague on Rhodes and gave us a phone number to call an immigration officer in Rhodes the next day.
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We then took an ‘adventurous drive’ through the
narrowest street Agia Marina up to the castle of
Leros Panagia (or Holy Mary, or St John) overlooking
Alinda.
Intermezzo: The castle was built in the 11th century
by Byzantine emperor (from 1081 to 1118) Alexios
Komninos, likely on an already existing castle, and it
was given to the Bishop Christodulos.. The Knights
of St John (1309) and the Ottoman Turks (1522) also
occupied the castle, now the main visitors are tourists coming to look at this fascinating structure with
magnificent views over the island. Leros, like many
other Greek islands, has a long history of occupation by passers-by, such as Spartan Greek, Romans,
crusaders, Turks, Genoese, Venetians, Turks, Greek
(after Greek Revolution 1821), Turks again (by the
Treaty of London in 1830), the Italian Navy (1912)
and now it is back in Greek hands since VenizelosTittoni Agreement of 1919. Oh, did I forget to
mention that the Brits used the island as a naval base
from 1916 to 1918 and it was occupied by the Germans in WWII?
After all that exploring it was time for ice-cream. We
found a gelateria and enjoyed our ‘home-made’ icy
treats sitting at the harbour of Agia Marina.

cool drink before heading back to Clio. That night
Gary found out that he had lost his watch and expected he left it on (or under, as it turned out) table
at the restaurant. After a call and a quick recovery
dash back to Xirokampos the very honest owner of
the Mamma Verde restaurant handed back Gary’s
prized possession and all was well with the world
again.

Wednesday, August 26
Sue and Chris headed out early to get our bread
supplies from the bakery and after breakfast it was
time to do our grocery shopping. After filling up
Clio’s pantry, fridge and fresh water tanks, the ladies
walked around the bay to the war museum which is
in a tunnel that was built in Second World War for
storing supplies. It was very interesting to learn that
the battle on Leros was one of the most significant
battles in the Meds lasting 4 days before they were
overcome by the Germans. Looking at the photos in
the museum, it turned out that Lakki had changed
very little since 1943.
Just before midday we headed out into 25 knot wind
gusts and motored our way back North to Lipsos. It
was lovely to be greeted by Andy and Steph on Norna
Biron back in Hohlacura Bay. After we all had a nap,
Andy and Steph joined us for drinks and collected
the two bags of kitty litter we were able to purchase

That was the Northern and central section of Leros
explanatorily dealt with. We then headed for the
Southern end of the island to see a church cut from
the stone in Xirokampos. Time for a swim and a
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been feeding the goats and the chickens, watering the
garden and pressing the grapes, yes the old fashioned
way with their feet. Sue bought some goats cheese
and dried figs.
We walked back to the beach and had a well earned
swim and a good snorkel around the rocks. Our taxi
service arrived in the form of Francis and Cloe and
took us back to Clio.
Sue and Gary cooked up a feast of spaghetti, salad
and a surprisingly nice dish of peeled fresh figs in
honey, nutmeg and yoghurt. Excellent meal, thanks
guys. The newly created 12V LED lamp from a €5.50
220V lamp created a very nice atmosphere for our al

for Puss and Fluff, the ship’s cats. Andy also sold us
a large spool of UV protected thread which will be
very handy for future projects like new bimini straps,
strap for the new outboard and hatch and winch covers. After a late Spanakopita dinner (Chris keeps on
experimenting with the amount of fillo-pastry and
getting used to the new second hand oven) we all had
a good night’s sleep.

Thursday, August 27
Francis delivered Chris, Sue and Gary ashore in Cloe
and the new outboard to walk over the hill to the
village for a look around and to enjoy coffee and cake
in the lovely patisserie. On our 20 minute walk back
we stopped in at a local farm which sells goat cheese,
wine, olives and olive oil as well as home grown veggies. We met a couple of young girls from Taiwan
who are on a working holiday who told us they have

fresco dinner (thanks Francis.....)

Friday, August 28
We said our goodbyes to Andy and Steph until
next time. At 10.00 we were underway heading to
Patmos. We had up to 20 knots wind abeam on a
reduced sail plan for most of the crossing and had a
lovely sail. It is great when the wind cooperates and
we are able to enjoy a comfortable sail.
On arrival in Skala 3 motor boats were leaving and 3
yachts coming in so we circled for a bit and then tied
up successfully to the quay. Francis and Chris visited
the police station again in the hope of extending the
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visas, no such luck, you must go to Kos! It looks
more and more like Turkey will save us, again.

and helping the Polish boat our anchor had got
caught under the anchor of a very large motor boat
and it was not going to budge.

Saturday, August 29
0n arriving back last night from dinner in Skala,
Patmos, we found a note from our neighbours saying
they think our anchor line maybe over theirs and as
they were leaving at 8.45 in the morning could we be
sure to be there to help if needed. So we responded
with a note, no problem.
So, this morning we
bought in the gangplank
and readied Clio in case
we needed to go out to
untangle. Before the Polish crew left they had an
altercation with the fuel
delivery guy for an unusually long time, lots of
yelling followed in Greek
and Polish and we have
no idea what that was all
about. When they let go
of one of their land lines,
their boat quickly moved
towards ours, indicating that their chain was not going straight out from their bow but under at an angle
across our bow, and consequently under our anchor
chain as we arrived after them last night. Eventually
they headed out and sure enough our anchor chain
was over theirs. They did not attempt to lift our
chain which is the normal procedure, but sat there
blowing their foghorn at us and telling us to come
out and fix it. So we moved out with Clio and Chris
raised our chain and Francis was able to lift their
anchor with our trip line and disentangle us. Meanwhile there was a large motor boat trying to squeeze
in between us to moor at the berth we just vacated.
We called to the Polish skipper to come closer to us
to release some of the tension to allow Francis to
retrieve our chain-lifting hook, but he refused and we
had no choice but to let our hook go with his anchor.
He very quickly motored away while Chris tried to
bring up our anchor so that we could go back in to
tie up. But we soon realised that in moving around

Luckily for us a young Turkish guy could see from
his boat on the quay what was happening and came
out in his dinghy to help us. After much jiggling
of the chain and getting the stink boat to raise and
lower his chain and Chris being told by the Turkish
guy, “lady up, lady down,
lady up etc., we were free
at last and minus one €35
hook. Skipper was not
impressed and we hope
we don’t run into the
Polish crew again in our
travels.
After all the drama that
started the day, Gary and
Sue set off to explore the
Monastery and windmills
of Patmos. Meantime
Clio’s water supply was
replenished by the very
friendly Dimitrios, our Australian born and raised
water man. He told us that he had also had an
encounter with the Polish crew who had asked him
to be at the quay at 6.00 that morning, which for the
Greek equals ‘middle of the night’. He arrived at 6.00
am only for them to say ‘oh no, we don’t want water
we want fuel’. So we were not the only ones happy to
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see the back of them.
After Sue and Gary returned from their explorations of the grotto where St John got his inspiration
to write the book of the Apocalypse (maybe a tip for
Stephen King?) and the Patmos Monastery (convincingly disguised as a castle), we enjoyed lunch on
Clio’s deck and then headed out to anchor in lovely
Yeoryios Bay (with the beautifully layered shore) for
the night. Cloe and the new outboard showed that
we had made the right choice, as well as Andy’s excellent suggestion of the little anchor on an 8m shock

Sunday, August 30
Another perfect day sailing as we headed to Arki on
Sunday 30th August,. Clio cruised along at a nice 8
knots with helmsman Gary at the wheel. Arki is just
a very little village around a very little quay (room for
about 6 boats),at the end of a dogleg bay, consisting
of a couple of restaurants, as far as we could see. We
tied up to the quay and after lunch an enterprising
Sue went exploring while the rest of the lazy crew
dozed in the afternoon heat. Sue discovered a small
pool at one side of the quay with 20 or so little hand(elastic) cord is proving to be working perfectly, allowing us to stretch it to get on land and release it to
keep Cloe in deeper water. The dynamic duo ferried
us quickly and dry ashore to the taverna for a simple
but nourishing meal and the exquisite views over the
bay. To top off that evening’s treats, we watched a big
orange full moon come up over the hills, magic.

made model boats of all kinds (e.g. fishing, war,
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coaster), anchored to the bottom with fishing
line all made by one of the locals.
As it was a bit hot on the very well protected
quay of Arki, we decided to head back out and
go across the bay to Marathi (with the overcharging hippie in the bar up the hill) to tie up
to a mooring buoy. The water temperature fell
from 27 to 24° due to the strong Meltemi bringing up the deeper cold waters, so that afternoon
we had a very refreshing swim and snorkel, followed by Chris’ famous veggie bake for dinner
and movie night, showing ‘Mediterraneo’, a 1991
movie showing the Greek (Mediterranean) way
to gently deal with a group of occupying Italian
soldiers. Very enjoyable to watch while bobbing
in a Greek bay.

Monday, August 31
We’re having breakfast at the pirate’s restaurant
from which buoy we’ve been swinging all night,
and a swim before we make our way to Agathonisi. The swim resulted in our first monster
shark sighting in the Meds: a small (and dead)
pretty little dog fish. After saying hi and bye to
Andy and Steph on the way, at their anchorage
just off Arki, in the most crystal clear water you
can imagine. Another perfect sailing day for our
guests and us, as Clio scooted along at 8 knots

in a 18 kts wind for most of the way. We pulled
into the little fishing port at Agathonisi and tied
up stern to on the quay (carful, the rudder will
hit the bottom if you come too close). Sadly the
tiny village is again overrun with refugees who
come across from the Turkish coast in up to 6m
inflatable dinghies which they puncture after
landing to make sure they can’t be sent back in it.
They land on the other side of Agathonisi island,
then walk over the hills for two hours to get to
the port. There are so many young children and
babies, it is heartbreaking to see. There was a
family sat on the quay in front of Clio with three
young girls. Chris and Sue bought some cookies
to give to them. The saddest thing I have ever
seen was the haunted look in these young girls
eyes. Later in the day Chris and Sue spoke to
some of the young men and wished them good
luck, they were very polite and grateful for our
well wishes, we just wish we could do more.
Gary has taken to the buoyant, high salinity, water and enjoys a swim with Francis to have a look
at the local underwater and under rocks wild
life. On our way back, Gary spots a young little
octopus and Francis races back to the boat to get
the U/W camera. We had a bit of a play with the
little fellow (or lass) and 5 minutes of octopus
video and photos. Very exiting!
Good to see this group of about 80 people safely
transported away on a ferry in the evening,
hopefully headed to a better and safer future
somewhere in still prosperous Northern Europe.
As there are many young people and young families making up the groups we’ve seen so far, this
may be a blessing in disguise for the receiving
countries with quickly aging populations.
Tonight Gary and Sue made dinner: a delicious
zucchini and cheese slice from the oven, a great
salad and very tasty peeled figs with honey,
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nutmeg and yoghurt. The recipes will be eternalized in the Clio cook book, so we can enjoy their
culinary inheritance long after they have left us.
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Tuesday, September 1
We wake this morning only to see that yesterday’s group of refugees have been replaced by yet
another group of desperate people and still the
Greeks and some of the tourists do what they can
to help. A bit more tender approach than the
Ozzie way.
We need to move on today as Sue and Gary will
be leaving us tomorrow afternoon in Samos to
catch their boat back to Turkey for more holidays
and sightseeing. We motored away from Aganothisi and make our way to our final stop in this
trip on Samos. Not a lot of wind today but, just
enough to unfurl the head sail and gently cruise
along 4 kts in 8 kts wind.

Wednesday, September 2
Sue and Gary are leaving us today, sadly. They
explored Pythagorion this morning with some of
the obligatory photos of the Pythagoras statue,
while Clio’s decks got a good wash. It is so nice
to be salt free even just for a little while. At 4:00
it was time to say goodbye to our good friends as
they make their way back to Turkey for the last
leg of their holiday. Thanks for being such great
crew Sue and Gary, and we hope you enjoyed
Greece, the Dodecanese islands we visited, and
Clio’s hospitality. We’ll see you back in Oz.

On arrival in Samos, it was time for the girls to
indulge in some shopping after a feast of gyros for lunch in the restaurant 10 m from Clio’s
stern. For dinner we went up into the back
streets of this touristy place and found a very
popular restaurant with the locals and enjoyed a
3-course meal of delicious Greek fare.
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Being tied up to the quay has some advantages.
One of them is that restaurants are 10 m from
our cockpit and that night we indulged ourselves
by ordering a pizza from the restaurant right in
front of Clio. They delivered to the end of our
gang plank (passerelle) and when we finished
Francis returned their plate to them. Fabulous
service and great pizza.

Thursday, September 3
We’re waiting in Pythagorion on the Greek island
of Samos for our next crew: the American couple
Kathy and Charlie arriving today, Monday the
7th of September. So we stayed tied to the quay
for today doing a little shopping and getting our
laundry done which was picked up and delivered
on scooter, great service. Chris spent some time
wandering through the local museum checking artifacts and an archaeological dig complete
with wells and remnants of a swimming pool.
Francis gives Clio a very good fresh-water washing to get the accumulated salt off her decks and
hull. Something that hasn’t happened for a while Friday, September 4
as fresh water is not always available or cheap
It is still high-summer, and it is very warm and
enough to wash decks with.
we decide that anchoring out will be a bit less
sweaty. So before Diamondos, the Quay-Master,
comes at 8:00 to collect another €10 from us,
we moved out into the anchorage just outside to
hang around until Monday when our new crew
arrives.

Saturday, September 5
We’re taking inflatable Chloe for a ride around
to the Marina to get some bits for Clio from the
chandlery. But of course it was siesta time and
it closed just when we had tied Cloe to a bolder.
On the way back we saw more evidence of refugees with two long inflatable dinghies washed up
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on the rocks and a number of life jackets dumped
where they came ashore. On checking Francis
retrieved a couple of new looking ones which we
can put to good use instead of them lying on the
beaches and being carted off to the dump. There
must be so many strewn along the coasts of all
these islands where they land. We have also
seen a number floating in the water where they
have been washed back out to sea after they have
discarded them (we hope). That day we also
make a small video clip of Cloe and the new 6HP
outboard skimming over the surface of the bay,
carried on its own bow wave (planning). This
is to send to our Dutch friends and dinghy/outboard competitors Rein and Annette, showing
we are not rowing a leaky dinghy whilst sitting
on a crate anymore.

out and anchor outside, sorry guys. After giving
Clio a final wash inside and out Chris walked to
the airport to greet Kathy and Charlie. It was
only 2.5 kilometres but in the 35 degrees it was
a bit of a trek. Luckily on arriving in the arrivals
lounge Chris read that the flight was running late
so happily settled in and enjoyed the air-conditioning surrounded by a group of very noisy and
garrulous Greek taxi drivers also getting refuge
from the heat.
We thought they would arrive at 12:30, but as
it turned out the plane landed at 13:30. At last
Kathy and Charlie had arrived and were transported back to Clio via taxi. After settling in and
having been thoroughly briefed on safety and
given the grand tour, we headed to the beach to
cool off and indulge in a drink by the sea. They
brought also beautiful gifts of chocolate, cheese
and licorice from the Nether Lands, thanks Ellen! Kathy and Chris then hit the supermarket
to stock up on supplies, and some moderately
extensive amounts of liquids of all kinds, even
some non-alcoholic!
We enjoyed a lovely dinner and then attempted
to sleep while the locals and tourists partied with
very inclusive sound volumes until the wee hours
of the morning.

Monday, September 7
We moved back onto the quay on Monday morning, and were lucky to get the last available berth
in the harbour. An Australian catamaran tried
to come in next to us but the only vacant spot
apparently belongs to the port police (=Hellenic
Coast Guard including police duties in ports) so
they were not allowed to tie up. They had to go
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Tuesday, September 8
An early start today getting away before 8:00
to save spending another €10 in fees. We head
for the island of Lipsi and were lucky to get a
nice northerly breeze to push us along. On the
way we stopped in Arki (a small island South of
Samos) and had a swim and snorkel in the lovely
clear blue water of the bay where we had said
our goodbyes to Steph and Andy a week earlier.
The Arki bay was an underwater flora and fauna
delight and one of the most pristine Mediterranean bays Francis had seen in a long time.
We got some very nice underwater pictures of a
variety of sponges, a couple of red algae with a
white ‘exo-skeleton’, and some beautiful ‘decorated wrasses’. As the wind was picking up and we
expected some Meltemi-gusts, we postponed the
planned lunch and motored the rest of the way to
the port of Lipsi.

him to catch it himself! Which, of course, he did
(grrrr!).
When we arrived at the quay the yacht before
us slipped into the last available spot inside the
port and we had to tie up on the outside of the
mole. That is a bit more exposed to the minor
swell rolling into the bay, and the less minor
swell caused by the ferries. We were the first to
tie up there but within an hour that side of the
quay was also full, not unusual when high winds
are expected. We headed off to show Kathy and
Charlie the lovely village and to take them to our
favourite patisserie to indulge in delicious gelato
(meaning ‘frozen’, derived from Latin). After
a swim at the beach we returned to Clio. As it

Before reaching Lipsi we spotted a life jacket
floating and moved in closer to investigate and
check it was empty. Chris attempted to catch
it with the boat hook. As there was a bit of
swell and wind this was not easy and Chris and
Charlie spent the next 5 minutes or so running
around the deck chasing it. In the end Chris
gave up and handed the hook to Francis and told
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police.” Whatever it was it did the trick and the
line was moved in about 30 seconds and all was
well again. Lots of excitement to start Kathy and
Charlie’s trip.

turned out we arrived back just in time. Francis mentioned earlier that he was not convinced
that the anchor was holding properly and about
five minutes later Clio was swinging her portside towards the quay. We luckily managed to
let go of our lines and get the anchor up before
any harm was done. We took her a little further
out and lowered the anchor this time with more
chain to get a better hold. In the
meantime a large Turkish gullet had come in on our port side
some time earlier and had tied a
line across 5 berthing spaces and
behind Clio so that it continually
chafed on her stern and lifted Clio
every time a swell came through.
Francis calmly and politely went
across and asked the skipper if
he could please move his line 2
metres across to the next cleat to
get away from Clio. He bluntly
refused and so there ensued some
‘enquiries’ from Chris and Francis asking why
he could not do it. No reason was given and he
said complain to the port. So Francis spoke to
the quay master , who then joined in the yelling
at the Turkish shipper. We think he said something like “Turk, move the line or I’ll get the port

By then it was after 6, so time to enjoy several
glasses of wine during the sun-downer . Francis
and Charlie went off in search of pizza for our
dinner. They scored two excellent pizzas from the local pizzeria and had a great time when
it turned out the shop had run
out of big take-away boxes and
had to construct big ones out of
smaller ones. The pizzas were
still warm by the time they
returned to the two ladies-inwaiting and tasted excellent.
The gullet left at 6 the following
morning, and we were happy to
find that our new dinghy still
had air in it.

Wednesday, September 9
We all enjoyed a good night’s sleep, even the less
sleep-inclined in our new crew. Today we made
our way to Pandeli bay on Leros and again we
had up to 20 knots wind pushing us downwind
with just our headsail on. Maybe we should just
sell our main sail. There is quite a bit of swell
from the West, so we think there must be a bit of
wind in the Cyclades stirring things up. Even so
we made good time to reach Leros by midday.
As we attempted to anchor Chris missed the
sandy bottom patches a couple of times, but
third time lucky we got the anchor to hold, so
we settled down to lunch and a lazy afternoon.
Our not-so-new-anymore crew is settling in very
well and take wholeheartedly part in strenuous
activities such as napping, swimming, reading
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to dinner as this is our last evening in Greece for
this year, but we will be back!

and even enjoying sun-down activities involving
wine, chippies, cheese and olives. They are a very
adaptive and pleasant bunch!

Thursday, September 10
We had a great sail today from Pandeli Bay on
Leros down to Kalymnos. On arrival at the quay
we were waved in by a fellow in a high-viz vest
who then helped us to tie up. He then requested
€5 for his troubles. We later had our thoughts
confirmed that he was not the official quay master but just running his own little scam; you have
to give him points for initiative.

Friday, September 11
Time for us to check out of Greece.. Francis set
off with all of our passports and papers to do
the rounds of police, customs and port police
(in that order) while Chris waited for the diesel

After we settled in and replenished our food and
water supplies we went to Stukas taverna to catch
up with our friend Pantelis, we enjoyed a drink
on the terrace and then decided to treat ourselves
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truck which was supposed to deliver at 9.00. After waiting for 1.5 hours Chris tracked down the
real quay master and he made a phone call which
resulted in a truck arriving 10 minutes later.
Francis returned with all our passports containing exit stamps and all paperwork had been
done, including paying the five Euro ‘departure
tax’, so we are clear to go. Kathy and Charlie
went to the Kalymnos sponge shop and bought a
genuine sponge and Kathy also presented us with
a beautiful basil pot plant so we now have fresh
basil wherever we go. We’ll think of you every
time we harvest a couple of basil leaves.
Time to wave goodbye to Greece as we make
our way over to Turgutreis to check into Turkey.
Again we had perfect sailing conditions and Clio

scooted us across in good time. After a couple
of phone calls and some fun trying to speak to
someone who speaks English, we had ourselves
an agent to take us through the process of checking us and Clio into Turkey.
After tying up alongside we went along to the
air conditioned customs office 20 metres away.
After visiting the duty free shop and acquiring
some very reasonably priced alcoholic beverages
we happily waited in the cool while papers and
people came and went. After an hour (the custom guys were on their lunch break) and down
€130, we were legally entered into the land of the
Turks. We got away from the marina as quickly
as we could to prevent having to pay the very
high (compared to Greece) marina fees, unfortunately so common in Turkey.
We then anchored out in the bay while we took
Chloe ashore to get our prepaid wifi and phones
charged up with Turkcell credit. On the way
back, we also found a very good Turkish ice
cream shop and had to indulge. After getting
back to Clio we decided to get away from the
town and went back over to the beautiful Catal
island to anchor for the night. We had a quick
swim and snorkel and checked the anchor.
While ‘sundowning’, we were visually feasted on
the sights of a man on a chair on plank with an
outboard attached to it. Who needs TV?
Kathy prepared a delicious meal of pasta salad
for us, as Kathy and Charlie are vegetarians we
are enjoying the experience of a meat free diet
and it is good.
All the day trippers gradually upped anchor and
headed back to town and the loud music that
commonly surrounds motor boats faded away….
until a gullet arrived full of young people and
loud music. They went ashore and built a couple of huge bonfires and partied loudly into the
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as you’re expected to dine in the restaurant it
belongs to. All buoys were taken so we waited
until a very big motor cruiser pulled up anchor
and left. It turned out to be a waste of time: after
several attempts to get the anchor to dig in we
gave up as the bottom was too muddy and weedy
for our anchor to grab hold. We left Guemuesluek and sailed along the coast to Akyalar, about
two hours away. By the time we turned into
Akyalar Bay, the wind had increased to over 20
knots. . After turning down the offer of a buoy
from a man in a dinghy, we anchored out off
a strip of resorts and restaurants that seem to
quickly fill up most of this part of the coast West

night. After they left, we enjoyed a quiet 5 minutes. Then a boat with cleaners arrived that had
switched on their stereo loud enough so they
could hear it 75m away where they were cleaning the previous party area until around 2 in the
morning. We were also expected to enjoy their
music.

Saturday, September 12
The wind is due to pick up this afternoon, so we
head for Guemuesluek bay, half an hour’s motoring away, to shelter for the night. The little bay
is a well-known aquatic tourist trap, with many
well-reviewed restaurants. When we entered
the bay, it already looked very full. Most of the
boats were on buoys, which makes anchoring
harder as their swing circle is very small and easily interferes with the much larger swing circle of
anchored boats. We did not want to use a buoy

of Bodrum. The bottom turned out to be sand
and good holding so we were secure for the night
and waited for the still increasing wind to drop
off the next morning. The day before Chris had
strained an arm muscle so Francis made a sling
from one of the old sheets and the arm was tied
up to rest for the day.

Sunday, September 13
After a good night’s sleep the sling has done the
trick and Chris has two functioning arms again.
With more good wind we headed off to Bodrum
to explore the castle of St Peter and the underwater archeological museum. As one of our friends
recently had to pay TL850 (over A$400) for two
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nights in the Bodrum marina, we chose to anchor for free on the roadstead of Bodrum, with
many others.

Francis in Chloe and enjoyed very much wandering around the Bodrum Castle. A very rewarding visit indeed.

Intermezzo: Bodrum Castle’s construction begun in 1406 (ended in 1522) by the knights of St
John and was built on the old Turkish and Byzantine castles. Bodrum Castle was taken by the
Turks in 1523 from the knights without a fight.
In 1895 it became a prison for 700 prisoners and
50 guards. During WW I it was bombed by the
French battleship Duplex in 1915 and became a
museum in 1964. The castle is very impressive
(you have to pass seven gates to reach the inner
castle) with the museum situated in the different
towers and rooms.
In our May blog entry of
this year we mentioned
the boat with glassware
that sunk while entering
Serçe bay in a storm. We
marveled at the very fine
glassware from that boat
that was exhibited in the
castle.

After the castle we went in search of a fruit shop
and a baker. We walked through the maze of
tourist shops and Chris tried asking for directions from two different adults with no luck as
they spoke as much English as we spoke Turkish. We then found a small store with two young
teenagers (wo)manning it so Chris tried again
and success they spoke very good English and
pointed us in the right direction.
Sadly we again saw many Syrian families begging on the streets with seemingly very little
support so Chris was
soon relieved of all her
change and a couple of
notes.
When we found the
fruit market we had
fun with the vendor
who claimed to be
German but with a
Turkish mother; he
was definitely more
Turkish than Ger-

Chris, Charlie and Kathy
were taxied ashore by
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rans in the rest of the small port.
Francis circled around a couple of times and we
figured we could squeeze in near the shore. As
Chris started dropping the anchor, the chain
bunched up and it jammed and would not go
down. After struggling for a bit with a bunched
up chain we moved out into clear water where
Chris finally got the chain free and we went back
to try again. This time it went straight in and
Clio’s anchor was holding fast.

man. We stocked up on delicious fruit and
tomatoes. Along the way we just had to go into
a store selling dried fruits, spices and came out
with 300 grams of Turkish delight and a box of
dates. We called the Cloe water taxi service and
we were transported back to Clio. By then it was
two in the afternoon and we were not really in
the mood for another very noisy night so close
to Bodrum. So we decided after some discussion
that we should head for Knidos now. So up with
the anchor and we had a great downwind sail
with up to 20 knots of wind almost all the way.
On arrival at Knidos we were not sure of getting a spot as the place was full of charter boats
ramped up 5 boats deep and 5 boats long, as well
as gullets tied to the land and yachts and catama-

We finally settled and enjoyed an excellent potato
bake for dinner and Chris had a couple of hard
earned glasses of wine, together with Kathy and
Charlie. And the blue lamp made dining al-fresco in the cockpit even more enjoyable .
Skipper was not happy about Clio being so close
to the rocky shoreline so decided to spend the

night out in the cockpit just in case the wind
turned and she swung too far that way. Although
she came close at one stage during the night with
only 60 cm of water under her keel, we managed
to make it to morning without having to make a
move.
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Monday, September 14
The next morning we put Charlie and Kathy
ashore to explore the Greek and Roman ruins of
Knidos. When being dropped off Kathy jokingly
told us not to sneak away in Clio, leaving them
behind. So when Chris and Francis moved Clio
to a better spot, they must have looked on with
some trepidation as we upped anchor and started
to move the boat. To prevent the skipper having to wake/sleep another night in the cockpit,
we found a much better spot in the corner of
the port and secured her with a stern line to the
shore, this time with 2.5m water under the keel
and a very securely dug in anchor. Knidos port
is such a beautiful spot and during the day most
of the boats vacated and we pretty much had the
place to ourselves. Time for sundowners!

Tuesday, September 15
After a good night’s sleep and a lovely morning
swim in the clear water, we headed off to Datca.
No wind today so the iron horse is now earning

its keep.
After anchoring off the beach Charlie, Kathy and
Chris went ashore to get some very important
supplies, (wine!). It is very hot here in Turkey
especially on land so it is a welcome relief to get
back to Clio and dive in off the back deck.
Francis was very excited to find a Bonellia veridis
under a rock. In all his years of diving the Med
he had never been able to find one other than see
its proboscis that it uses to transport food into
its mouth while hiding in rock crevices. Bonellia is one of only two species of worms (the other
is Thalassema gigas) representing the phylum
of Echiura in the Mediterranean. So the intact
specimen was popped into a jar to be shown
to all on board, and photo- and video-graphed
extensively before being released back from
whence it came. We were all fascinated to watch
it expand and contract its body like a sausage
balloon.
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and found the establishment of Mr Pub. It was
a very rundown and ramshackle looking place
with very old and tired looking outdoor furniture. We then encountered Mr Pub himself as he
came up to us to sing the praises of his establishment. He tells us it is open 25 hours per day and
offers backgammon, chess, darts, billiards and a
stream of other such delights. After promising to
tell everyone we meet about THE PUB we managed to scurry away.

We enjoy Cathy and Charlies company and very
good spirits while sipping white wine and nibbling chips and nuts on the back deck adhering
to the very strict Clio sundowner rituals. After
a lovely (and exciting for Francis) day we were
serenaded to sleep by a Turkish singer in a taverna on shore, and wonder how his Turkish music
sounds so much like the
deep and dark songs
(canta jondo) of the
spanish flamenco.

Now it was time for Chris’s favourite indulgence:
a long, hot shower ashore. Kathy and Chris set
off with soap and shampoo and a chap spotted
us and offered a dus (shower) only 5 Turkish
lire. Ok we said. The facility looked clean so we
found ourselves a cubicle each and Chris turned
the tap. A tiny spurt of water came out and
then stopped. Kathy checked hers and the same
result. No, this will not do. Chris went back out
and told the man that his showers do not work.
He willingly refunded us our money and then
proceeded out the back
of the building with a
screw driver, obviously
a problem with his
pipes.

Wednesday, September 16

So we moved down the
street a bit further to
As Kathy and Charlie’s
the “Yacht Club” which
trip is getting near the
Chris had used when
end we have to start
we last visited and at
making our way to
last they enjoyed a long
Marmaris for them to
and luxurious shower
be able to get to the
and shampoo. When offering to pay, the woman
Dalaman airport on Sunday for the next leg of
their holiday: Istanbul. So we are off to the lovely said if we come back for dinner in their restaulittle port of Bozburun where we refill Clio’s wa- rant we do not need to pay for the shower. So we
enjoyed dinner there, later in the evening. The
ter tanks.
showers turned out to be fairly expensive.
After a swim in the very (too) warm water off the
beach, Kathy and Chris went off to explore a little Although the evening was a bit warm it was qui-
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et, at least Chris thought so, who slept through
an alarm going off and the cat fight on the quay
which woke everyone else.

Thursday, September 17
Kathy and Charlie enjoyed an early morning
walk around the village before the heat kicked in
again. After some issues with our internet and
Francis visiting the Turkcell shop we got underway again in direction of Bozuk Boku (bay). The
entrance of the bay is marked by an ancient citadel perched on the cliffs and overlooking both

put boats came out selling his wares and Chris
managed to beat him down on the price of a bag
of cashews, pistachios and sugar coated peanuts,
our nibbles for this evenings drinks on the deck.

Friday, September 18
It is so delightful here in Serçe Bay, we have
decided to stay one more night. Kathy, intermittently suffering from light insomnia, has now
broken her record of most nights sleep in a row.
It is agreed that she should purchase a small
boat when she returns to the States and put it in
their swimming pool to ensure she gets a good
night’s sleep. The morning was passed with lots
of snorkelling and the discovery by Francis of
a little cove that was an underwater garden of
many shades of purple. It was filled with all sorts
of fish and a very shy moray eel (or conger?),
the bay and the coastal waters. We dropped the
anchor in deep water onto a weedy bottom. As
we did not plan to stay the night, and there was
no wind worth worrying about we left the anchor
lie and Francis stayed on board after transporting
the rest of the crew ashore to indulge in a Turkish tea in the very traditional little restaurant
complete with donkeys and goats.
After some lunch and a swim we motored
around the corner to beautiful Serçe bay to spend
the night. It was not long before one of the put-
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Yacht Marin. As usual, the wind piped up considerably when getting close to the marina but
we reverse-parked Clio without problems on the
very convenient (close to shops and amenities)
Hotel pontoon.
We all headed into town in the dolmuş to partake
in a traditional Turkish meal in a little restaurant
in the backstreets of Marmaris. It really pays to
go where the locals go, the food is excellent, the
atmosphere unpretentious, and the price very
which popped its head out only the once and had reasonable. You go up to the counter and choose
retracted before it could be photographed by the and point to the dishes that you want from the
large containers. The friendly waiter delivers the
UW paparazzi.
goods and you’ll have an excellent meal. The
owner comes out for a welcome chat. And once
Francis took Charlie and Kathy on a tour of the
you finished your dinner he comes and wet your
bay in Cloe and the rest of the day was spent
hands with some very nice citrus-smelling eau de
napping, reading and swimming. Oh, and estoilette. After dinner we indulged in some very
pecially Charlie was being entertained by and
sticky (chewing gum like) Turkish ice-cream beconversed with the local goats.
fore catching the bus back to Clio. As it turned
out, the ice cream in the tourist area was almost
Saturday, September 19
as expensive (thanks Kathy and Charlie) as the
This morning Charlie and Kathy made the most
whole dinner.
of their last swim in the
Med and Francis was able
Sunday, September 20
to show everyone a sea
Well, all things must pass,
cucumber(Holothuria
and it is time to say goodfokali) that liked to squirt
bye to Kathy and Charlie
out a spiderweb-like subafter two weeks on board
stance which when Chris
Clio. We thank you guys
was holding it completely
for pitching in and will
covered her hand and
miss Charlie’s excellent
bound her fingers together.
dishwashing skills and
What an efficient defense
Kathy’s participation in
mechanism, and a bit
fender duties. After the
scary too for the first time.
obligatory crew-photo, we
We know now where the
idea of Spider-Man shooting his web came from! headed into Marmaris at lunchtime to deliver
Kathy and Charlie to the bus station to catch
Finally it was time to bring up the anchor for the their bus to Dalaman airport. We were unsure of
last time of Kathy and Charlie’s holiday and head how to get from the dolmuş station in the center
of Marmaris to the big bus station with busses
into Marmaris to spend their last night back in
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to Dalaman airport. We ask our bus driver who
just steps out of his bus, nods us to follow him,
walks 400m to the main street, and stops the
right dolmuş for us to get on to the other station.
On offering him a bit of money he indicates that
he doesn’t want that, ‘its from the heart’. So we
get on the next dolmuş and are delivered to the
bus station. The big and luxurious Havaş bus
will leave at the right time for Kathy and Charlie
to get to Dalaman airport and catch their flight
to Istanbul for some air-conditioned comfort (he
said jealously) and exploration before heading
home via Amsterdam. We say our goodbyes and

clear blue skies have left too. Today we had a decent storm with a heavy downpour of rain for the
first time in six months which is good to clear
Clio’s decks of salt. There is much more to come
and over 50 knots of wind (gale) are predicted
for Tuesday and early Wednesday. We’ll stay in
port and read a good book.

Monday, September 21
Charlie and Kathy have left us to explore Istanbul, so its time to get our mountain of laundry
done. The Laundry lady gave a deep sigh when
we walked in and asked in a pleading voice if
tomorrow afternoon was soon enough. As there
was no way we would be able or willing to work
our way through 15kg of laundry, we agreed tentatively (to appear magnanimous).
Chris decided to take advantage of the marina
restaurant’s swimming pool to do some laps, just
in case the body has completely forgotten how
to exercise. The weather forecast is predicting
winds of 40 to 50 knots with rain over the next
couple of days, so we decide to stay put at least
until Wednesday.

Tuesday, September 22
The worst winds and rain were predicted to hit
us today, The winds started around midday as
predicted, lots of lovely cleansing rain. The wind
only reached 37 knots max.. We decided that we
earned a day off, so it was good day to hide inside and catch up on reading and watching/napping through a couple of silly ‘Parks and Recs’
episodes.
walk back into town. It always feels a bit sad to
leave our crews that we’ve enjoyed so much sharing the Clio experience with, especially as this is
our last crew of the season. Bye guys and thanks
for being such great crew and good company.
With Kathy and Charlie, it seems that summers

Wednesday, September 23
Oops, we have run out of WiFi credit so Francis took the dolmuş into Marmaris to get some
more. While he was gone Chris decided to dry
off Clio with a chamois (sjammy) and the very
second that she finished the rain came down
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again. Oh well, at least Clio has had a lovely fresh
rinse and is free of salt for a little while. We’re
paying full marina fees of €35/night (probably
one of the cheapest in the whole of Turkey), and
the time has come to vacate the Marina. We’ve
stacked up on food, drink and water, and we’re
headed off and anchored just outside the marina
for free: it feels a bit like camping in your own
backyard where you leave home, walk 50 m and
sleep in your tent. We tried having a swim here

but it is not very nice: the water is too warm,
there is 5m visibility and lots of stinging things
in the water. These are most likely ‘sea lice’, not
lice at all but tiny jelly fish larvae with the same
stinging cells (nematocysts) inherited from the
adult, albeit in much lower numbers (stinging
cells that is). Still bl... annoying.

Thursday, September 24
While the wind has settled the seas outside are
still churned up considerably from the storms
that came through, so we decided to stay here for
another day until the waters calm down. Chris is
trying out her ‘channel-swimmer’s’ outfit (sorry
for the blur).

Friday, September 25
we moved about 6.5 NM through Marmaris bay
to the other side to Kumlubuk bay to what we
hoped would be a nicer anchorage and away
from the resort which emitted loud music every
night and with better water for swimming and
interesting underwater shorelines. When we arrived it was like grand central station with gullets
and day trippers everywhere. So we dropped
anchor off the local beach for the afternoon and
waited for better anchoring spots to become
available. At 4:30pm most of the boats had vacated the area so we moved to a small bay.
after dropping anchor Chris swam our stern line
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That night Chris tried a new recipe: chicken risotto and it was very rewarding after such a long
and exhausting day and will join the other recipes in the Clio Cookbook.

Saturday, September 26
After a windier than expected night anchored
on leeway, with the accompanying waves, skipper was anxious to get away early this morning,
to catch a breeze to push us to Gocek, which
is about 40 NM to the East. Unaccustomed as
she is to getting out of bed before a hot lemon
ashore and fastened Clio to a rock, followed by a drink and a cup of tea, Chris donned her swimpleasant swim and snorkel. Francis found anoth- mers and jumped into the waves to release the
stern line, rise and shine! Once underway, we
er new (to him) fish, a Red Squirrel or Red Solunfurled the head sail and Chris got to finish her
dier fish (Sargocentron hastatum, Cuvier 1829).
lemon drink and got a cup of tea, so all was well
These fish are very shy and retreat far within
with the world. Clio was scooting along for a
their hideout grottos, so Francis had to put the
about an hour. Then the wind died of course, so
GoPro in the grotto entrance while running
back on the iron horse for the rest of the trip.
in video mode hoping it would show itself and
retreated to the surface for some much-needed
We made it to the lovely Deep bay, one of the
air. Luckily it did (show itself) and we got a bit
many great anchorages/moorings in Gocek Bay.
of video, also note the colorful cave-wall dwellIt is Saturday, and many Turkish waters lovers
ers on the photo). The tbottom photo shows a
very common yellow sponge Aplysina aerophoba, were also out and about, it was very crowded
but we were lucky enough to grab the last moorNardo 1833. Probably the ‘aerophoba’ (fear of
ing buoy. After getting Clio secure and a quick
air) comes from the fact that the sponge turns
swim, Chris spotted a green turtle pop up nearby.
ink-black when exposed to air.
She hastily grabbed her mask and snorkel and
jumped in, in the hope of getting a close up view,
but the water is so deep here (hence the name
of the bay) that it is not possible to see once the
turtle dives to graze on the Neptune (sea)grass
(Posidonia oceanica) 25m down. So, we had to
be content with the infrequent sightings from
Clio’s deck as it came to the surface for air.

Sunday, September 27
It is so nice here we are staying another night before heading into Gocek. After a very quiet and
restful night last night, tonight we have been in-
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Tuesday, September 29
More shopping today, Tuesday 29th September,
and thanks to our friend Tolga we have a meeting with an upholsterer to get a quote on a cover
for Cloe’s tubes (not a overall cover) to protect
her from the sun.

vaded by a fleet of gullets. At our stern we have
three sister ships tied together, full of French
vacationers and on our bow we have a gullet full
of Dutch. So our peaceful bay has become party
town. The French celebrated with Turkish music, belly dancers and fire eaters (spewers), while
the Dutch cheered and sang drinking songs in a
strong Rotterdam accent. It sounded like lots of
fun, but we were soon asleep and left them to it
(we weren’t invited for some mysterious reason).

Monday, September 28
The gullets left this morning and peace had been
restored. After a long lazy morning, it was time
to move into Gocek for some shopping and to
catch up with our friend Tolga. We finally met
the Australian couple on Fourth Dimension who
we have been seeing all over the Eastern Med
during our travels, their yacht is marked to come
from Sydney, but they are from Brisbane. They
were on their way back to their boat in their
dinghy and only stopped to say hello and told us
that they were on their way to Finike to overwinter there and we promised to catch up properly
soon. Unfortunately they were gone the next
day, but we’re sure we’ll meet again some sunny
day (don’t know where, don’t know when). That
night we enjoyed drinks and dinner with Tolga.
He’s doing quite well, and it was great to catch up
on what is happening in his world.

On our return to Clio the wind picked up and
as we were feeling a little exposed we moved out
into the bay and around the corner into Boynuz
buku, one of the many excellent anchorages
around. We’re running out of superlatives to
describe these places. We dropped anchor and
Chris dived in and swam our stern line to shore
again to secure us to a bollard of which there
are many dotted along the shoreline of most
bays. This area is a national park and there are a
host of strict regulations to abide by. One is that
you’re not allowed to tie your landline to a tree.
A good rule as you would expect that the chance
of ring-barking the tree (which leads to certain
death) is quite high, especially with some of the
very big boats around here. It is astonishing how
quiet and tranquil these coves are compared to
just outside in the main bay where it is more like
a freeway of boats of all shapes and sizes coming
and going. The Turkish Riviera is a very popular
place.
At around five pm a gullet tied up alongside
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even more so with Tony and Joe gone and we
now may even be allowed to decide what to do
with our own hard-earned superannuation $$,
yeahhh!

Wednesday, September 30
More boring lazing about in Boynuz bükü, the
weather is starting to change now as the days get
shorter and cooler, but luckily still warm enough
for a swim or two each day in 25-26 degrees of
water.
us and we thought that might be the end of
the serene evening, but they were a group of
well-behaved mature people and after they had
finished swimming a singer/guitarist set up on
their bow and we were all well entertained for
an hour or so. When they left we applauded and
waved them goodbye. We enjoy our Med-life,
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Thursday, October 1
We had to go back into Gocek today for some more
supplies. Our new dinghy Cloe needs some sun protection to prolong the life of the polyester inflatable
tubes, so we decided that she needs her tubes covered. We met up with the upholsterer in Turk marine
and after a phone conversation with Tolga translating
for us.. The first step is that a template is made out of
plastic sheet material fitting the curvature of inflatable Cloe’s tubes that can be used to cut the cloth.
We moved Cloe from our anchorage to the beach
where the 2 hour templating took place. By the time
it was done, it was starting to get dark and it was too
late to move so we stayed anchored for the night on
Gocek roadstead with a gullet uncomfortably close
by. Luckily there was no wind and we did not have
things that go bump in the night.

of winterizing Clio, we decided that we will explore
some of Turkeys inland before heading home, so hire
car is booked to drive from Dalaman to Cappadocia
and back for a week. Then we will fly from Dalaman
to Istanbul to connect with our flight back to Oz on
21 November.

Wednesday, October 7
to Friday, October 9
We headed back into Gocek this afternoon, for
inflatable Cloe to have a first fitting for her new
clothes. The first fitting Cloe showed the need for a
first fitting and a second fitting is planned on Thursday. These guys are very thorough which is great, we
want to be sure of a good fitting cover. On Thursday they found there were still a fair bit of adjustments to be made to the cover, so a new date was
set for Friday. On Friday Cloe was finally adorned
with her new cover to protect her from the sun and
other indecent exposure. We’re very happy to have

Friday, October 2
Back to Boynuz bükü for more easy living of swimming, exploring our underwater domains and reading. We have managed to go a full two weeks without having to replenish our water tanks and while
the capacity is decreasing our solar panels are still
providing us (just) with sufficient energy to keep
our fridge cold and keep our technology adequately
charged. The batteries are clearly now deteriorating
after 2 years of constant use.
To reward ourselves for the hard work laying ahead
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chosen these upholsterers as they fitted the covers
without Velcro glued to the polyester tubes of Cloe,
the favoured approach by the ‘up-market’ upholsterers in Marmaris. It is not clear if and how that glue
would interact with the polyester and how long the
Velcro will work for. We like Cloe to be as little irreversibly interfered with as possible, so the simple
draw string solution is fine with us. They did a great
job for almost half the price of our Marmaris quotes,
and threw in the letters (T/T = Tender To) and a
outboard cover. It is still a bit of money, but after
seeing how much work it was, we feel it is a fair deal.
Thanks Yakup for a great job done and Tolga for your
help. Tonight we also caught up with Güçlü and Yukari, the friends that we met last year through Irmak
yachting. We had a lovely chat for a couple of hours
before heading back to Clio for the night.

Crew Feedback
Kathy and Charlie looking back on their stay on Clio:
Our thirteen day sailing trip on Clio with captain
Francis P. and first mate Chris B. was idyllic.
The cruise was an amazing combination of sailing,
snorkeling, exploring ancient ruins and enjoying fresh
food, while visiting the many coves and towns situated
on the stunning blue Aegean Sea.
Specifically, we visited several Greek Islands and the
southwest coast of Turkey, each stop was unique and
beautiful in its own way. Some days we swam from the
beach, other days we snorkeled from the boat. Sometimes we would drop anchor midday, snorkel, have
lunch and be on our way to our destination.
The landscapes and the Aegean Sea changed along the
way and from day to day. Some nights we stayed in
ports, other nights we anchored in coves. The hills surrounding the cove on our last night at anchor made it
feel like we were anchored in a canyon, other anchorages looked more like sandy tropical beaches.
Francis and Chris are seasoned sailors and they use
the latest navigational equipment. In addition they
are extremely safety conscious, a place for everything
and everything in its place. We never felt in danger or
unsafe during our voyage.
We were impressed with the beautiful condition of
Cleo, it is obvious that Francis and Chris take loving
care of her.

Saturday, October 10
We went into town to replenish our supplies, especially ice-cream and chocolate, and collected the
outboard cover. We also negotiated a price to make
seven new fender covers made of towel material.
Not ideal (as it doesn’t stretch), but we’ll give it a try.
After a coffee we were happy to get out of town again,
becoming hermits preferring to anchor in the quiet
bays nearby. So back to Boynuz to hang around for a
few more days.
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Charlie and I had a comfortable cabin and bathroom
to ourselves during our stay. We felt welcome to join
them for a swim or sit and read a book.
We helped with dinner or washed dishes, next time I’m
bringing some recipes.
We are already planning our next trip with Francis
and Chris. There are so many sites left to see.
Charlie and Kathy H.
October 11, 2015

on Tuesday we moved to a sunnier spot for our solar
panels to do their thing. So we checked out the Bay
of Tersane Island which is an island across Fethiye
bay, only 2.5 NM away. We discovered that the allweather anchorage is another lovely spot very quiet
and great clear water for swimming. Of course, there
are many gullets that come and go during the day,
but they are all day trippers so it is very peaceful here
at night.

Thursday, October 15
Thanks very much for those kind words and we hope
to see you back next year!!!

We headed back into Gocek today to get supplies
and to get the covers for our fenders. This was our
final purchase, we hope, for Clio this year. We stayed
overnight anchored in the bay and headed back into
town Friday morning to collect our set of blue towelling covers so Clio (and her neighbours) will not get
nasty rubber marks from our fenders now.

Friday, October 16
After collecting the covers we headed out again,
this time to Tomb Bay where Güçlü has told us we
can fill up Clio’s water tanks. On arrival at the bay
we looked for the painting of a fish on a rock that is
where we will find the water supply. Chris spotted
it and then we saw a heap of hose sitting on a rocky
outcrop held together with some cement: a quay!
We dropped Clio’s anchor and bought her in stern
too and Chris swam our stern line in to fasten it to a
steel pipe sticking out of the rock. As she was trying
to figure out how the hoses work a voice came from

Sunday, October 11
to Wednesday, October 14
We anchored in another spot today, more exposed to
currents in the bay and there is less silt here so Francis is able to find more amazing creatures to bring
back to Clio in his trusty sample jars for Chris to see.
Monday we are expecting wind and rain so we
moved across to the other side of the bay to shelter
from a predicted Southerly wind and rain. Well we
waited all day and eventually we got about six spots
of rain in the afternoon and the wind never got above
a gentle breeze.
But being protected from a Southerly wind also
meant getting the sun only after 10 in the morning so
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accepted the 17 lire. We’ll make it up to him next
time. The freshwater fill station was a great find for
us (thanks to Güçlü) as it means we do not need to
go back into a marina just to fill up with water.

under a large tree on shore and out came a young
Turkish man and turned on the water tap for us. As
there seemed only one way to get the hose and said
water into Clio Chris jumps into the water dragging
the running hose back to Francis who fed the hose
into the stern tank. Before the tank filled, the hose
had come free and fell back into the water so Chris
had to jump back into the water to retrieve it and get
it back on board.
Chris had asked the young man, how much is the
water, ‘20 Turkish lire’ was the reply.
On checking our finances we discovered we had only
a 100 lire note or 17 lire in a lot of small change. As
the guy was sitting on a rug under the large shady
tree with his Mom, it did not seem likely that he was
going to have a cash register with a lot of change.

We moved along a little further into Tomb bay and
secured Clio to a bollard directly under one of the
Lycian tombs built into the cliff. We were delighted
to discover that this bay has many turtles and after
spotting them popping up all around us we were in
the water snorkeling and Francis was filming them
with his trusty GoPro. More turtle stories to come!

After filling our stern tank Chris dragged the hose
along to the bow tank only for the hose to uncouple
so we had to with the help of Turkish guy get more
hose from the shore to be able to reach. Finally Clio’s
tanks were full and the deck had a little sneaked-in
wash, before Chris swam the hose back and sheepishly told the guy that we only had a 100 lire note
or the 17. He did not have change and graciously

Saturday, October 17
Still in Tomb Bay, and today we went ashore to the
restaurant to dispose of our rubbish and have a look
around. We sat and had a drink while the rooster
and chickens clucked around our table. Francis
asked the owner about the turtle population and
whether they stay here or migrate. He told us that
they are new arrivals having been relocated here
from Dalyan which was overpopulated. 300 turtles
were moved into this region a couple of months ago
so nobody knows if they will stay. This story has
now been disputed by others who say that the turtles
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•

•

•

The number of lateral scutes (‘fields’ on the
carapace = back shell): four for a Green, five for a
Loggerhead
The front lateral scute of the Loggerhead is in
contact with the pre-frontal scute (not with the
Green turtle)
Number of claws on the front flipper: 1 for the
Green and two for the Loggerhead.

As their carapaces are under a nice layer of silt, it is
not that easy to identify them in the field. But looking at stills taken from the videos and enhanced in
photoshop, our guess is that they are Green turtles.
The number of claws is the easiest to assess while
toddling after them.
come and feed off the seagrass in the bays naturally.
But, the turtles are here and for now they seem happy
enough with plenty of sea grass to graze on.
We spot at least 10 turtles in the bay. Both Green
turtles (Chelonia mydas) or Loggerheads (Caretta
caretta), are nesting in Turkey. The beach at Dalyan
(just around the corner on the way back to Marmaris) is one of the biggest Loggerhead nesting sites.
Intermezzo: We’ve been struggling a bit with the
field-identification of the turtles in Tomb Bay. According to http://www.conserveturtles.org/seaturtleinformation.php?page=species_id, and given the
choice of the two species, they can be differentiated
based on:
Loitering above them when they are feeding on the
seagrass bed we see them actually digging out the
seagrass rhizomes (roots) by scraping the seabed
with their front flippers. We also see that they have
a strong preference for the more juicy, thin-leaved
seagrass called eel grass (Zostra marina, it looks a bit
like your backyard turf) over the far more abundant
broad-leafed Neptune grass (Poseidonia oceanica).
Following one swimming about 2 m under the water
surface through the bay for about 15 minutes (Chris
thought I was swimming back to Marmaris), you
can see the turtle constantly changing course feeding
on small morsels in the water column too, probably
small jelly fish.
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The mature turtles don’t mind if you get close to
them, the younger ones are much more skittish and
move when they see you coming. Their underwater vision is much better than ours (be it the reverse
out of the water), so they often are out of reach of
the GoPro camera before it can be turned on. From
Moreton Bay in Australia it is known that propeller
strike is the most common turtle injury, so we’re not
surprised to find a mauled turtle here too. We collect
a lot of Turtle video over the next three days and will
condense it into a little movie once we’re back home
in Oz.
Later in the afternoon Chris decided to check out the
tombs so Francis rowed her ashore and she set off
on the goat track and climbed up to the two separate

tombs. This was quite a feat as the path was very
rocky and steep in places. For those who know of
Chris’s lack of rock climbing skills, and poor sense of
direction, she was quite proud to successfully reach
her goal and enjoy the lovely view from on high.
And more importantly: she also managed to scramble back down in one piece. Francis stayed in the
water, digging up strange creatures.

Tuesday, October 20
Today we moved to Sarsala beach to pick up Güçlü
and Yukari who joined us for the day. We collected
them in the dinghy and bought them back to Clio. It
is great to have their company and they come bearing
lots of yummy treats, even chocolates! After a long
and chatty morning tea we jumped into the coolish
water for a swim. Now 25 degrees according to our
trusty Celsius Standardised Surface Water Measuring
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device. After swims they offered to show us the large
freshwater lake on the other side of the mountain
range that encapsulates the bay we’re in. So we dinghy back to shore and Güçlü drives us up and down
the steep slopes, stopping a couple of times so we
can take some photos of Sarsala Bay and our home
away from home, while Yukari is keeping watch over
Cloe (we’re still very protective of her). The lake is
fairly big and seems to connect to the wetlands that
sit between Dalyan and the sea. Being high up the
mountain gives us a great view of part of the region
deservingly called the Turkish Riviera. When we got
back Yukari had befriended the local taxi driver who
happily shared pomegranate with us. We had pomegranate juice in Ephesus a couple of months ago, but
eating the seeds of the fruit is quite different. The
first apple with deep-red seeds was very sour. Chris
unknowingly munched into the sour one first and
produced some very interesting facial expressions.

We decided to stay the night attached to the buoy
which spent some of the night knocking on the bow
15 cm from our pillow, skipper was not amused.
After a couple of trips out onto the foredeck in the
middle of the night he resolved the annoyance by lifting the whole bl... buoy out of the water. We had a bit
of a storm and some lovely welcome rain to wash off
Clio’s salty decks that night.

Wednesday, October 21

But the second one with pink seeds was beautiful and
sweet. Even Francis enjoyed this one, notwithstanding the aggressive do-goody vitamins in the fruit.
Time for Yukari and Güçlü to head home to Gocek
again, and for us to motor back to Clio, we very
much enjoyed their company.

This morning, the sky cleared and we headed off back
to Tomb Bay to get ourselves safely tucked in before
stormy weather arrives that is predicted for Thursday
and Friday. Luckily for us there are very few boats
out this week and we found the perfect spot to drop
anchor, Chris swam two lines ashore and secured
them to bollards. In a well-protected cove, and with
40m of anchor chain out and two secure landlines
we’re pretty safe from the predicted weather. Two
days of no-sun is starting to be problematic for our
electricity supply. Also, our sealed, maintenance-free
batteries are starting to deteriorate pretty fast after
two seasons of full-on use and hundreds of recharges.
We now barely get through the night with the fridge
struggling to suck enough energy in the early morning. So we need to run the engine for half an hour in
the morning to keep up.

Thursday, October 22
We still had some sunshine today so we managed
to have a swim and snorkel and Chris went ashore
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busier ports, it was all an easy adventure with plenty
of good Greek food in tavernas or sharing meals on
board.
Francis is a biologist, and loves to explore and share
observations about the coastal marine life. With a
mask and snorkel there’s plenty to see in the clear
water, including finding an octopus’s garden at Arki.
Another highlight for us was the ancient archeological
site and museum on Samos. It all added up to a great
holiday with friends while experiencing the friendly
lifestyle in Greece’s world of islands.
Gary and Sue.
to explore a little. By evening we had Clio ready for
the wind if it comes, bimini folded in and sprayhood
down, boom lashed, cushions inside and Cloe in
the Davit with bung removed to allow rain water to
drain. Chris made a yummy chicken pie (this will
now be a part of our staple Francis hopes) and we
now curl up warm and dry and wait for the weather
to clear. Bring out the videos!

Thanks for your report and your time with us, good
to hear you enjoyed your stay.

Friday, October 23

Crew feedback
Gary and Sue were our crew on Clio from August
24th until September 2nd 2015. They started in Lakki
on the Greek island of Leros and left us in Samos.
We toured the island of Leros by hire car, anchored
for the night in Xirocampos Bay on Leros. We stayed
overnight on the Greek islands of Lipsos, Patmos,
Arki, Mathari, Agathonisi and they ended their trip
in Pythagorion on Samos. This is their report:
After following our friends Francis and Chris’ adventures, starting with buying Clio and turning her into a
home away from home, through three seasons cruising
the Greek islands and Turkish coast, we were keen to
join them for the real thing. We meet them on the picture post-card island of Leros, taking a short ferry ride
from the Turkish coast to finally arrive in the fabled
Greek islands.
We found our friends and their boat in sailing trim,
obviously at home in this part of the world. In the following days we explored some of the islands less well
known by tourists, all within a couple of hours sailing.
And whether we anchored in quiet bays or docked in
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We’re sheltering today on the south side of Tomb bay
as the rain tumbles down and washes Clio and Cloe
clean. There is a strong wind outside the bay, we can
see the white-capped waves, but we don’t notice it
here. We’re tucked away in our little cove for the day
watching tv series and reading, safely strung between
50m of anchor chain and two land lines. We run the
engine for 20 minutes to recharge our batteries when
there is a break in the rain and hide inside after it
comes back. We’re now very aware of our electricity
use because of the batteries diminishing capacity to
hold their charge and a couple of sunless days.

Saturday, October 24
More rain this morning but then the sky clears
around lunch time and we head to Kapi creek

the date or the place wrong? A quick phone call to
Güçlü explained that they just left Gocek in a convoy
and would be arriving later that afternoon. Have we
learned nothing about Mediterranean time keeping?
We were joined later that afternoon by Güçlü and
Yukari along with Guclu’s mother and father Çetin,
and his sister Ebru (and the mother of Irmak, Çetin’s grand-daughter the company was named after).
Then Tolga and the rest of the flotilla arrived. We
were very happy to see Jordanis the CEO of Cosmos,

(Gübün Koyu). Güçlü and Tolga very kindly invited
us to attend the annual dinner of the Irmak charter company (we chartered Clio via them last year)
for their annual dinner. We reverse-parked Clio to
the Kapi creek’s restaurant’s catwalk pontoon at the
time on the invitation, one in the afternoon, just to
find that we were the only ones there. Did we get
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the Greek company we had bought Clio from, who
was also here for the celebration.
South African Martin (and his wife Carol), who is
the appointed photographer, organizes a photo shoot
and after some cat-herding he succeeds in getting us
lined up, in a way. After group photos were taken

grains and teasing Martin about the All Blacks victory over his South African team in the rugby (does
S-Africa play rugby?).
On return to Clio we made up one of the stern berths
as our own bed was drenched and curled up in that
dry space for a good night’s sleep.
we then got to meet other members of the group.
Among them was an Australian woman named Jaz
and her English boyfriend and his aunt. A great meal
was served with lots of wine, beer and raki, luckily
under awnings as the skies opened up again. Unfortunately it was not until later in the evening that
Francis discovered that we had left our cabin hatches
open so Clio was very soggy on the inside. There
was nothing to be done, so we partied on for a while
longer. Chris had fun with Güçlü reading her coffee

Sunday, October 25
We moved back to Tomb Bay this morning. When
leaving Little Sarsala Bay we saw something in the
water we thought were a couple of divers with black
rubber suits. Getting closer, and just before they
disappeared under the surface, it was clear that they
were not divers, but something looking very much
like seals. As far as we know, the only seals in the
Meds are Monk seals (Monachus monachus) which
is a very rare mammal, only a couple of hundreds left
in the wild. We’ll look into that a bit more next year.
Once back in Tomb Bay, we spent the day drying bed
clothes and cushions, and airing out Clio. Luckily for
us the sun shone long enough to restore order.

Monday, October 26
It was time today to head back into Gocek to stock
up on supplies. On the way in we visited the very
handy freshwater water station on the other side of
the bay. Once we had tied up to the makeshift quay,
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some crew from an anchored Turkish yacht came
over in their dinghy to warn us that they had spotted
some very green water coming out of the tap yesterday. Probably some algae that were flushed into the
water basin by the rain over the last couple of days.
We visually inspected the water and tasted it and it
looked good to us, so we filled Clio’s cisterns. Chris
went ashore to pay, only to find the place abandoned.
So we left our 20 Turkish Lira, with a little extra to
make up our shortfall from our previous visit, on
the table under the tree and left. We hope the right
person finds it?
Once anchored on Gocek’s roadstead, we zoomed
into town in Cloe, still very happy with the luxury of
a good dinghy and outboard. After doing the shopping round, we caught up with Güçlü and Yukari.
We also had to reimburse Güçlü for the lovely flowers
that he had bought for his mum, on our behalf, as a
thank-you for their invite. So we met up with them
for a nice decaf Illy café latte and a pot of very nice
cookies. As always we had a long and fun chat and
too many cookies.
After all was carted back on board and had found
its place, we set off again that afternoon to Tersane,
a very well protected anchorage cut out from on an
island in Fethiye bay. The storms of the last couple of
days have stirred up all the rubbish in the water and
it seems that it is all funneled into this area, making
the place a little less attractive, but still a good place
for a snorkel. It is a lovely quiet spot so we will hang
around here for a couple of days.

Thursday, October 29
We moved back across the bay to Big Sarsala and
hooked onto a buoy. As the water is deep here there
are a number of buoys and many bollards on shore
for boats to use free of charge. This a great service
provided for the yachties and commercial gullets. We
took Cloe ashore to dispose of our rubbish and to go
for a walk. The beach and cafe here are run by the
local council and it is interesting to see a lifeguard
tower on the beach, the first we have seen in all of
our travels so far. It appears this was a harbour some
time in the past as there are the remains of a stone
customs house and stone pillars dotted around the
coastline.

Friday, October 30
As we are now not getting enough sunlight from
our solar panels to charge the deficient batteries, we
have to optimise what we can get in a day. So today,
we moved across to the other side of the bay which
has more and longer sun-exposure. Just as we had
finished tying up to a buoy, we heard someone yelling, ‘hello Chris and Francis’, and coming towards us
were Yukari and Güçlü on an Irmak yacht.
It was great to see them again as we had already said
goodbye and did not think we would see them again
this year. They tied their boat alongside ours (rafted)
and we met their friends, Engin, Buchan and Tuchan
all from Izmir. We spent the rest of the day swimming, and enjoying their company and Chris’ homebaked cake until they had to head back to Gocek in
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the evening. Farewell good friends until next time.

Saturday, October 31
Today is our last day in a the Gocek region for this
year as we have to be in Marmaris on the second of
November to prepare Clio for her 6 month loneliness
on the hard stand (land).
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for Clio’s lift out of the water. Our friend and technical genius Erdal came to meet us and he and Francis
got to work on lists of tasks to be done. We spent
the next couple of days going back and forth on the
dolmuş to Marmaris buying material for hatch and
winch covers, electrical thingies and many other assorted yachtie paraphernalia. The anchor roller had
been out of alignment since we had bought Clio and
needed to be straightened and re-enforced. The inox
(stainless steel) shop asked €250 (close to $400) and
another €200 just to take it off. So Francis spent a
couple of hours banging it, helped later on by Erdal.
Erdal also pointed us to a more budget-friendly inox
shop in town who did the repairs for TL 500 ($250),
so we saved $450. That’s the way to do it, money for
nothing (and your chicks for free)….

Friday, November 6

Sunday, November 1
The day starts us off with a beautiful dawn, and it is
time to say goodbye as we headed back to Marmaris.
After good fashion, there was absolutely no wind
whatsoever, so our 75 turbo-horses pushed us all the
50 NM (90km) way from Fethiye Bay to Marmaris
Bay. We anchored in a bay just West of Yacht Marina
and had our last night of freedom.

Monday, November 2 to Thursday November
5
Today we moved into the marina and were happy
to get a spot on Juliette pontoon, close to the shops,
the marina office and the dolmuş. Yacht Marina is
fairly big, and some pontoons are 10 minutes walking distance from the shops and offices. So, if you’re
unlucky (and don’t know anybody who can help
you), you end up walking many kilometres per day to
get stuff from the shops and arrange the lifting. Once
we were safely berthed, the preparations commenced
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It is time for lift out. Erdal came to help us try to
fit Cloe inside, but as we feared, she is too big to get
through the hatch. So she will have to be strapped
on the foredeck under cover until we return. Its
9:00 in the morning and the Marina’s dinghy rocked
up to escort us to the crane. Unfortunately, Erdal
is not there so a quick phone call tells us he will not
be there for a bit. We have to pump out the blackwater tanks before we can be lifted out anyway, so
off we go to the waste-pumping station. By the time
the blackwater tanks are empty (and the port tank
confirmed to be blocked), Erdal arrives and Francis
and he winterise the engine (flush with fresh water,
fill with anti-freeze-fresh water mixture. It is time to
lift our home-away-from-home onto a safe place for
the winter.
‘It’s not what you know, but who you know’, and
Erdal knows all the important ‘whos’. This lands us a
very nice spot on the Yacht Marina’s hardstand Gold
Coast. On the concrete (not on the mud as last year),
in a small pocket of yachts (not between towering
super yachts spilling crap on our decks when being
painted or welded), and far enough away from its
neighbour to allow the hull to be polished and waxed
using a machine. While Francis supervises Clio’s
relocation onto a hard stand, Chris goes into town to
collect material for covering our saloon cushions.
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several attempts a hatch cover was finally completed.
There will be no prizes won for quality and design
but, the hatches and winches will be protected from
the winter weather and the four rope bags will keep
the ropes out of the sun. Our little cheap Brother
sewing machine has well and truly proved its $88
worth, saving us $305 just by making the covers ourselves. Once Chris has recovered from the trauma of
working with Sunbrella (UV-resistant and very uncooperative cover material) and replaced all the bent
pins her next mission is to make the covers for the
saloon cushions, out of much softer material. Most
likely at the start of next season.

Saturday, November 7
We have now one week to get about 53 tasks (big and
small, and unblocking the blackwater tank amongst
them) done, so time to get moving. Chris set to work
on making hatch and winch covers. With a little help
from Google and a lot of colourful language, after

This blog entry is mainly about technical stuff, so feel
free to stop right here and go and do some gardening
or watch a nice movie.

Sunday, November 8
Clio is now safely in her cradle on land and we used
some time over the weekend to make up the inventory of things to be repaired and what had to be done
for the annual maintenance. Luckily we had finished
some of the more work- and time-intensive (and
expensive) jobs last year such as renewing the rudder
bearing and repairing the attachment of the bowthruster cylinder, and getting a refurbished oven.
This year we counted about 53 bigger and smaller
tasks to be completed before the end of the week.
Some of the tasks:
• Re-aligning and strengthening the anchor-chain
rollers up on the bow,
• Sanding the antifouling on the underwater hull
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•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

so the antifouling paint can be put on at the start
of the next season,
Steel-brush oxidation from the keel and apply
rust converter followed by a layer of steel primer
Replacing our 2-input battery isolator with a
3-input isolator and rewire to allow the bow
thruster battery to be separately charged and
drained from the house batteries
Replace pumping system of the port toilet
Storing the dinghy (Cloe) on the fore-deck with
covers and home-made straps (thanks to Chris
and her machine)
Clean cabins, bilges, engine bay, fridge and floors,
and give the deck a wash
Cover deck fittings with strong plastic and secure
with brown tape
Winterization the outboard engine
Annual inspection and cleaning of the windlass
(anchor winch)
Winterize the sail drive (part of the diesel engine), including propeller removal and re-installing rubber mat

making a few dilly bags to stow ropes and other bits
and pieces into. We really love our little sewing machine. Francis started with the windlass maintenance
but got stuck when some screws were too tight to
loosen them, so went on removing the crooked bow
anchor chain roller (and saved the €250 the engineering shop had quoted just to remove it).

Monday, November 9
The day began with Francis’ favourite task: wet-sanding the anti fouling paint from the underwater hull.
Luckily we had help from Erdal and Emine but that
did not prevent him turning into a blue smurf (OK,
next time no open sandals and maybe safety goggles). He also deals with his even more favourite job:
unblocking the port-side blackwater tank (stink job).
Chris was kept busy with making still more of hatch
and winch covers. She is making still more bags
from the leftover material and gets very good at
it. On board you can’t have enough cloth bags to
store stuff for the winter. Chris also made the straps
needed to keep inflatable Cloe’s cover in place during
the Turkish winter storms.

We spent most of the day figuring out how to do the
hatch covers and cutting the UV-(and everything
else such as cutting and sewing) resistant Sunbrella
material. Chris is doing a great job sewing the covers.
With leftovers from the winch/hatch covers Chris is

Back to the windlass maintenance, and Erdal tries
and fails to loosen the windlass screws too. So the
electromotor was delivered to the engineering shop
to solve that problem. As the Phillips-type screw
heads were pretty worn, they (electro-)cut them off
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There was plenty to be organised such as the gel coat
man to repair a number of small bumps on Clio’s
hull and on deck. The port stern chock (guides the
landline to the cleat) has been an eye sore ever since
we set eyes on Clio. The chock is a heavy piece of
cast-aluminum that must have been pulled off the
deck (when she was still in charter) judging by the
piece of structural teak underneath that has split and

and welded a couple of Allan (hex-key) heads in their
place. Another problem solved in a way it will not
be coming back soon. Erdal gave an additional lesson on how to take the windlass’ electromotor apart,
clean it, and put it together again. The gearbox oil
needed to be replaced, so off in search of gearbox oil,
SAE 30. At the end of the afternoon the windlass was
cleaned, greased and oiled and put together again.
We hope she’ll work!
We were happy when the day was over: the hull was
ready for next-season’s anti-fouling paint and most of
the hatch covers were fitted, the blackwater tank unblocked and the windlass done and the anchor chain
roller ‘out-sourced’. Not bad for a day’s work!

Tuesday, October 10
The day starts with Chris finishing off her sewing.

parts of the gel coat that are torn off. The repair was
very clumsily done and needs to be redone. So we
take advantage of the high level of boat-repair experience in the Marmaris marina and get it done before
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span of three years.
Francis has started the work on the keel. It has a
series of rust patches that need to be steel-brushed,
having rust-binder applied and finally metal-primed.
He also finishes the winterization of the outboard.

Thursday, November 12
It is day six of the winterization. We both do many
small jobs between the bigger ones, but we only have
two days left before we’re heading off for a week R&R
in inland Turkey, so we’re getting a bit more hurried.

the start of the next season.
Erdal found a reasonably-priced stainless steel shop
to repair our anchor chain bow roller, so Francis and
he went to explain what they wanted and to get a
quote.

Chris finishes off the packing and cleaning today and
we’re starting to put plastic sheets over all exposed
deck equipment such as compasses, electronic controls, dials etc.. Fenders have to be cleaned and our
great little anchor stored inside. The anchor chain is
stored outside its normal locker to prevent it sitting

Wednesday, November 11
The next day Chris gets into cleaning Clio’s innards.
Bilges, fridge, bathrooms, floors, and cleaning the
mangled mozzy corpses and our blood from the
ceiling, it adds up to a fair bit of work. Chris is also
sorting out what will stay on board and what needs
to be put in the suitcases to go back to Oz. The bed
linen, towels and clothes etc., which stays on board
has to be packed up into plastic bags for dry storage
over the winter. The chaos inside and out with tools,
equipment, clothes, cleaners etc., it now at its top.
It is amazing how much stuff you can collect in the
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have met him, thanks Tolga! Güçlü and Yukari also
send us their best wishes for the journey and when
he learns we’ll be driving, he give is some road-advice: ‘expect the unexpected’. We will surely heed that
warning.
Tomorrow early morning we’ll be getting a taxi to
Dalaman where we’ll be picking up a hire car for a
week exploring the Turkish inlands: dervishes, fairy
chimneys and travertine pools are on the program.

Saturday, November 14

for 6 months in the water that accumulates in the
locker when it rains. We also have asked the gel coat
man to lower one of the two drains in the anchor
locker to rectify this design fault sometime before the
next season. The boom is lowered onto the deck to
prevent unnecessary strain on the mast and topping
lift during the winter storms.

Friday, November 13(!)
We’ve completed almost all tasks and are now getting all the stuff to be stored in some organized way
that is cluttering the deck, cockpit and cabins. We’re
enjoying lunch at the little canteen on site, mainly
visited by the local workers. The food is always very
nice, affordable and we enjoy getting an insight in
what normal fare is for Turkish people. Late that
afternoon Erdal comes to say goodbye and to wish us
a good trip. He is a great guy and we’re very lucky to

It is 5 o’clock in the morning, and after a long and
busy week we are ready for a week of R&R. We are
collected at the gate of the Marina by a taxi to take
us to Dalaman to pick up our rental car from the
airport. The booking.com site promises us that the
rental company is in the Dalaman airport, but when
arriving at ‘Arrivals’ we are told that our rental company is down the road a kilometre or 5 at a service
station. So our driver delivered us there and we find
the office unattended. Luckily the taxi driver finds
out a phone number and summons the guy who arrives 10 minutes later. We get a fairly mature Ford
diesel (almost 100,000 on the clock) instead of the
new Renault Clio on the advert picture and soon
we’re on our way to our first stop Konya, 600 km
inland.

The landscape of this part of inland Turkey was not at
all what we had expected. The road to Konya shows
us a very varied landscape with beautiful mountain-
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ous parts, large freshwater lakes and steppes-like
plains. We expected to see much more agriculture.
The road is new and we’re making good time. By the
time we’re about 250 km on our way to Konya, past
the big city of Isparta (no, not Sparta) we’re driving
for what feels like two hours along the shores of a gigantic lake, Budur Gölü. After Isparta the roadworks
start and we slow down to a snail’s pace. That is a bit
annoying as Chris really had set her mind to seeing
the dervishes whirl in Konya (their headquarters in
Turkey, it seems) and they only dance on Saturday
night starting at 7:30 pm in the Mevlana cultural centre. Chris had envisaged Konya to be a small remote
town, but it turned out to be a very large city with a
population of over a million people, so when we got
into town by 6 that night, we first had to find our way
to the hotel as the GPS sent us the wrong way. After
getting some directions (of the hand gesturing kind)
from a non-English speaking Turkish man, we were
able to find our hotel. We very quickly checked in,
disposed of our luggage and jumped back into the
car and set off in search of the centre.

After a little more fun with the GPS we managed
to find the Mevlana Museum where we asked for
directions to the Dervish ceremony. An older woman
came out to greet us and invited us to join her group
in their bus, and took us to the cultural centre. It
turned out that she was 22nd generation direct descendant of Rumi the poet, theologian, and founder
of the Mevlevi (dervishes) Sufi order in Konya. He
is also recognized as the creator of the Sema, the
ceremony of which the whirling dervishes are a part.

The up-turned right hand in the whirling dancer
symbolizes the receiving of God’s gifts and their
down-turned left hand passes them on to the world.
Chris was delighted to be able to sit next to this
lovely woman who quietly explained the ceremony to
her as it happened. We thoroughly enjoyed this great
experience which was part of a broader Sufi ceremony, not just a show performed for tourists.

Sunday, November 15
The next morning we headed off to the next stop
Görëme in the Kapadokya region passing through
lots of steppe-like farmland. Part of these lands have
a top soil that looks more like ash than sandy soil. As
these areas have a volcanic history, it may be mineral-rich volcanic soil.
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As you round the bend and enter the valley where
Görëme is situated, nothing can prepare you for
the sudden wonder of this landscape. The fairy
chimneys are the first thing that you notice, and the
surreal alien look of the place. We stopped at the
first opportunity to wander around and get photos
amongst the tour groups and the vendors touting
their wares and selling camel rides. We enjoy a tea
and the spectacular view sitting on a little balcony of
one of the cafes overlooking the valley.
fragments of exploding volcanic (igneous) rock.
There seem to be two main geological forms, conical
structures that do not have a hat, and the typical fairy
chimneys with a hat. Both structures are being used
as the base of dwellings and churches.

Intermezzo: Görëme is a smallish village in the
Kapadokya (Capadocia) and the region around it
is believed to have been settled by the Hittites between 1800 and 1200 BC. It is an area that lay on the
border between the Greek and Persian empires and
the inhabitants used subterranean tunnel networks
to escape the incursions and the fighting. The region’s
monastic history is believed to have been established
in the early middle ages, around 750. The region
was also used by Byzantine Christians to establish
many churches, dug out of the tuff rock columns
(fairy chimneys). ‘Hoodoos’ is the general term for
columns that are formed when a thin layer of hard
rock protects a thick layer of softer rock from being
eroded and are by no means uniquely Kapadokyan.
In the Kapadokya region, the soft rock is ‘tuff ’. And
tuff is a compacted and cemented aggregate of the

We finally arrived in Görëme and found our hotel
which was built into the tuff rock and met the gregarious Ilyas, the hotel manager, who was happy to
show us to our large upgraded cave room, including
spa bath. Luxury, Chris happily indulged in a bath
almost immediately. That night we dined in the hotel
restaurant on kebabs cooked in sealed clay pots. It
was great to watch Ali the waiter crack the tops off
the pots with a hammer by gently tapping around
the seal, we now understand why all the garden beds
around here and the trees are adorned with these
pots.

Monday, November 16
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On Monday November the 16th we treated ourselves
to a sleep-in and a lazy morning before exploring the
shops of Görëme and doing some (?) gift shopping.
Ilyas arranged for our balloon flight for the next
morning and we spent the rest of the day wandering
through the open air museum which was a cave city
full of churches and dwellings carved into the fairy
chimneys on the edge of town.
We ended the day watching the sun sink at sunset
point while drinking tea and hot chocolate in the
very cold wind. Did I mention how very cold it is
here? Quite a change from wearing swimmers just
over a week ago to now rugging up in thermals and
lots of layers. We have two heaters going in our cave
room to keep us nice and warm through the night.
The panoramic photo on the top of the page also
shows how the erosion process forms the fairy
chimneys. On the right side you see the ‘original’ not
eroded and layered geology. The more you go to the
left, the longer the erosion process has carved out the

hoodoos.

Tuesday, November 17

We are up at 4.00 am, ready for our hot air balloon
adventure. The company bus collects us at 5.00 and
takes us to their headquarters where we check in and
have a light breakfast, hoping all the while that is not
our last meal. We then all pile back into the bus to be
whisked away to the launching site.
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Before we had time to even think about being nervous we were floating skywards as the sun was peeking over the horizon. Words cannot describe the
wonder of this experience. Chris was grinning like
a Cheshire Cat from the minute of takeoff until a
couple of hours after we had landed. We were sharing
this experience with about 50 other balloons which
made a nice picture, and lured us into believing that
it would improve our odds to safely return. It was
truly a highlight of our road trip. After the balloon
ride we took the rest of the day off as nothing could
top that experience.
Along the way we see the many other balloon companies lighting up their crafts. It all looks like something out of a fairy tale in the predawn light.
When we reached our balloon the very efficient
ground crew already had preparations underway and
we were soon climbing into the basket. Due to what
we thought were weight distribution reasons, Francis
was directed to the other end of the basket which
was a bit disappointing. Once we were all settled our
pilot Erdal looked at Chris and said “where is your
husband”, “at the other end” she told him, he asked
if we had an argument and we laughed and told him
that was how we were directed into the basket by the
ground crew. Well that was not good enough and
before we knew it Francis was lifted out into the arms
of a large crew member and deposited into the section with Chris.

Wednesday, November 18
We had to say goodbye to Ali and Ilyas as we headed
to the underground city and nearby valley on our
way to Pamukkale. The underground city consists
of a complex network of tunnels with smaller and
larger chambers covering functions like stables,
food storage, living quarters, air ducts, communication ducts, wineries, hospitals, public areas etc.. The
extensive tunnel network consisted of four layers and
reached up to 40m underground. It was dug out over
a period of about 2500 years, including by the Hittites and Byzantine Christians. You wouldn’t like to
get lost in them and we were happy to accept one of
the security guard’s offer to of a guided tour, payment
required though.
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lived in Ihlara Valley (borrowed from http://www.
goreme.com/ihlara-valley.php).

Having finished our mole-activity for the day, we
continued our journey back to Konya on the way to
Pamukkale. On our way we stumbled upon a beautiful gorge, Ihlara Valley, with many dwellings hewn
out of the cliffs that formed the gorge.
Intermezzo: Ihlara Valley near Mount Hasan and
Mount Melendiz (two of the three volcanoes of Cappadocia) is a canyon with a depth of approximately
100m and was formed by the Melendiz River thousands of years ago. It begins at Ihlara village and ends
with the Selime Monastery at Selime village after
making 26 bends along 14 kilometres. It is believed
that the valley housed more than four thousand
dwellings and a hundred cave churches decorated
with frescoes. Around eighty thousand people once

The restaurants on the side of the Melendiz stream
had constructed little platforms over the running
water with roofs and cushions, the Turkish way. It
would have been very nice to have had a meal on
one of those platforms, but we had to push on and
lunched on some of the bread and cheese we bought
this morning.
Climbing out of the gorge on the other side, we spotted an abandoned Byzantine church cut from the
rocks with many weathered frescos, the Ala Kilise or
Mottled (spotted or blotched in colouring) Church,
which has lots of frescos from the 10th or 11th century in it. The cave next door was the monastery, but
now obviously used by the local cooperative as it had
an antique wooden linseed press of about 4m height
and 6 meter length. Linseed oil was used in lamps.
We overnighted in Konya in the Sumi (dervish) hotel
and got a nice complementary fruit basket because of
Francis’ impending birthday.

Thursday, November 19
Today we were on our way to Pamukkale, ‘pamuk
kale’ literally means “cotton castle” in Turkish. It is
located in Turkey’s Inner Aegean region, in the River
Menderes valley, which has a temperate climate for
most of the year. It is situated in Denizli Province in
southwestern Turkey that harbours hot springs, heated by the volcanic lava, and high in calcium carbonate. In Pamukkale the water flows down a mountain
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side and when it cools it deposits the carbonate thus
forming the travertine terraces. Stories have it that
shopkeepers used to put bottles of local wine into the
channels of hot water, and after a few days each bottle
would be completely coated in pure white calcium.
Unfortunately, management had turned off the tap
(Turkish frugality?) and only a couple of man-made
terraces on the top of the mountain had water in
them, a bit of a disappointment really. We spent half
a day wandering through the pools and down the
stunningly beautiful terraces in our bare feet.

built from the valley over the travertine terraces, and
motor bikes were allowed to go up and down the
slopes. When the area was declared a Unesco World
Heritage Site in 1988, the hotels were demolished and
the road removed and replaced with the man-made
concrete pools covered with calcium carbonate.

Friday, 20 November
But all things must pass, so on Friday we drove back
to Yacht Marina in Marmaris. Having heeded Güçlü’s
warning, we arrived safely back to spend one last
night of the season on Clio.

Intermezzo: Tourism is and has been a major indus-

Saturday, November 21

try in the area with around 1.5 million visitors each
year. People have bathed in its pools for thousands
of years. As recently as the mid-20th century, hotels were built over the ruins of the nearby ancient
Greco-Roman and Byzantine city of Hierapolis,
causing considerable damage. An approach road was

At 4:00 in the morning we did a final check that we
had completed the ‘check-before-you-leave’ list, said
our goodbyes to Clio and Cloe, and drove 90 minutes
back to Dalaman to drop off the car and catch our
flight to Istanbul.
After a one hour delay we boarded only to find a
young Muslim woman and her brand new baby sitting in our seat. The steward, sorry, flight attendant,
asked if we would mind allowing her to move away
from her window seat as she was scared of flying and
did not want to sit near the window. So Chris happily agreed to take the window seat and leave her sit
in the middle seat. As soon as Chris had settled in
and fastened her seat belt, much to her delight, she
had the newborn plonked on her lap as mum got
herself sorted. The rest of the flight was spent admiring baby and comforting scared mum. Due to bad
weather, there was a huge backlog of planes waiting to be allowed into Atatürk airport. That meant
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hit the tarmac the mum recovered miraculously and
had a long conversation on her mobile, while Chris
was holding the bub. After all that excitement we got
ourselves seated in an airport restaurant, known all
over the world for their repulsively high prices and
notoriously bad food, to wait the 3.5 hours till checkin at 7.00 pm Around 8 pm we had settled in our half
of a square meter of Boeing 707, and were on our 26
hour way to Dubai, Singapore and finally Oz. Hope
they have some decent movies.

Goodbye to Greece, Turkey, Clio and all our
friends, hope to see you again next year.

being parked in a waiting pattern over the Bosporus
for almost an hour in a bumpy plane, which wasn’t
helping the now slightly panicky and crying mum.
But we finally landed in Istanbul and the moment we
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